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Abstract 
 
This action research study examines the impact instruction informed by Systemic 
Functional Linguistics (SFL) with a particular focus on tenor and socio-cultural theory has on 
sixth, seventh and eighth grade English language learners in an urban school.  Over the course of 
seven and ½ months I used Systemic Functional Linguistics with a focus on tenor to teach both 
the fictional narrative and persuasive genres.  In each genre, students wrote a piece for three 
different audiences where the expected tenor ranged from personal to impersonal to semi 
personal.  My instruction focused on the context, purpose and tenor and the particular structural 
elements and language features of each genre.  Student writing and pedagogical strategies were 
examined using selective coding and triangulation.  Evidence from this study suggests that 
writing instruction informed by SFL in combination with a socio-cultural model helps English 
language learners’ writing. 
 When students wrote for a distant audience the quality of the students’ writing improved.  
Students increased the amount of text, adjectivals, and made some improvements in terms of 
structure.  Students also included formal language, descriptions and in some cases altered the 
mood and modality.  Students also improved the quality of their pieces as they looked more like 
writing and less like oral language.  After students worked hard to make their pieces more formal 
they resisted making changes for the less sophisticated audiences indicating that while students 
were developing awareness of tenor, more work and instruction was needed.   
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Chapter One 
  
State of writing instruction  
A particular focus on English language learners 
 
The education students receive in the United States and how well it prepares them to 
participate in higher education, the job market and in life is important and a significant piece of 
the nation’s agenda (Applebee & Langer, 2006).  The national standards movement in the 1990s 
and the No Child Left Behind Act are both indicators of the nation’s interest in how well the 
education system is preparing our students.  Writing, a significant element of this education is 
“how students connect the dots in their knowledge” (National Commission on Writing, 2003, 
p.1).  Being able to write effectively is crucial in meeting the demands of the current world.   
According to many, however, the teaching and learning of writing is often neglected in 
many classrooms (Applebee & Langer, 2006; Enright, 2011).  Even though “long-term trend data 
for both writing and reading show a remarkable stability in levels of achievement over time,” 
(Applebee & Langer, 2006, p. 1) and improvement was seen in “writing achievement between 
1998 and 2002 at Grades 4 and 8” (p.1), gaps exist and continue to expand between rich and poor 
students and among groups defined by race/ethnicity (2006).  In fact, the National Commission 
on Writing (NCW) in 2003 wrote that, “today’s students cannot systematically produce writing 
at the high levels of skill, maturity and sophistication required in a complex, modern economy” 
(2003, p.16).  
English language learners represent the fastest growing population of students in 
America’s classrooms (Kindler, 2002).  In 2008-2009, it was estimated that there are 5, 346, 673 
ELLs enrolled in pre-k-12 (www.NCELA.gwu.edu) and the rate of ELLs in schools is only 
projected to increase over time (Abedi, 2004).  After examining data from the National 
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Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) ELLs are not succeeding in the area of writing.  In 
2008, 31% of Latino/as’ scored at the lowest level in writing skill.  In contrast, only 10% of 
White 8th graders score in the lowest level in writing skill.  Additionally, only 11% of Latino/as 
students scored at the proficient level.  When examining the White eighth grade students, 32% 
scored at the proficient level (Applebee & Langer, 2006).  This significant gap between White 
and Latino/as’ writing skills is demonstrative of the need for the nation to examine the writing 
instruction in the United States.  
In 2003, the NCW produced a report named “The Neglected “R”. The need for a writing 
Revolution”.  This document states that other subjects such as math and reading are often viewed 
as more important than writing and take precedence in instruction and time.  Writing, NCW 
claims, is not a simple skill set but complex and important as it leads to increased thinking and 
learning (2003).  Many students can meet what NAEP defines as the basic level in writing or 
master the fundamentals (Applebee & Langer, 2006).  There are not many students, however, 
who are able to create “precise, engaging, and coherent” (National Commission on Writing, 
2003, p.16) texts.  The NCW charged educational leaders and the public to take action and 
prioritize the teaching and learning of writing.  They asked teachers to spend more time on 
writing instruction, to increase the amount of writing students do in and out of school in both 
frequency and length, and to have parents review their children’s homework (National 
Commission on Writing, 2003). 
How is the United States progressing since the NCW demanded writing be taken more 
seriously in our schools?  Although NAEP data in 2005 points to an increase in “emphasis on 
writing and the teaching of writing, both in English language arts classrooms and across the 
curriculum…this may have begun to decline from its high” (Applebee & Langer, 2006, p. 1).  
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Between 2002 and 2005, the data shows that the amount of time teachers spent on writing 
has decreased.  In 2002, for example, 4% of Grade 8 students stated that they spent “0-10% of 
their language arts time on writing instruction” (p.5).  This is in contrast to 2005, where 11% 
reported spending less then 11-40% of the time (2006).  Furthermore, the data shows that 
students overall do not write often or at length for any subject. “Two-thirds of students in Grade 
8, for example, are expected to spend an hour or less on writing for homework each week, and 
40% of twelfth graders report never or hardly ever being asked to write a paper of 3 pages or 
more” (p.2).  Although articulating ideas in a concise manner is an important skill, the ability to 
write longer, in depth pieces is also important, especially for students who plan to attend college 
(2006).   
Additionally, when teachers were asked about their pedagogy, many teachers reported 
teaching writing from a process oriented approach but could not articulate what this actually 
looked like in their classrooms (2006).  
Writing skills do not only impact students’ success in school. Writing is a complex skill 
that is crucial for success in the private and public work place as well. In 2004 The National 
Commission’s second report on a survey entitled, “Writing a Ticket to Work…Or a Ticket out” 
(2004) surveyed the importance of writing skills in the private sector.  The findings concluded 
that “writing is a “threshold skill” for hiring and promotions among salaried (i.e. professional) 
employees” (p.3). The survey responses pointed to writing as a key aspect of achieving success 
in the private sector.   
The results from The National Commission’s third report which examined the importance 
of writing in the public sector, also found writing skills to be crucial to job success.  The surveys 
reported that 80% of respondents felt writing was “a critical skill for professional state 
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employment” (National Commission of Writing, 2005, p.4) and more than 75% of respondents 
believed writing skills impacted hiring and promotions (2005).  Subsequently, it was also found 
that 30% of government employees fall below the professional standard in writing costing the 
American tax payers, a quarter of a billion dollars annually to provide remedial writing (2005).   
The reason why so many students are struggling in the area of writing is undoubtedly 
complex.  Gee (2004) notes students and in particular English language learners may be 
struggling in school and in writing because they do not have access to the preferred academic 
language.  Gee states that there are “different varieties of languages” and different people have 
access to these languages depending on their backgrounds and experiences (2004).   
 “Academic language” or what Schleppegrell (2004) calls the “language of schooling” is 
the language used in schools. Some students’ backgrounds and experiences prepare them for the 
desired and often expected use of language at school, while others do not.  Students who 
experience a middle class background and speak English as a first language, are often more 
prepared for the language of school, because schools predominantly draw from the middle class 
ways of meaning (Schleppegrell, 2004; Menyuk & Brisk, 2005).   
Due to the pressures of high stakes testing and state standards many teachers have had to 
shift “from a broad program of writing instruction to a much narrower focus on how to best 
answer particular types of test questions” (Lesnick, 2006, p.28).  Teachers in fact have been 
found to teach directly from scoring guides (Hillocks, 2006).  This narrower focus propagates the 
idea that there is only one correct way of writing and neglects all of the different linguistic 
strengths, ways of writing and abilities students bring to the classroom.  As a result, many 
students are being socialized into a very narrow way of writing (Enright, 2011) and ultimately 
denied the opportunity to learn and participate in the dominant discourse.    
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Instead of teaching ELL’s how language functions and what choices are available to them 
to write effectively, in order to meet the demands of standardized testing, many teachers adopt a 
traditional approach to grammar instruction (Godley, Carpenter &Werner, 2007).  In order to 
improve writing instruction, many teachers focus on teaching students how to label the parts of 
speech and examine language at the sentence level without context.  This is problematic, for 
dividing sentences up and examining the parts of speech out of context, is shown to be 
ineffective in improving writing (p.103).  Hillocks (2006) stated, “It is obvious that students are 
receiving a diet of poor writing instruction that cannot provide appropriate nourishment for their 
growth as writers” (p.53).   
A narrow approach to teaching writing negatively impacts all students and in particular 
English language learners.  Students who are learning English as a second language (ELL) “need 
instruction and support for practicing and developing a wide range of language features” 
(Schleppegrell & Go, 2007, p.530).   
English language learners often bring to school different experiences, cultural and 
linguistic backgrounds and expectations.  However, they often have less exposure and practice 
with the language of school expectations (Schleppegrell, 2004).  At times, these differences are 
not valued by teachers and schools and the expectations of schools are not explicitly explained to 
the students.  By not indicating expectations, schools can deny students access to the academic 
language desired in schools (2004).   
ELLs need to be explicitly taught how the English language functions in order to achieve 
success (Meynuck & Brisk, 2005).  Teachers need writing instruction that provides them with 
specific information about how language functions.  Systemic Functional Linguistics, a theory 
that looks at how language makes meaning can inform writing instruction by providing specific 
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content concerning the language features and structural elements used to achieve particular 
purposes in particular contexts for audiences.  Providing students with this specific content can 
provide a way to unveil the mystery of academic writing and allow all students access to the 
dominant society.   
Research Questions 
This study examined the following question:  
What impact do writing interventions informed by Systemic Functional Linguistics 
(SFL), with a focus on tenor, have on sixth, seventh and eighth grade English language learners? 
Rationale 
“Writing today is not a frill for the few, but an essential skill for the many” (National 
Commission on Writing, 2003, p.1).  All students and in particular English language learners, 
deserve access to the academic language of schooling that will allow them to participate in the 
dominant society.  Writing skills are crucial not only for students’ personal success in school but 
for their success in the workforce.  Additionally, the future of our country is impacted by the 
writing skills of the people.   
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), also known as a functional approach to language, 
“looks at how people use real language for real purposes” (Derewianka, 1990, p.4).   It is a 
theory that looks at how language is used to make meaning in particular cultural and situational 
contexts.  SFL provides teachers with specific content concerning the language features and 
structural elements used to achieve particular purposes in particular cultural and situational 
contexts.      
Systemic Functional Linguistics highlights students’ strengths instead of weaknesses or 
errors.  Instead of solely focusing on grammar exercises, offering vague comments and 
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identifying spelling mistakes, a functional approach provides teachers with explicit suggestions 
to help students unpack academic language and demonstrate what language resources are 
available (Derewianka, 1990).  Additionally, SFL provides a meta-language for teachers and 
students to talk directly about language and how language is used to make meaning. The use of 
this meta-language also allows teachers to provide explicit instruction and feedback on how 
language functions to create different meanings (Martin, 2009).   
SFL teaches students how academic language functions, a skill that is imperative to their 
success in school (Fang et al., 2006).  Moreover, an informed SFL approach shifts what counts as 
effective writing from narrow notions of “correctness” to broader notions that index the 
effectiveness of a piece of writing from various purposes and audiences in particular social 
contexts.  Furthermore, SFL adopts a social justice approach by striving to make the language of 
schooling transparent and accessible to all students (Schleppegrell, 2004). 
By using an approach to writing informed by SFL, all students and in particular English 
language learners can unveil the mystery of how academic language functions.  They can learn 
how to unpack the often dense academic language and appreciate the choices that are available to 
them to improve and strengthen their writing.  All students deserve the opportunity to learn how 
language functions and what choices are available for them to improve.    
Systemic Functional Linguistics and Tenor  
Systemic Functional Linguistics is a complex theory of oral and written language and is 
comprised of numerous elements.  This study focused on implementing writing interventions 
informed by SFL to unveil the mystery of how language works to make meaning and improve 
ELLs’ writing.  There was a particular focus on tenor in this study.  Tenor refers to “the role 
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relationship being construed through the text or interaction including the stance or attitude of the 
speaker or writer” (Schleppegrell, 2004, p. 47).   
Who a writer is, their identity, and how they want to present themselves to their audience, 
impacts and differentiates a piece of writing because it requires the writer to make different 
grammatical and lexical choices.  Additionally, a writer’s voice and the identity of the audience 
they address, impacts style, content, choice of vocabulary and grammar.   
Tenor or the relationship between the speaker/writer and audience is realized in the 
interpersonal grammatical choices (Schleppegrell, 2004).  Examples of the interpersonal 
grammar are mood, modality, personal pronouns and evaluative vocabulary (Droga & 
Humphrey, 2003).   
Tenor affects all aspects of writing and is crucial to creating effective texts.  Halliday 
(2005) stated that “there is good evidence to suggest that control of language in its interpersonal 
function is as crucial to educational success as is control over the expression of content, for it is 
through that function that the child learns to participate, as an individual, and to express and 
develop his own personality and his own uniqueness…” (p.176).    
A “crucial part of our language ability is our knowing how things are typically – or even 
obligatorily –said in certain contexts” (Thompson, 2004, p.39).  By focusing on tenor, or how 
language functions interpersonally, teachers can show students how to make better linguistic 
choices depending on the context (Gebhard, Harnman & Segar, 2007) to achieve their purposes.   
Justification for Study  
Unquestionably, greater attention must be paid to writing and the quality of writing 
instruction for all students.  In fact: 
low literacy levels are associated with lower earning, fewer job opportunities, a large 
unskilled workforce…low rates of voting, greater likelihood to remain uninformed about 
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current events and public issues, and lower rates of participation in various kinds of 
community groups” (Hillocks, 2006, p.56).   
 
The standards of literacy for participation in our information driven economy keep increasing 
(p.56).  Writing instruction is not meeting the needs of the majority of students.   Even people 
considered the most advantaged in our society, those who have a parent who graduated from 
college, do not score at the proficient level of writing.  Only 43% of eighth graders and 32% of 
twelfth graders whose parents graduated from college scored at the proficient level of writing 
(p.56).   
  How do we teach students how language functions and that there are choices available to 
them to create effective pieces of writing?   Teachers need to instruct students on how to unpack 
this dense academic language that makes school inaccessible for English language learners.   
Additionally, teachers need to express to students that there is more than one correct way of 
writing and that all students’ linguistic skills are valued and encouraged.  Then teachers can build 
upon the capabilities students already possess to increase their writing abilities.  
Currently, however, “although many models of effective ways to teach writing exist, both 
the teaching and learning of writing are increasingly shortchanged throughout the school and 
college years” (National Commission on Writing, 2003, p.3).  Believing language is comprised 
of abstract rules that can be taught through rote memorization and worksheets is not the answer.  
Rather, understanding that language is comprised of meaning and form and that the use of 
Systemic Functional Linguistics can provide a way for teachers to address students’ writing 
strengths and needs and talk about language, is essential.  Furthermore, students’ awareness of 
tenor, the different linguistic patterns, and the associated choices available to them, may improve 
their writing.   
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English language learners continue to lag behind other students in their ability to write 
effectively, not because they are not capable, but because of the instruction they are receiving. 
The lack of attention paid to writing instruction and the emphasis on memorization and rote 
grammar exercises does not aid in English language learners learning how to write effectively.  
In contrast, adopting instruction informed by SFL with a focus on tenor, may help teachers 
provide explicit instruction on how language is used to create meaning and how tenor, the 
relationship between the audience and writer and the stance the writer aims to take, impact the 
linguistic choices writers make to create meaning.  Through the use of SFL’s meta-language, 
teachers and students have a language to talk about language.  This meta-language can help 
students unpack the language and make visible the choices writers make and ultimately help 
students improve their writing.  Furthermore, teaching with an SFL informed approach and use 
of meta-language can provide teachers a way to provide specific feedback to students on their 
writing.   
Organization and Arguments of this Dissertation 
This qualitative study presents justification for this study, a review of the literature, 
detailed descriptions of the students, the instruction I provided, feedback students received and 
gave to their classmates, general uncoached assessments and student writing samples in order to 
see the value of writing instruction informed by SFL with a specific focus on tenor on English 
language learners.   
 Through analyzing student writing and my pedagogical strategies, I aimed to answer the 
following question:  What impact do writing interventions informed by SFL with a focus on 
tenor have on sixth, seventh and eighth grade English language learners? 
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This dissertation is comprised of eight chapters and organized in the following way: 
Chapter 1 presents my rationale for this study and need for all students to have access to 
the academic discourse in schools.  English language learners are not succeeding in the area of 
writing.  Many of the current writing pedagogies focus on the process of writing but not the 
content.  SFL emphasizes there is no one correct way of writing: rather, language functions to 
make meanings, and different meanings, are valued in different cultural and situational contexts.  
Writing instruction informed by SFL can make the purpose, structure and language expectations 
clear to teachers and students.  Teachers can focus on students’ strengths and teach students how 
language is used to make meaning as opposed to teaching grammar as an abstract set of rules and 
focusing on errors.   
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical frameworks in which I situate this study and a review 
of the literature that presents the elements of tenor, and writing instruction for English language 
learners.  I include a glossary of SFL terms at the end of this chapter.   
 Chapter 3 presents the methodology used in this study.  Here I present the writing 
interventions, the data collected and my analysis of the data.   
 Chapter 4 describes how my instruction impacted the students from the perspective of my 
instructional strategies.   
 Chapter 5 presents and describes the three focal students’ fictional narrative writing.   
Rubric scores and writing examples are presented and analyzed for the three different audiences 
(friend, literary agent, and fourth grade student).   
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 Chapter 6 describes the three focal students’ persuasive writing.  Rubric scores and 
writing examples are presented and analyzed for the three different audiences (principal of 
school, President of the United States and guardian). 
 Chapter 7 illustrates the progression of the focal students over the course of the year from 
two perspectives.  The first perspective looks at the rubric scores of the focal students for the 
three general assessments taken at the beginning, middle and end of the year.  The second 
perspective looks at the focal students’ writing over the course of the year in terms of tenor.   
 Chapter 8 presents my interpretation of data and implications for future research. 
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Chapter Two 
  
                              Theoretical Framework & Literature Review 
 
 
 In this chapter I present the theoretical frameworks that guided my study.  Following the 
theoretical frameworks, I showcase a review of the literature on audience, identity and voice, 
English language learners and writing, process writing and genre.   
Theoretical Framework 
 
Systemic functional linguistics (SFL) and socio-cultural theory were the two theories that 
informed my study.  SFL provided the content for my writing instruction.  Socio-cultural theory 
and specific aspects outlined below, informed my pedagogy.  Below I describe each of these 
theories.   
Systemic Functional Linguistics 
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), a theory originated by Halliday (1985), looks at 
language from a functional perspective.  This perspective looks at how language functions to 
make meaning (Derewianka, 1990) and allows us “to do things- to share information, to enquire, 
to express attitudes, to entertain, to argue, to get our needs met, to reflect, to construct ideas, to 
order our experience and make sense of the world” (Derewianka, 1990, p. 3). 
The primary function of language as seen by functional theorists is to communicate 
meanings in particular contexts for specific purposes (Thompson, 2004).  The choices writers 
and speakers make when choosing meanings and lexical and structural options are connected to 
the cultural and social context (p. 9). “Context and language are interdependent” (Thompson, 
2004, p.9), however.  Language is used in particular ways because of the social and cultural 
context.  The social and cultural context is also constructed by the way language is used, 
however (2004).   
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 Over time different cultures have decided on what patterns of language or registers are 
the most effective in achieving particular purposes (Martin, 2009).  These patterns of language or 
registers are used to achieve purposes are known as genres. 
Genres are not only defined by the particular recurrent patterns of language a culture 
deems appropriate to achieve particular goals.  Genres are also defined by the structure or stages 
(Martin, 2009) a writer or speaker chooses to make meaning.  Martin defines genre as, “staged 
goal-oriented social process” (p.10).  One composes meaning in each of the steps or “stages” of a 
particular text or speech, not all at once, so that by the end the purpose or goal is achieved 
(2009).  By analyzing the language and structural elements used, SFL theorists can determine the 
purpose.  Additionally, theorists can identify the language features and structural elements 
needed to achieve a particular purpose. 
Different situational contexts require different registers or language choices.  The register 
or language choices, is determined by the field, tenor and mode.  The field can be defined as 
what the speaker/writer is talking about, the tenor is the relationship between the speaker/writer 
and stance the speaker/writer takes and the mode is how the text is organized (Schleppegrell, 
2004, p. 46).  Each and every utterance a speaker or writer makes uses the grammatical and 
lexical resources that have evolved to express field, tenor and mode (Coffin, 2003).  These 
grammatical and lexical resources are known as the ideational, interpersonal and textual.  The 
ideational resource “represents internal and external reality” (p.15).  The interpersonal resource 
represents “interacting and building relationships” (p.15) and the textual resource represents how 
we “organize information coherently” (p.15). 
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SFL can provide teachers with the language features and structural elements necessary to 
achieve particular purposes.  Teachers can then explicitly teach these features and elements 
which can help students understand how language is used to create meaning.   
Central to SFL is the idea that grammar is a system of choices students can make to 
create meaning, not abstract rules that teachers should drill and students memorize in order to 
teach students the “correct” way to use language (Gebhard, Harman & Seger, 2007).  SFL 
provides a way to break down these choices to illustrate how the writer or speaker used the 
choices to make meaning (Thompson, 2004).    
Students, however, do not innately know what these linguistic choices are and what they 
should use to write effectively or even that writing is about making choices, at all.  Students need 
instruction on how linguistic choices make meaning within academic text as this will not develop 
on its own without assistance.  Therefore, teachers need to specifically teach the linguistic 
choices that are available (Gebhard, Harman & Seger, 2007).   
The choices a student has linguistically, “operates at the word, sentence, and discourse 
levels and reflect the degree to which students have been socialized into and wish to align 
themselves with valued ways of knowing and being at school” (Gebhard, Harman & Seger, 
2007, p.422).  This is significant, for school knowledge and actions often differ from the way 
students speak and learn outside of school (Gebhard, Harman & Seger, 2007; Schleppegrell, 
2004).  This poses clear challenges for all students, but in particular ELL students who often 
must write about topics and technical language that may not be familiar to them (Gebhard, 
Harman & Seger, 2007).  Additionally, their experience and ideas may not be valued by the 
dominant culture.  Moreover, academic language is often lexically and syntactically denser than 
everyday language (2007).  SFL tries to make transparent how school language functions and 
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help teachers and students distinguish between academic and every day registers (Gebhard et al., 
2007) so that students have access to academic language used and expected in schools.   
SFL also has a meta-language that allows teachers and students to talk about language.  
Teachers can teach students this meta-language which uses labels such as “circumstances” and 
“participants” and “process” to illustrate the function of the different aspects of language and 
how language is used to create meaning.  By using SFL’s meta-language students and teachers 
can see how the grammar, or linguistic choices, are not abstract terms to identify in sentences out 
of context, but rather are used to create particular meanings.  Looking at language from the 
perspective that language forms are connected with their meanings can help unveil the mystery 
of effective writing and help teachers and students identify specific aspects of text and language, 
which when focused on can improve student writing (Gebhard, Harman & Seger, 2007).  
By using SFL to look at genres teachers can make explicit the language features and 
structural elements needed to achieve a particular purpose in the school context (Martin, 2009). 
The concept that language and genres are not fixed but rather change over time in order to 
achieve particular purposes in particular contexts (Martin, 2009) is an essential point when 
working with all students but in particular English language learners, for this illustrates that there 
is not one correct way of writing but rather how students are expected to write in American 
schools for example.   
The point of SFL is not to disregard the language practices English language learners and 
other students know and use and claim there is only one “correct” way to write effectively 
(Gebhard et al., 2007).  Rather, SFL looks to embrace many backgrounds and skills students 
already possess and inform them there are many different ways to write effectively depending on 
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the culture and situational context.   SFL allows one to examine language to see the different 
choices a writer makes within a cultural and situational context to make meaning.  SFL aims: 
not to canonize academic language practices or try to replace valuable home and peer 
ways of using language.  Rather, it aims to acknowledge and value the multiple social 
and linguistic worlds to which students already belong and to support them in 
participating and creating possible future worlds by expanding the meaning making 
resources available to them (Gebhard et al., 2007, p.422).   
 
SFL aims to open the door for all students by not only showing students the power they have to 
make choices about language use but also to help teachers examine language and the resources 
that all students bring to the classroom differently.  SFL can provide teachers with explicitly 
ways to teach students how to unpack academic language and become successful writers.  A 
functional model: 
helps us to identify what children’s strengths are and to make clear and positive 
suggestions as to how they might make their texts more effective, instead of vague 
superficial comments or mere corrections of spelling and punctuation (Derewianka, 1990, 
p.5). 
 
SFL can break down the barriers that exist for students who come to school with different 
cultural and linguistic backgrounds that do not always match the expected dominant way.  A 
functional approach does this by clearly showing how language is used to make meaning in this 
particular cultural and these specific situational contexts.   
Tenor 
 
Tenor, or “the people involved in the communication and the relationship between them,” 
(Thompson, 2004, p.40) is created and affected by numerous elements such as the identity of the 
writer, the stance or voice the writer aims to portray, and the audience the writer addresses.  The 
significance of tenor cannot be underestimated as it impacts every aspect of writing.   
Tenor is realized in the interpersonal grammatical choices one makes. Some ways to 
express interpersonal or attitudinal and evaluative meaning are through the use of mood, 
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modality, personal pronouns and evaluative vocabulary (Thompson, 2004).  When writers make 
choices from the interpersonal function, they indicate an awareness of the relationship that exists 
between the writer and audience and that the stance the writer is taking (2004).   
Mood refers to how the writer or speaker can communicate meanings to the 
reader/listener (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).  The writer/speaker can use different clause 
structures such as declarative, imperative and interrogative as a way of interacting with the 
audience.  The declarative structure, or statement, is used to provide information to the audience.  
The interrogative can be used to “ask for information, ask someone to do something, encourage 
someone to think about something, or make an offer” (p.53).  The imperative is used to “express 
feelings in an emphatic way” (p.53).  The choices a writer makes relates to the relationship that 
exists between the writer and audience and the stance the writer aims to create.    
Through the use of modality, writers can take a stance by indicating probability, usuality, 
obligation or inclination in the different clause structures.  Through using the different modalities 
on the high, medium, or low spectrum, writers/speakers can indicate their stance or position as 
well as their awareness of the status of the audience.  Using modality is particularly important 
when students are composing expositions, where the writer is trying to persuade an audience on a 
particular position.    
The speaker/writer can also use the personal pronouns, ‘I’, ‘you”, ‘we”, and ‘us’ to create 
a more personal relationship with the audience (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).   Different genres, 
such as expositions, typically want to create a more objective and distant relationship with the 
audience and therefore do not use the personal pronouns.  Vocatives or directly addressing 
people with titles or names is another way a writer can create a personal relationship with the 
audience (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).   
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Evaluative vocabulary refers to the affect, judgment, and appreciating vocabulary a writer 
chooses to express their feelings, make moral judgments of people’s behaviors and assess the 
quality of objects (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).   
Teaching students that there are choices they can make from the interpersonal function 
depending on who they are, who their audience is and the stance they want to take is essential in 
creating effective texts.  This is particularly important in the school context where students are 
often expected to create an impersonal tenor with the audience.  Additionally, students are 
expected to use language to judge and evaluate differently in school then they do in more 
informal settings (Schelppegrell, 2004).  Due to the fact that the expectations for the tenor 
students create with the audience in school can differ greatly in different cultures, it is important 
for ELLs to be taught what the expectations in the cultural and situational context in which they 
are writing.    
By focusing on tenor and how language functions interpersonally teachers can show 
students how to make better linguistic choices (Gebhard, Harmam & Seger, 2007) and improve 
their writing.    
Socio cultural theory 
 
Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory states that the development of human beings is 
predominantly a result of their social interactions and experiences with others as well as their 
historical and cultural background (Gibbons, 2002).  Piaget believed that children’s development 
was sequential and that children needed to pass through the different stages of development.  
Additionally, Piaget believed that children’s learning was internal and developed from their 
interactions with their environment (Mooney, 2000).  Vygotsky agreed that students developed 
and learned from their interaction from their environment but also and most significant to his 
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theory was his belief that children’s learning is not simply internal but also a result of 
interactions with others.  Vygotsky argued that children were apprentices and learned from the 
people and cultural tools, such as language, that the society develops and passes down for 
generations.  It is through the interactions with others and exposure to the society’s cultural tools 
that children develop and gain access to the culture (Gibbons, 2002). 
Students for example, can learn about these cultural tools, such as language, by imitating 
the teacher and peers, remembering the teachers’ instructions and self regulating or through 
collaborative learning with peers (Gibbons, 2002).  Therefore, “what language we learn and how 
well we use it and for what purpose, is a result of the social contexts and situations we have been 
in” (p.8) and who we have been around.   
Central to Vygotsky’s social cultural theory is the concept that people develop or learn as 
a result of working with people who are more knowledgeable than themselves.  Vygotsky’s term 
“zone of proximal development” refers to the space or “zone” that exists between what a person 
can do on their own and what they can do when assisted by someone else.  The scaffolding and 
coaching or modeling a more knowledgeable persona provides at this stage is crucial in 
propelling the child forward to being able to accomplish tasks independently (Kroll, 2003).  
English language learners need coaches with advanced English speaking skills in order to propel 
them forward to learn the language (Gibbons, 2002, p.8). 
This study used Vygotsky’s social- cultural theory as a theoretical framework to view the 
interactions of and between the students in my class.  Additionally, socio-cultural theory 
impacted and influenced my pedagogy.   More expert people need to be providing support and 
guidance to students in order for their writing to improve.  These experts, however, must be 
cognizant of language and development to specifically support English language learners.  
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Systemic Functional Linguistics is a theory of language that can provide this knowledge and 
understanding (Scheleppegrell, 2004) to enhance writing development.  
It is through guidance and support with more knowledgeable writers, that all writers but 
in particular struggling writers and English language learners can improve their writing.  In order 
for this to happen, however, writing must be acknowledged as being impacted and informed by 
the social and cultural context in which produced.  Writing instruction that is informed by SFL, 
follows an iterative process and includes teacher instruction and teacher and student 
collaboration can hopefully help teachers and students improve writing.    
Literature Review  
 
Below I review the literature on audience, identity and voice, the major elements of tenor 
as this was the heart of my study.  Subsequently, I provide a review of English language learners 
and how their writing develops in the second language, and what the research posits are the most 
effective approaches to teaching English language learners writing.  Lastly I present a review of 
both the process approach to writing and genre.   
Audience, Identity and Voice         
Audience  
 
The purpose of writing is to address an audience (Ede & Lunsford, 1984).  Knowing the 
audience is crucial, for different grammatical choices, stances and content should be used 
depending on the audience to effectively reach them (Wollman-Bonilla, 2001, p.185).  Ede & 
Lunsford (1984) posit that audience awareness, although not a simple concept, is essential to 
creating effective writing.  They claim that writers need to have or create an audience and be 
cognizant of their beliefs and ideas while writing as the purpose of writing is in fact to address 
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someone.  Additionally, writers need to use language to provide cues to their audience as to the 
role they want them to play.   
What is troubling, however, is that most often students only address or write for their 
teacher.  This presents a challenge, for “basic writing students, who have generally read very 
little and who have written for only teachers, have difficulty believing in a real audience” 
(Shaunenessy 1977, p.39).  If students do not write for authentic and varied audiences, they do 
not learn that different audiences demand different lexical and grammatical structures in order to 
be effective.  
Writing for real purposes with an authentic audience makes a difference and may provide 
the opportunity for students to stretch their sociocognitive abilities as Vgotsky’s “zone of 
proximal development” illustrates (Wollman-Bonilla, 2001).  
Audience awareness is not simple, however, Kroll (1978) notes that “powerful learning 
occurs when children experience the failure or success of their words to communicate to peers” 
(p.831).  This is significant, for it is then that students understand that language functions 
interpersonally and they must alter their writing in order to effectively communicate with their 
audience.   
Wollman-Bonilla (2001) found that students as young as six years old can have an 
understanding of audience.  If students are provided with authentic purposes and audiences with 
whom they are familiar and can connect to, as well as provided instruction and feedback, 
students can exhibit audience awareness.  This is significant, for it highlights how even young 
students are capable of addressing an audience effectively if they write for real audiences and 
purposes and are provided with explicit instruction and feedback.     
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Wollman-Bonilla (2004) in an ethnographic study of third and fourth grade students, 
notes that central to successful persuasive writing is audience awareness.  “Writers persuade by 
knowing how to capture their readers’ attention and to convince them to believe or do something 
they might not” (p.504).  She states that it is through various strategies or rhetorical moves that 
writers display audience awareness (2004). These moves tell the reader what their “expected 
stance is, provide background information readers need to appeal to readers’ emotions, 
circumstances, sense of humor, and stating and accommodating readers’ concern” (p. 504).  
It is important that students write for authentic audiences with real purposes.  Wollman-
Bonilla, concurs and posits that too often students, of all ages, are predominantly writing for their 
teachers or imaginary readers.  If students are given authentic audiences with real purpose and 
they understand what is expected of them, they can write persuasive texts (2004).   
In this study, the teachers over the course of three weeks focused on persuasive writing. 
They provided mini lessons on how to address the concerns and needs of the audience as well as 
how to develop reasons for their arguments.  The students wrote an uncoached letter and then 
two letters that followed mini lessons.  The teacher and students examined examples and also 
engaged in peer-editing.  Wollman-Bonilla coded the student writing for rhetorical moves.  It 
was found that when students wrote letters to someone they had a close relationship with, a 
family member, they used the interpersonal more than other moves.  Additionally, when students 
were provided instruction through the mini lessons, there was a great increase in the number of 
response moves.  Furthermore, peer editing led to a greater percentage of students revising their 
work with a focus on audience.  Overall, this study illustrated that “teachers do not have to teach 
to the test in a narrow evaluation-focused manner; rater they can develop tools that move 
students towards test readiness while keeping writing process principles in focus” (2004, p.510). 
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Fontaine (1987) conducted a case study where four 9, 13, 15 and 18 year old students 
(twelve students in total) in California, were asked to write two letters to two different audiences 
concerning a memorable place they visited.  During stimulated recall discussions and interviews, 
the nine year olds revealed an understanding that the audiences would have different 
perspectives.  The students spoke about the audiences’ interest, knowledge of place described 
and experience.  Their written letters, however, did not incorporate this information.  This was in 
contrast to the older students (13-18 year olds) who illustrated an understanding of the different 
audiences’ perspectives but who were able to change the text in order to express these 
differences (1987).  
Fontaine did not state why the older students were able to shift their writing according to 
the audience and the younger students were not.  She did note, however, that the younger 
students were not aware that written language could function interpersonally (1987) because 
students were very accustomed to writing solely for the teacher instead of multiple audiences.  
Although this study does not go into great depth or leave us with defined answers about 
instruction, the fact that the students were able to articulate their understanding of audience 
perspectives verbally but not in the written form is significant. This leads one to believe that 
students have the potential but need more specific instruction around the interpersonal function 
of writing and what language choices are effective for specific audiences.  Additionally, students 
need opportunities to address multiple audiences in their writing.  
Midgette, Haria & MacArthur (2008) noted that specific audience-awareness-goals 
similar to Wollman-Bonniall’s (2001) specific audience- awareness- instruction were important 
and effective to improve revision and the overall quality of persuasive essays.  One hundred and 
fifty one eighth and fifth grade students, in the central part of the United States, participated in a 
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study that examined the impact of content and audience-awareness goals to improve revision and 
the overall quality of persuasive essays.  The students with specific audience awareness goals 
were found to write more persuasive and effective pieces than those with general or simply 
content goals.  Students in the audience awareness group were more likely to “consider opposing 
positions and rebut them” (Midgette, Haria & MacArthur, 2008, p.131). Teachers therefore can 
help students learn to address the audience by providing specific audience awareness goals when 
writing and revising.   
Anderson (2008) posits that students are able to write effective persuasive texts but that 
they are often not given ample opportunities in school to practice reading or writing this type of 
text.  In her ethnographic study of third and fourth graders she examined the differences between 
the persuasive writing of students in an urban and suburban area.  After analyzing the persuasive 
letters she found that elementary students in urban and suburban schools can write persuasive 
texts, “but they enact different patterns of response drawing on locally learned discourses” 
(p.271).  How the students write is influenced by the instruction they receive, the discourse they 
draw on and their culture.  Furthermore, if students are given opportunities to write, choose 
topics they are interested in, and teachers scaffold instruction through talk, then they are able to 
write persuasively (2008). 
Although this study focuses on younger students, the concept that students’ persuasive 
writing is connected to the teacher, the assignment, the culture of the student and school and 
location is significant.  In this particular study, the students were all given the same prompt, 
however, they used different language based on what was appropriate and would meet the needs 
of the audiences in their location.  The students essays from the suburban and urban schools 
differed in language, grammar and voice, not because one was correct and the other was wrong 
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or deficient but rather because the different areas demanded different language and grammar in 
order to be effective.  Additionally, this study highlights that there is not only one correct way of 
writing, for what counts as effective writing is influenced and determined by culture and 
audience.  Moreover, the linguistic skills students already possess need to be valued and built 
upon not discouraged.  If teachers can use these skills and show students how language functions 
and how to shift their language for different audiences and purposes, then perhaps student 
writing can improve. What this study does lack, however, is a more specific explanation of the 
instruction used to teach students to write effective persuasive essays.  This is an area that needs 
greater focus. 
Audience and SFL 
Systemic Functional Linguistics, as described earlier, is a theory of language that can be 
used to inform instruction and improve writing.  Knowing the audience and making language or 
meaning choices to address the audience is a crucial aspect of tenor and being able to create 
effective writing.  Gebhard, Harman & Seger (2007) conducted a study with a teacher in an 
urban, economically struggling city in MA.  The teacher, Wendy, used instruction informed by 
Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), with a focus on the interpersonal, to teach fifth grade 
English language learners how to write a persuasive letter.  Due to the students’ poor 
performance on state testing in 2003, the teachers were asked to spend an inordinate amount of 
time on test preparatory skills. Wendy expressed teaching writing with such a narrow focus was 
not helping her students, and in particular her ELL students, learn how language works 
effectively.  
One of the challenges Wendy’s students faced was unpacking the abstract symbols and 
dense sentence structure of the test (2007).  The standardized tests used language, structures and 
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symbols that students were not exposed to in their daily life.  She astutely noted as a result, that 
“testing the students over and over is likely not going to change the outcome.  What the students 
need is instruction on how to unpack this language” (p. 419).  
Wendy used her students’ frustration over the recess policy as an opportunity to teach 
argument or persuasive writing to change the recess policy.  One of the challenges that many 
students face in particular ELL students is that academic writing often expects a more distanced 
relationship (Schleppegrell, 2004, p.58) between the writer and audience than expressed in 
informal writing. This is an area that the teacher focused on in her mini-lessons.   
Wendy aimed to teach the difference between linguistic choices and social functions and 
that linguistic choices were available with a focus on the interpersonal.  After students examined 
exemplars, they wrote their first drafts and had conferences with the teacher.  During the 
conferences she focused on the interpersonal (audience/position of authority) and how to make 
writing more effective by simple changes such as increasing the letters’ formality by adding 
more temporal clauses. The letters were eventually presented to the principal and their hard work 
was realized when recess returned to the students.   
This study highlights the pivotal role SFL and a focus on the interpersonal function of 
language can have on English language learners.  Instead of asking students to simply “add more 
detail” to their pieces, this study specifically teaches students how language functions for certain 
audiences and the choices that are available.  The teacher helped students unpack the language 
and realize they were very capable of writing persuasive pieces.  Moreover, the teacher also used 
an authentic audience and purpose for the piece, an important aspect of students’ ability to 
effectively write for an audience. 
Identity/Voice  
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A person’s identity, or who they are culturally and linguistically affects the lexical and 
grammatical choices they make when writing.  Writers take a particular stance on an issue, write 
in a particular language or use particular phrases, because of who they are and the identity they 
want to express.  Understanding this and informing students of the different linguistics choices 
available in order to illustrate or construct an identity is a significant component of tenor and 
becoming an effective writer.  
Ouellette (2008) examined the essays and journal entries of a Chinese student, Annie, and 
how “writers construct identity by positioning stance claims according to the standards of 
respective discourse communities” (p.256).  He used Ivanic’s “strands” of writer identity and 
Hylands’s idea of “stance and engagement” to analyze Annie’s essay drafts and how the choices 
she made formed an identity (Ouellette, 2008, p.256).  Additionally, Ouellette looked at Annie’s 
journal entries and analyzed how the choices she made when writing constructed the plagiarist 
identity and how her linguistic and cultural background impacted the choices she made.   
After working with Annie on drafts of the persuasive essay, Ouellette found that Annie 
was in fact not trying to plagiarize. Rather she was trying to negotiate her writer identity.  Annie 
noted in her journals that she felt like an outsider in school with both the American born students 
and those who were American born Chinese.  She did not understand aspects of the American 
culture or the teachers’ expectations in writing.  This was in addition to her belief that she was a 
poor writer because of her placement in ESL classes.  All of these pieces led her to lack 
confidence as a writer.  She did not believe that she could take a strong stance and make strong 
claims in her persuasive writing. This resulted in her making “subtle, indirect and tenuous 
claims” (Ouellette, 2008, p.266).  The tutor viewed these subtle, indirect and tenuous claims as 
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plagiarism, because without analyzing closely the writing seemed to mirror the original too 
closely.    
What Ouellette found, however, after close analysis of her writing, was that although by 
American standards the paper could be considered copied, she did make 23 specific changes that 
incorporated modal verbs and phrases to illustrate stance and engagement.  It was her lack of 
confidence as a writer and differences and cultural background that resulted in a “…written text 
that lacked a competent writer identity” (Ouellette, 2008, p.265).   
Under the instruction of Ouellette, Annie revised the original persuasive piece three 
times. After reviewing and analyzing her work, Ouellette provided feedback and encouraged her 
to use her own words and make a stronger stance and claims.  He realized through Annie’s 
journals and discussion that the expectations for addressing an audience of superior stature, such 
as a professor, from her cultural background were quite different.  She did not feel that she 
should strongly argue and make claims in her writing towards someone of superior stature.  
Additionally, because Annie believed she was a poor writer, she did not feel as though she 
should critique someone else’s work.  This is significant, for it illustrates how her identity 
influenced her writing and the way others perceived it.  
Ouellette recognized the strengths that Annie already had and her ability to make stances 
and arguments.  By examining her journals and understanding how her identity affected her 
writing, he was able to build off of her strengths to improve the effectiveness of her writing.   
 Students may not know the expectations for writing or school unless they are told.  Not 
understanding these expectations can lead students, as seen in this study, to write ineffectively 
and lack confidence.  The explicit feedback that Ouellette provided, however, is not discussed at 
great length.  Therefore, although the study highlights the importance of understanding how 
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one’s writer identity influences one’s writing, and the importance of maximizing the many 
strengths students do have, it ultimately does not provide teachers specific ways to then help 
their students improve their writing.   
 Fernsten’s (2008) case study focuses on Mandy, an ELL student, and the writer identity 
she creates as a result of the negative feedback she receives from her teacher.  Fernsten was 
interested in doing this study after witnessing that Mandy was enthusiastic and a leader in class 
but believed she was a bad writer.  Fernsten notes, that ESL students often have poor writer 
identities or believe they are “bad writers” because of the constant negative feedback they 
receive about their writing.  Unfortunately, however, “too often ESL writers and speakers accept 
the judgment of teachers as truth, unaware of the social and political realities that reinforce the 
labeling” (p.44).  Ultimately this negative feedback, which focuses on grammar and not teaching 
the students how language functions, affects the way the students identify themselves and the 
writing they produce. 
Fernsten used Critical Discourse Analysis to examine and “unpack Mandy’s writer 
ideologies and examine themes and issues familiar to ESL students and their teachers” (p.44). 
She found that, in her daily life, Mandy experienced conflicts concerning her family and 
academics, which affected her as a writer.    
She learned that Mandy consistently translated and spoke for her Korean born parents. 
She felt a great amount of stress and discomfort when others in society looked down on her 
parents because they spoke another language.  Her background, influenced heavily by her 
Korean-American identity, impacted not only her writing but her daily life as she tried to 
negotiate between what her school, friends, parents and the American culture expected of her.  
At times, this conflict was overwhelming and exhausting.   
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The consistent negative and grammar-specific feedback Mandy received on her writing 
assignments made her feel inadequate and inferior as a writer.  Instead of using her background 
and the many skills she did have as a writer and translator, she felt they were a detriment.  She 
was not provided a way to understand how language functions and make overall improvements 
in her writing.  This was an interesting study illustrating the affect one’s identity has on one’s 
writing.  Furthermore, it highlighted how important it is for teachers to be cognizant of the 
numerous gifts that all students have and to use these skills to build on when teaching writing.  
Concentrating solely on grammar and believing there is only one correct way of writing is 
ineffective and damaging to all students.  The reason being, that it does not illustrate how 
language functions and as a result, students are correcting spelling mistakes but not systemically 
altering their pieces.  
Voice is “the sense that the writer is speaking directly to the reader and communicating a 
sense of purpose and awareness of audience” (Calfee & Miller, 2007, p.280).  Additionally, 
voice can be defined as “the distinctive way in which the writer expresses ideas with respect to 
style, form, content, purpose, etc” (Harris & Hodges, 1995, p.183).  Voice, an aspect of tenor, is 
important in distinguishing pieces of writing but also in effectively communicating the writer’s 
ideas and making a connection with the audience.  Additionally, the voice the writer wants to 
portray to the reader whether that is one of expert, scientist, novice, or child, requires different 
language and students need to know how to choose the appropriate language to write effectively.  
When working with predominantly Latino sixth grade students in Los Angeles, Martinez, 
Orellana, Pacheco, & Carbone (2008) found that the students had excellent linguistic skills that 
were going untapped when it came to audience awareness and using the appropriate voice.  The 
students all spoke another language and translated languages at some level for different purposes 
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and audiences.  These students were actively translating language, shifting voices, grammar and 
vocabulary based on who they were talking to and for what purpose.  The students, however, did 
not feel these skills were valuable in the school setting and therefore did not use them to help 
them shift voices in their writing.  In fact, “many bilingual skills, like those involved in 
translation, are naturalized, seemingly invisible, and largely unrecognized and unvalued” 
(Martinez, Orellana, Pacheco, & Carbone, 2008, p.430). 
Students are often taught that there is one correct way of writing and evaluated on how 
well they can reproduce this “highly structured, dispassionate prose…” (p.421).  If instead, we 
taught students that there are multiple successful ways of writing and communicating, and that 
more than “a single academic voice” (p.421) is important, students could build off all of the 
skills they already possess.  
In this study, sixth graders were asked to writer two persuasive letters on the same topic 
but to different audiences.  Authentic audiences and purposes were chosen, highlighting again 
the need for students to write for audiences they can imagine reading their work and for real 
purposes.  The students participated in a variety of curriculum activities that helped them learn 
conventional writing skills. At the same time, the translating skills the students already possessed 
were valued and used (2008).  
 Christina, a student in focus, wrote a letter to the school board and to a friend on the 
need for better school supplies and food.  When the essays were viewed together, once could see 
all of the discursive strategies she used when writing to the school board and her friend.  In the 
first essay she used formal academic vocabulary, organized her essay sequentially and used 
conditional clauses and causality.  She then shifted to using colloquialisms and general 
conditional clauses when writing to her friend.   
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The researchers found when students were encouraged to use their translation skills, 
students felt their skills were valued and used their skills to shift voices for the different 
audiences in their writing.  Ultimately if the researchers had not acknowledged the skills the 
students possessed in translating and realized their value in the classroom, “the impressive range 
of linguistic skills” (Martinez, Orellana, Pacheco, & Carbone, 2008, p.430) would go unnoticed.   
Martinez et al., realize that students need to be able to write and communicate for 
“dominant styles of discourse” (p.421), however, they argue that there is more than one correct 
way of writing and we need to support and build off of the many different skills students bring to 
the classroom.  Teaching students how language functions by using the skills they possess as 
examples, proved to be effective in producing texts.  
Gemmell (2008) a fellow of the San Diego Writing Project (SDAWP), was frustrated by 
her twelfth grade English students’ writing.  The students’ writing consisted of the information 
she told them in class but lacked the students’ own ideas or thoughts.  Not only did she lack 
enthusiasm about reading the pieces of writing, but the students were also disengaged in the 
assignments.  She realized that she received “more passionate and convincing arguments from 
students when I asked them to write about their connections and reactions to the texts and their 
themes…” (p.64).   
She understood that literary analysis was important and that students taking Advanced 
Placement (AP) exams, for example, needed to know how to analyze and critique literature from 
a distanced perspective. Irrespective, however, she decided to engage her students in writing 
assignments where the students were able to provide their own voices and opinions.  She found 
that, in fact, the students wrote more effectively and exuded greater enthusiasm towards writing 
when their own voices were expressed.  This study does not go into detail concerning what 
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language to use and how to use it in order to express voice for different audiences, however.  
Unfortunately, this study does not provide teachers with the specific tools to teach students how 
to use voice to write effectively.  This is an area that needs further research.   
 Tenor, or “the people involved in the communication and the relationship between them” 
(Thompson, 2004, p.40) cannot be underestimated as all aspects of writing are impacted by tenor 
(Halliday, 1985).  When examining the literature on audience, identity and voice, the elements of 
tenor, it was clear that students need to write for authentic audiences and meaningful purposes in 
order to develop an awareness of audience.  So often students only write for their teacher or an 
imaginary reader and without meaningful purposes.  Students as a result do not recognize that 
language functions interpersonally and produce ineffective texts.   
Students need to know that language functions interpersonally and that writers make 
particular choices depending on the audience in order to write effective texts.  When students are 
provided authentic audience, purposes and receive instruction and feedback the research 
indicates students can exhibit an awareness of audience.  Providing students with specific 
feedback that focuses on audience awareness and having audience awareness goals for peer 
review were also found to be effective.  Lastly providing opportunities for students to see if their 
language is effective in communicating with their peers has shown to be effective.   
 The research on identity and voice indicates that a student’s identity impacts the 
linguistic choices he or she makes.  Additionally, providing constant negative feedback to 
students concerning their writing may lead to students having a poor writer’s identity.  This is 
particularly important when working with English language learners who are not only learning 
the language but may not have access to the academic language desired in schools.  Being 
cognizant of the role identity plays in students’ construction of text and providing scaffolding 
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and support may lead to students feeling valued and incorporating their identity and voice into 
their writing resulting in creating more effective texts.   
 
Writing and English language learners 
 
In the current global economy “being able to read and write in several languages is 
increasingly viewed as an asset (Buckwalter, J.K., & Lo, Y.G., 2002, p. 1).  Learning another 
language is not easy and does not happen immediately.  It can take roughly two years for English 
language learns to learn conversational English and eight years to learn formal academic 
language (Collier & Thomas, 1989).  
Learning how to write, a “tool which increases human control of communication and 
knowledge” (Birch, 2002, p.13) is an equally complex process (Fitzgerald & Amendum, 2007). 
Understanding what writing instruction is effective for English language learners is crucial in 
order to provide ELLs with access to the dominant society. 
In looking at the most effective writing instruction for English language learners it is 
important to look first at how they are believed to develop writing.  Children are found to travel 
through different stages as they learn how to write.  It is thought by many that young ELLs 
develop writing in many of the same ways as native English speaker (Fitzgerald & Amendum, 
2007).  It was also found that “for primary- and intermediate-grade students, knowledge /skill 
cam transfer between first- and second language writing” (p.292).  That being said how ELLs 
writing develops is not entirely clear (Valdes, 1999). 
In a study conducted by Buckwalter & Lo (2002), a five year old boy from Taiwan 
participated in reading and writing activities in English and Chinese for fifteen weeks.  It was 
found that the boy traveled through similar stages of writing development in both Chinese and 
English.  Additionally, it was found that receiving instruction in both languages did not create 
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confusion or interference with writing development.  Any instances where the student used his 
first language in the writing of his second language was thought to be an indicator of the student 
making hypotheses about language use not errors (Buckwalter & Lo, 2002).  The aforementioned 
findings are important to examine when considering ELLs and writing instruction.  It is 
important for teachers to not view the hypotheses students are making as errors but rather that 
students are making an effort and trying to use the language.   
 The research posits that ELLs transfer the knowledge and skill of their first language 
(L1) to their second language (L2) (Fitzgerald & Amendum, 2007).  When students learn to 
write in a second language the writing instruction the students have had or continue to have in 
their native language therefore may help them when learning to write in a second language.  It is 
imperative for teachers to be aware that transference between languages may be occurring and to 
scaffold instruction to help improve their writing (Fitzgerald & Amendum, 2007).   
 Schleppegrell (2004) argues that when English language learners engage in more difficult 
tasks and try to write more complex sentences, they make more mistakes.  These mistakes should 
be viewed positively, for it means the student is likely taking risks with the language and trying 
to write more complex sentences and thoughts.  Many students run into difficultly meeting the 
writing demands in school, “when lexical and grammatical development does not keep pace with 
school expectations” (p.80).  This is particularly difficult for English language learners who may 
come from educations and communities where writing expectations are different (2004).   
Some of the mistakes that second language students often make when writing in English 
are “word choice, tense, verb form, article use, clause structure, and other grammatical, lexical, 
and discourse-organizational categories” (Schleppegrell, 2004, p.136).  Unfortunately, this 
usually results in many teachers solely identifying grammatical errors because they are “typically 
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salient and distracting” (Schleppegrell, 2004, p.136).  It is imperative therefore that teachers look 
at students’ mistakes as part of the learning process and not just errors and provide scaffolding to 
help students improve their writing.   
In looking throughout history, the research points that in fact many of instructional 
approaches for teaching L1 and L2 have been similar (Hedcock, 2005, p. 604).  The early 
instruction for L1s was largely influenced by audioligualism and began focused on “the 
production of well-formatted sentences” (p.604), testing grammar and oral patterns.  This 
current-tradition model, or product approach, emphasized imitating texts the “arrangement of 
sentences into paragraphs based on prescribed templates” (p.604).  This current-tradition model 
is found in many L1 and L2 classrooms today.   Process-oriented pedagogies began surfacing in 
classrooms roughly twenty years ago and are a very popular approach to teaching writing today.  
Genre approaches to teaching writing have become used in the past 10 years (Badger & White, 
2000).   
The research on what the best writing instruction for ELLs is not entirely clear 
(Fitzgerald & Amendum, 2007).  Fitzgerald & Amendum (2007) found structured writing 
instruction led to “significant growth in composition topic development, organization, meaning 
conveyance, sentence construction, and mechanics, as well as overall writing quality” (p.292).  
Kucer (1999) and Kucer & Silva (1999) also argue for a more direct, explicit instruction 
approach to teaching ELLs.  Although some researchers argue that a process or whole language 
approach to teaching ELLs is effective (Kuball & Peck, 1997), Fitzgerald & Amendum (2007) 
found “process-writing approach had mixed effects” (p.292).   
Badger & White (2007) posit, that in fact “an effective methodology for writing needs to 
incorporate the insights of product, process and genre approaches” (p. 157).  If Fitzgerald (2007) 
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is right and ELLs learn to write in similar ways as native speakers and therefore the instruction 
used for native speakers would be appropriate for ELLs as well, than this combination of three 
approaches could be beneficial for ELLs and all students alike.   
Process writing approach  
“Writing is such a complex task that it cannot be taught once and for all- that is, we are  
all apprentices in learning to write and in writing to learn” (Pritchard & Honeycutt,  
2007).   
 
The process writing approach, when best practices are employed, is believed by many to be 
effective in teaching writing, if not more effective than other approaches (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 
2007).  A popular approach, process writing centers on “emphasizing meaningful content for 
writing tasks and focusing on representing ideas not solely on reproducing grammatically 
accurate prose” (p.604-605).  This recursive approach evolved in the 1980’s when Emig’s study 
found students do not write in a linear fashion (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2007).  A shift in 
instruction occurred and instead of a focus on grammar and product, a process approach 
developed centered on meaning (2007).   
The process writing approach or “writer’s workshop” is used by many teachers, and 
supported by Calkins (1986) and the National Writing Project (NWP) for example.  The NWP 
provides professional development to 100,000 teachers annually on how to use the process 
writing approach (Graham and Sandmel, 2011).   
When creating a text from the process approach, students participate in a recursive 
approach including prewriting, drafting, revising, conferencing, editing and publishing.  Students 
also examine mentor texts, which serve as models that students can refer to when writing and 
participate in writer’s workshop.  Students conference with teachers and engage in peer review 
with emphasis on students receiving feedback from real audiences.   Authentic contexts are used 
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to develop writer’s sense of audience and reader’s expectations and activities to “enhance 
enhance writer’s fluency, creativity, and exploration of source texts” (Hedgcock, 2005, p.605).   
Central to the process approach is the students’ “understanding of the movement from 
first idea to finished product” (Pritchard & Honeycutt, p.30, 2007).   Students often have 
unrealistic conceptions of how published authors start with an idea and end with a published 
manuscript (2007).   
Teachers must demystify the writing process for students by teaching them that,  
regardless of how skilled they become, all writers will perform just like professional  
writers: they will utilize a process, adapted to their needs, to develop their manuscripts;  
they will go through several stages of revision; they will seek the responses of others;  
they will edit for errors at the manuscript level; and they will eventually realize that  
writing is never perfect and always open to revision (p.33). 
 
The research is mixed on how the process approach to writing affects English language learners.  
Although the process approach has beneficial attributes, it does not talk about what to teach.  The 
focus of the process approach rather is on the process of a piece or how to conduct a lesson as 
illustrated in writer’s workshop.   
Badger & White (2000) argue the upside to the process approach is that it emphasizes the 
linguistic skills writers need and “recognize that which learners bring to the writing classroom 
contributes to the development of writing ability” (p.157).   The downsides, however, are that the 
process approach does not distinguish the process used for the different kinds of texts and 
purposes authors write for and create.  Additionally, there is little emphasis placed on the 
linguistic knowledge students need to write (2000).      
In a recent meta-analysis conducted by Graham and Sandmel (2011), 29 experimental 
and quasi-experimental studies with students from grades 1-12 were examined to see the impact 
of process writing instruction on the quality of writing and student motivation in general 
education classes.  The results indicated statistical significance “but relatively modest 
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improvement in the overall quality of writing” (Graham and Sandmel, 2011, p.396).  When 
examining the impact of the process approach on struggling writers, statistically significant 
improvements were not found in terms of student motivation and the quality of student writing 
did not improve (2011).   
Graham and Sandmel (2011) do not suggest teachers stop using the process writing 
approach based on their findings.  There are many positive aspects of the approach such as, “its 
emphasis on the critical role of process in writing, collaboration, personal responsibility, 
authentic writing tasks and a supportive learning environment” (Graham and Sandmel, 2011, p. 
405).  What they do posit is that a process approach should be combined with other effective 
strategies.  In fact more people are realizing the importance of explicit strategy instruction “to 
give students the opportunity to learn to do independently what expert writers do when 
completing a task” (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2007, p. 36).    
Genre  
A genre according to Martin (2009) is a “staged goal-oriented social process”.  Genres 
use different patterns of language and structure to achieve their purpose depending on the 
cultural and situational context in which they are created.   They are flexible and evolve and 
develop over time based on how a culture decides is the most appropriate way of communicating 
meaning to achieve a particular purpose.  Genres are not rigid rules to adhere to but rather, 
“cultural resources on which writers draw in the process of writing for particular purposes and in 
specific situations” (Chapman, 1999, p.469).  Genres are also impacted by the situational context 
which consists of the field, tenor and mode (Badger & White, 2000; Schleppegrell, 2004; 
Thompson, 2004).  
In order to be successful in school, students are expected to “master” different genres.  
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Two of the most common genres that students come into contact with are stories and information 
texts (Donovan & Smolkin, 2002, p.131).  Research indicates that young children have 
awareness and understanding of genre (Donovan & Smolkin, 2002).  The problem Langer (1986) 
found was that the instructions students received between 3rd and 9th grade did not result in 
students understanding of genre improving substantially.  
          Martin’s (2009) theory of genre has played a pivotal role in developing literacy in 
Australia schools (Kay & Dudley-Evans, 1998).  Martin (2009) shifted the writing instruction in 
Australia away from a process-oriented pedagogy because he found students were not 
progressing.  Martin felt students needed a more knowledgeable coach to propel them into the 
zone of proximal development for learning to occur.  
  Martin applied SFL to his concept of genre as a “staged goal-oriented social process”.  In 
applying SFL to genre, the language features and structural elements of the different genres 
become visible and accessible to teachers and students.  Martin (1990) posits that an 
understanding of genre, the structure, language and purpose, which can be achieved through the 
deconstruction and reconstruction of a text with a teacher, can help improve students’ writing.    
A genre-based approach to teaching writing makes explicit and transparent the purpose, 
structure and language features of the different genres.  This approach provides all students with 
access to the linguistic knowledge to write in the genres expected of them in school (Kay & 
Dudley-Evans, 1998).   
Thwaite (2006) conducted a case study in an Australian school that used genre theory 
materials, known as First Steps.  In this study the teacher was found to use many of the materials, 
and narratives “were given major importance” (p.113).  The researcher’s concerns however, 
were that the teacher taught the frameworks of the genres or the structure but not the language 
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features.  Additionally, there was concern that the genres would become “fossilized” as a result 
of the materials available. 
Summary  
 In summation, the research posits that English language learners are thought when young 
to develop writing in similar ways as their native English peers, transfer knowledge from their 
first language to their second language and make hypothesis about language.  It is essential for 
teachers to be aware of the language acquisition process for ELLs so they focus on scaffolding 
instruction to help students write more effectively and not focus on correcting surface errors.  
The current approaches to writing instruction individually do not address all of the 
students’ needs.  Many of the current pedagogies used for writing instruction focus on the 
process or how to teach but not what to teach.  The research suggests that it is in the combination 
of a genre, product and process approach that the most effective writing instruction may be found 
(Badger & White, 2000).   
In my own study SFL applied to genre provided me with the content and explicit 
instruction of language the research posits students need to write effectively.  Additionally, my 
pedagogy includes aspects of the process approach such as mini-lessons, drafting, revising, peer 
revision and conferencing for example.  
My SFL instruction with a focus on tenor incorporated the essential elements the research 
posits that leads to students’ audience awareness, and expression of voice and identity.  I 
provided the students in this study with authentic audiences, meaningful purposes, and topic 
choice when writing.  Additionally, my feedback was specific and focused on audience, identity 
and voice as opposed to vague comments.  Furthermore, my instruction included scaffolding and 
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support and encouragement of student identity and voice.  The research would suggest that this 
combination would lead to students creating effective texts.  
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Glossary of Terms 
 
Adjectivals: words that provide information about the noun (Derewianka, 1998) 
Adverbials: words (adverbs) and phrases (adverbial phrases) that provide information about  
what is going on (1998). 
Clause: “unit of meaning which expresses a message.  It must contain a verb”  
(Derewianka,1998, p.9).  
Evaluative vocabulary: vocabulary used to make positive and negative evaluations           
 (Droga & Humphrey, 2003). 
Field: what is talked about (Schleppegrell, 2004, p. 48) 
Genre: “Particular text types” (Derewianka, 1998) determined by culture and situation  
Meta-language:  language used to talk about language  
Mode: “expectations for how particular text types should be organized” (Schleppegrell,  
2004, p.48)  
Nominalization: verbs that are changed into nouns to make a text more compact  
(Derewianka, 1998) 
Orientation: Used in fictional narratives and recounts, the orientation refers to the  
introduction.  The writer introduced or oriented to the main character, maybe a  
minor character, the “when” and “where”; often some foreshadowing of events to come is  
included (Derewianka 1998). 
Participants: the subject 
Process: express “what’s going on in the world” (Derewianka, 1998, p.43).  In traditional  
      grammar these are known as verbs.   
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Register: register is determined by field, tenor and mode (Derewianka, 1998) 
Tenor: the relationship between the speaker/writer and audience and the stance the  
writer/speaker takes. 
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Chapter Three 
 
                                                     Research Design 
 
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of teaching English language 
learners writing instruction informed by SFL, with a focus on tenor.  The instruction focused on 
tenor but I aimed to see the effects on the structural features, language features, and tenor itself 
in student writing as a result.  The question that framed my study was:   
What impact do writing interventions informed by Systemic Functional Linguistics, with  
a focus on tenor, have on sixth, seventh and eighth grade English language learners? 
 
Action research allows people to “find effective solutions to problems they confront in 
their everyday lives” (Stringer, 2007, p 1).  Other types of research aim to garner generalizable 
explanations, action research, however, desires answers that “focus on specific situations and 
localized solutions” (p.1).  The reason being, that every context is different with different needs 
and simple “generalized solutions” (p.5) may not be appropriate.  The main purpose of action 
research is to “provide the means for people to engage in systematic inquiry and investigation to 
“design” an appropriate way of accomplishing a desired goal and to evaluate its effectiveness” 
(Stringer, 2007, p.6).  By making improvements in the setting, action researchers help to 
transform inquiry into praxis (Denzin, N. & Lincoln, 2007). 
A key element of action research is that it follows an iterative process.  Stringer (2007) 
refers to this process as “think, look, act” (p.8).  The researcher initially reviews the literature, 
observes the surroundings, consults with others and then plans the research.  Subsequently, the 
researcher puts into place a plan of action and then collects data.  What is essential, however, is 
the researcher then uses this data to constantly alter and improve one’s techniques.  This close 
analysis helps create the next plan of action implemented into the classroom (Burns, 1999).   
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 My primary goal was to improve the writing of the sixth, seventh and eighth grade 
English language learners in this study.  An action research approach allowed me to focus on my 
instruction and alter it depending on the students’ needs.  Ultimately, however, I aimed to gather 
appropriate instruction for English language learners that can inform other teachers how to 
instruct writing effectively.  
This research followed this iterative process and began by reviewing the literature, 
planning a writing intervention, collecting data, and subsequently using the data to inform the 
next intervention.  This process continued until I, as the researcher, felt I gathered adequate and 
significant data.  The next few sections will outline in greater detail the research methods.   
Setting 
This research took place at an all girl’s middle school situated in an urban area with a 
high percentage of immigrant population in Massachusetts.  This was a tuition-free school, 
servicing seventy girls from grades five through eight of limited financial means.  Nearly 90% of 
the students spoke Spanish and English and over 90% were English language learners.  These 
students attended school twelve hours a day, received additional academic support from their 
teachers and tutors, participated in athletics, attended evening study halls and were provided 
breakfast, lunch and dinner.  The school’s curriculum and the teachers’ curriculum goals and 
objectives were created to align with state standards.  Due to the school being private, students 
did not have to participate in the state exam.  
Physical environment  
 Classrooms comprised two of the three floors in the school building.  My classroom was 
the last classroom on the left on the first floor of the school building.  Along the hallway leading 
up to my classroom were the students’ lockers.  Books, papers, pencils, bags, jackets and 
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personal items were all tucked within the students’ lockers.  Students often congregated and 
conversed by their lockers between classes. 
 In my classroom there were three windows on the back wall that looked out to the street 
below.  Twelve desks with chairs attached sat in different configurations daily when I arrived to 
the classroom.  I arranged the desks daily into a circle.  Three wiper boards comprised three of 
the four walls.  A bookshelf sat in the back left corner of the room with two dictionaries, a 
stapler and an assortment of blank paper on the bottom shelf.  In the left hand corner of the 
classroom there was a rectangular teacher’s desk and chair and to the left of the desk sat a filing 
cabinet.  Often times a cart with computers sat in the right hand corner of the front of the room.  
There were no print images on the walls.   
Participants 
Eight students, one student from the sixth grade, five from the seventh grade and two 
from the eighth grade were in my class during the 2009-2010 school year.  The recruiting 
process for my class involved self selection.  The school provided different activities afterschool 
such as acting, soccer, basketball, knitting and step dancing.  Students voluntarily joined my 
writing class.  The school population was of predominantly all Spanish speaking background and 
English language learners.  Additionally, all students fell below the poverty line as this was a 
requirement to attend the school in study.     
During the time period of October 2009 through May 2010 I taught all eight of the 
students in my class writing instruction informed by SFL with a focus on tenor.  One student, 
Lina, joined the class in later in November 2009.  She told me that she wanted to participate in 
the writing class after hearing that it was a lot of fun.  I engaged in conferences, informal 
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interviews, provided feedback and collected all eight students’ writing.  Additionally I observed 
and videotaped all of the students daily.   
All of the students were female and ranged from sixth through eighth grade.  
Additionally, the students’ interests in writing and ability varied anywhere from emerging 
through advanced.  Seven of the eight girls had roots in Spanish-speaking American and the 
Caribbean.  One girl was of Cambodian background.  All eight students were bilingual and four 
were trilingual.  All of the students’ names have been changed to ensure their identity is 
protected.  
   I asked all eight students to answer questions (See Table 1) to gather information about  
their backgrounds as people, students and writers, for “bilingual students’ learning is influenced 
by personal, home, and situational factors” (Brisk & Harrington, 2007, p.15). (See Table 1) 
The students answered questions about their external and family characteristics, personal 
characteristics, school experience, current school experience, and characteristics as a reader and 
writer.  I asked these questions to garner sense of the students’ academic, language and cultural 
background because, “good literacy practices are not enough to develop literacy when students 
function in more than one language and culture (2007, p. 15).  Depending on the students’ 
background and culture, one may or may not have attended school, have the ability to read and 
write in their first language, or received English instruction (Menyuk & Brisk, 2005).  
Additionally, the language of the parents and/ or family members, and the language 
spoken in the home are important.  ELLs often use their first language to help them in the 
acquisition of their second language.  The extent to what the students know their first language 
may affect the transferability of knowledge (Amendum & Fitzgerald, 2007).  Furthermore, the 
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students’ motivation to learn English and the parents’ support can be a key factor in the learning 
process (Menyuk & Brisk, 2005).   
Table 1 
Student Interview Protocol  
Questions to Gather Information about Learners  
 
Name:  
External and family characteristics 
What country or place are you from? 
What are your reasons for coming to the U.S.? (learner or family) 
When did you come to the U.S.?  _______    When were you born in the U.S. _________ 
What do your parents’ (or guardians) do for work?  
What are your parents’ (or guardians) education background?  
What languages do your parents (or guardians) speak?  How well do they speak them? 
What are your family’s attitudes towards your native language and culture? 
What are your family’s attitudes towards English and American culture? 
What language(s) are used at home for speaking?  
What language(s) are used at home for reading/writing?  
Personal characteristics  
How old are you? 
How well do you speak your first language? 
How well do you speak your second language?  
School experience 
List the previous schools you attended, for how long and their location. 
What languages were used in the schools you attended?  
What was the student population (majority and minority status) at the schools you attended? 
Current School Experience  
How long have you attended the Middle school in study? 
What language(s) do you use at this school? Tell me what subject specifically.  
What are your attitudes towards your first language? 
What are your attitudes towards your second language?  
What are your personal goals for your first and second language?  
How would you describe yourself?  What are your personality traits? 
What are your interests? 
What are your outside of class responsibilities? 
Characteristics as reader and writer  
What language(s) did you first learn and use? 
What is your attitude towards reading and writing? 
What language do you prefer for reading and writing?  
What are your preferred strategies for reading and writing ? 
Adapted from Brisk & Harrington (2007) (p.211-213). 
 
Below are descriptions of the eight students in my classroom. Much of the information in the 
descriptions comes from (Table 1).  
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Lina  
Born in the Dominican Republic, Lina moved to the United States with her family after 
fourth grade, “to learn better and because of the snow”1.  Although Lina spoke and wrote in 
English and Spanish, her mother and father spoke and wrote exclusively in Spanish.  Therefore, 
Spanish was also the language spoken at home.   
 Lina, a seventh grader at the middle school in study, entered the writing class on 
November 17, 2009, about a month later than the other students.  At the time of her arrival, 
students were already writing their fictional narrative pieces.  She joined the class because she 
heard from other students that it was fun and decided she wanted to take part in the experience. 
Lina described herself as “fun, cool and greatful [grateful]” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009) and enjoyed basketball, school and food.  Lina’s very unassuming nature made it 
so that it was not until later in the school year that I became aware of what a talented athlete and 
in particular basketball player Lina was, playing in town leagues and trying out for travel teams.  
At home, Lina was expected to “clean house babysite [babysit], cook” (Student Interview 
Protocol October, 2009). 
When asked how Lina would like to improve her writing, she stated that she needed to 
use more verbs and she should learn how to spell.  Additionally she noted that, “I am good at 
writing, I think” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Lina did not begin the class 
exuding a sense of confidence as a writer.  Additionally, her intent to participate in writing class 
was initially unclear, so much so that for the first couple of weeks, I wondered why she chose to 
enter writing class.  It was not until later in the year that she voiced her desire to become a 
stronger writer as her motivation to enter the writing class (Informal interview, 2009).   
                                                 
1 Student quotations come from Student Interview Protocol October, 2009.  
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In the beginning of the year, Lina was quiet in class, did not ask many questions and did 
not want to share her writing with her peers.  Additionally, Lina did not make many substantial 
changes to her fictional narrative writing.  Over the course of the year I saw Lina change as a 
writer.  During the persuasive unit, Lina began asking more questions and participating in class.  
She began to seek me out and look for ways to improve her writing.  She began to share her 
pieces more freely during peer work time and with the entire class.   
Martha  
 
Martha the only sixth grader was “the baby” in the writing class.  Martha was a year or 
two younger than the other students.  At times this difference in age was very apparent.  Martha 
was born in an urban, predominantly Spanish speaking city in New England and referred to 
herself as Puerto Rican.  Spanish was the main language used for speaking in her home although 
her mother and step father both spoke “English good [good English]” (Student Interview 
Protocol October, 2009) she wrote.  Additionally, Martha noted her mother, step father and she 
spoke only Spanish when there was family at their house.   
Martha did not believe she was a good writer because, “I really don’t listen. when I want 
to I am a type of person who has selective hearing problems” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009).  When I asked Martha to explain what she meant by this comment she stated that 
she didn’t’ feel she was a good writer because she doesn’t listen well to teachers’ lessons and 
suggestions or feedback.   I found this an odd comment and wondered if perhaps she was told 
that she was not a good writer because she doesn’t listen well.   
Martha had a difficult time focusing and paying attention for the class’ entirety.  Often 
she said she was tired or distracted because of something that took place in school during the 
day.  In the beginning of year she consistently asked to leave the classroom to take bathroom 
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trips and have water.  It also took Martha longer than the other students to begin writing and to 
produce a substantial amount of writing.  Often she told me she could not come up with any 
ideas for writing (Observation, 2009).  
Martha was caring towards the other students, funny, and was always the first person to 
volunteer to stay after class to help pick up and organize the classroom.  Additionally, Martha 
took an inordinate amount of time to organize her belongings.  She always had her binder, 
pencils, pens, and writing present and in order (Observation, 2009).     
At the end of the year Martha was proud of her writing.  She stated, “I feel I can write 
something certain to someone” (Observation, 2011).  
Maria 
Maria, a seventh grader was born in the Dominican Republic.  Maria came to the United 
States at the age of five.  The reason for the move she stated was because her mother and father 
were seeking better job opportunities.  Her mother was currently in college in the United States 
and took care of foster girls.  Maria was unsure of her father’s profession.   
Maria spoke only Spanish at home but knew how to speak “Spenish [Spanish] and 
English” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Her parents spoke Spanish and “only my 
mom knows a little bit of English.”  When asked about her family’s attitudes towards English 
and American culture, she replied, “It’s good its [it’s] just that they need to work on there [their] 
English” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Maria noted that Spanish was the 
language used for speaking, writing and reading at home.   
Maria began the class as a sweet and reserved student.  Always polite and on task, she 
worked diligently on her writing.  It was not until later in the year, that she emerged from her 
shell and illustrated a confidence about herself and her writing.  When asked to give three or 
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more personality traits, Maria commented that she was “creative, artstick [artistic]” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).   
In school, Maria spoke English and Spanish and her classmates were either Spanish or 
English speaking.  Her attitudes towards her first and second language were “good” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Her personal goals for her first and second language were 
“to speak them good.”  Additionally, one of her interests was to be a great writer.  Outside of 
class her responsibilities at home, were “to do my extra homework, play, chill, and going out” 
(Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). 
The first language that Maria began to write in was Spanish.  She preferred, however, to 
write in English.  When asked, she said that her attitude toward writing was “good and bad” 
(Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). She felt her vocabulary and spelling needed work. 
Her strengths as a writer were looking for information and a [picking a] topic.  When asked if 
she considered herself a good writer, she replied, “I’m at the middle because…” [does not finish 
the sentence] (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). 
Maria asked more questions and seemed to be more invested in her writing over the 
course of the year.  This idea was supported when she stated, “back then I didnt [didn’t] care 
much and now I do” (Class observation, 2010).  
Juanita  
Juanita was born in The United States and raised in an urban, predominantly Spanish 
community in New England.  Her mother and father originally from Puerto Rico, spoke Spanish 
and according to Juanita, “father spanish [Spanish] good needs a little bit of help in English.  
Mom knows both good.  Also father knows some French” (Student Interview Protocol October, 
2009).  In her home, Spanish was used predominantly for speaking, reading and writing, 
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although some English was used.  Literacy was used by “we read, write, us internet, cell phone, 
phone etc” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).   
Juanita’s mother graduated from high school but Juanita did not state her father’s 
educational experience.  Additionally, Juanita stated that she did not really know what her 
family’s attitudes towards their native language were but that the family’s attitudes towards 
English and American culture, were “ok” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  She did 
not elaborate on what she meant by “ok”.   
 Juanita spoke Spanish, English and French.  She said she learned French from a family 
member but did not elaborate on who this was exactly.  She attended school only in the United 
States and with mostly Spanish speaking students.  Although English was the main language 
used in her schooling experience, she noted that Spanish was used both in her classes and in the 
hallways or with friends throughout the day.  When asked about her attitudes towards her first 
and second language she replied, “I’m good but need to improve in Spanish [Spanish]” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Her personal goals for her first and second language were to 
learn and improve her Spanish [Spanish].   
Juanita described herself in the following way, “I love pink, Im [I’m] short and caring” 
(Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Additionally, she added that she enjoyed “reading, 
dancing, acting & cheerleading” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).   Outside of class 
her responsibilities included “doing chores, complete hmwk [homework], read, TEXT im [I’m] 
such a teen at texting” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).    
 Juanita first began to write using the languages Spanish, English and French.  She did not 
go into greater detail describing how she learned to write in all three languages.  She liked 
writing but wanted to improve by “use richer vocab [vocabulary], spelling” (Student Interview 
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Protocol October, 2009).  Additionally, she noted that her strengths as a writer were “writing 
poems and short stroys [stories] and free write” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  
Juanita thought her weaknesses, however, were “writing persuasive writings”.  She commented 
that her motivation for writing was “expressing my feelings” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009).  She preferred to take her time and use rich vocab [vocabulary] as her writing 
strategies and at home she wrote in her diary.  Juanita believed she was ok as a writer “because 
im [I’m] not so good but im [I’m] okay” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). 
In the beginning of the year, Juanita expressed a desire to step dance instead of attend writing 
class.  This desire quickly dissipated, however, as Juanita saw her writing improve. She became 
more engaged and enthused about the lessons in class and working on her own writing. Juanita’s 
feisty attitude and desire to participate in class quickly made her a student I knew I could count 
on to ask questions, share her writing and work with others.  Additionally, Juanita was not afraid 
to share her opinion, whether it was concerning a mentor text, another student’s writing or my 
explanation of a concept.   At the end of the year, Juanita was proud of her work.  She stated, “I 
can see how much I improved between the essays and the three audiences” (Observation, 2010).  
Elaine  
Elaine was also born in a predominantly Spanish, urban community in New England.  An 
eighth grader at the middle school in study, Elaine spoke both Spanish and English.  Her mother 
and father, originally from Puerto Rico, spoke Spanish well and her mom could speak some 
English.  Although there were times when English was used for writing and reading, Spanish 
was the language predominantly used at home for speaking, reading and writing.   
Elaine’s mother passed high school and worked in the office at the middle school in 
study.  Elaine did not know her father’s education background but said he worked “Insulation” 
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[installation].  In her home, literacy was practiced by reading and using the computer.  She noted 
that her family’s attitudes towards their native language, Puerto Rican culture and towards 
English were “regular” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009) but she did not elaborate on 
what “regular” meant.   
 Elaine attended school in the United States with predominantly Spanish speaking 
students.  She noted that in her school experience, both English and Spanish were used in the 
classroom and with friends in the hallways.  When asked what Elaine’s attitudes towards her first 
and second language were, she replied, “good but spanish [Spanish] not so well” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Again she did not elaborate and provide detail concerning 
why her attitude towards Spanish was “not so well” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  
Her personal goals for her first and second language were to “try very hard” (Student Interview 
Protocol October, 2009).  Elaine described herself as “fun, caring and adventures” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).  Additionally, she was interested in sports, fashion/design 
and CSI.   
 When asked about her experience writing, Elaine commented that she used English when 
she first began to write and that her attitude towards writing was “great, I love it” (Student 
Interview Protocol October, 2009).  She preferred to write in English and “would like to improve 
a lot.  I would like to success [succeed]”.  (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  She 
believed her strengths as a writer were “good but getting better” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009) and her weaknesses were “put it in good sentences” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009).  At home, she did “free write, poetry” (Student Interview Protocol October, 
2009) and said her motivations for writing was “good”.   Elaine’s preferred strategies for writing 
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were “something that helps me”.  Finally, she thought she was a good writer because “I enjoy it a 
lot” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). 
 Elaine was the mother or moral compass of the writing class.  One of only two eighth 
graders in my class, she exuded maturity.  Her personality could be described as calm and even 
keeled.  She was a student that others in the class looked up to and sought for advice, whether 
about school work, friends or boys.  She was, however, not afraid to share her opinions even if it 
meant upsetting one of her classmates.   
 Elaine was also the backbone to my writing class.  Always dependable, present and 
prepared I could count on her to participate, ask questions, collaborate with any student and help 
the class stay motivated and focused when necessary.  Elaine did not exude, however, a great 
sense of confidence towards her writing in the beginning of the year and often times second 
guessed her abilities.  Over the course of the year, she became more confident in her writing 
abilities.  I noticed she began asking more and more questions of me and her classmates.  She 
desired to have more conference time with me as well as peer- revision.  She wanted her writing 
to improve and she was very willing and determined to succeed.   Additionally, she desired to 
attend a private boarding school in New England after middle school and knew the significance 
of writing skills in terms of her acceptance and success.    
Carmen 
Carmen was born in the United States but did not know specifically where.  She spoke 
Spanish and English at home and also spoke a little bit of Chinese from taking after school 
classes at a nearby preparatory high school.  Her mother spoke both Spanish and English fluently 
and it was important to her that Carmen spoke Spanish.  All of the students Carmen went to 
school with were Spanish speaking.  
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Carmen described introduced herself as, “my name is Carmen and I am funny and 
awkward” (Observation, 2009). When asked about her goals or aspirations when it came to 
writing, she commented that she wanted to “be more determined and not lazy”.  Her strength, as 
a writer she stated was “the facts of the writing” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).  
Carmen did not elaborate on what “the facts of the writing” entailed but she did add that she was 
motivated by “writing about what I want to write about”.   Carmen approached writing by 
“brainstorming, editing, rough drafts” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009). 
Carmen a very loquacious student was a joy to have in my writing class.  Her enthusiasm 
and excitement for writing and those around her were unparalleled.  This same enthusiasm, 
however, could at times be distracting towards others in the class if not kept at a reasonable 
level.  Carmen arrived at my writing class a talented writer.  In particular was her ability to 
incorporate comedic humor in her writing.  She enjoyed writing and always desired to share her 
pieces with the entire class.  Her oral renditions of her pieces were often more powerful than the 
writing because of her strong ability to perform and connect with the audience.  Carmen 
understood the concept of audience quite well and was able to articulate this to the class during 
discussions.  Carmen needed to work on, as she noted, her endurance.  Often times she would 
leave segments of her piece and not add improvements because she felt “it is just fine the way it 
is” (Observation, 2009).  Carmen learned about tenor throughout the year and her writing 
improved.  Pushing Carmen to review and revise her piece over and over again and not settle was 
an area that Carmen needed to focus on improving.  At the end of the year when Carmen looked 
at her writing she stated she was proud because it looks, “soo sophisticated” (Observation, 2010).    
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Michelle 
Michelle, an eighth grader, was born in Cambodia.  She was the only Asian student in my 
class and one of only a handful of Asian students in the school.  She spoke English, Khmer, 
taught herself conversational Spanish and was able to communicate with her friends in both 
English and Spanish.  Her parents spoke Khmer and English.  Michelle, although quiet and often 
reserved, was a dedicated and determined student.  She was always willing to participate in class 
discussions when called upon and worked diligently on her writing.  Mature, and always 
prepared for class, Michelle was a delight to have in my writing class.  She was determined to 
attend an elite, private boarding school after eighth grade and knew the importance of having 
strong writing skills. She mentioned her future school plans as her motivation to attend my 
writing class and improve her writing.  Throughout the year, I witnessed Michelle’s writing 
improve as well as her participation.  She began asking more questions of me and her classmates.    
 I often wondered, however, how her cultural and ethnic differences impacted her as a 
student and her writing.  In the later part of the year the class discussed the need to provide 
information to support an audience’s background knowledge.  Michelle voiced to the class that 
her parents would require different information to understand and be engaged in a persuasive 
piece than many of her classmates’ parents.  When other students commented that they could be 
more informal with their parents and provide less information in order to persuade them, 
Michelle disagreed.  In order to persuade her parents she would need to be more formal, 
academic and distant as well as provide more information.  Michelle added that in her culture, 
children were expected to be very respectful towards their parents and academics were taken 
very seriously.  She in fact would never casually interact with her parents.  I looked at her 
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willingness to inform her classmates that her family’s culture would at times require and expect 
different things than theirs, as real progress in understanding how tenor impacts writing.   
Kelly  
Kelly, a seventh grader, was impressive from the day she entered the classroom.  Her 
strong sense of self, maturity, confidence about her academic ability and yet spunk emanated 
from within.  She was able to gather the class together in a discussion on a particular topic that 
concerned her and at the same time break into contagious laughter over seemingly typical 
seventh grade girl dramas, usually around the topic of boys.  
Kelly was born in Florida where she lived for some time but currently lived in an urban 
city in New England.  She was fluent in both Spanish and English and both were spoken at 
home.  Additionally she spoke French (although not fluently she said), which she learned from 
her father.  It was not clear whether her father spoke French fluently.  She stated she wrote 
predominantly, “in English but would love to be bilingual.  My personal goal is to show my kids 
both languages” (Student Interview Protocol October, 2009).   
Kelly described herself as, “funny, hyper and layback” (Student Interview Protocol 
October, 2009).  Additionally, she desired to be an actress when older. At home she was asked to 
take care of the dogs and do chores.   
 Kelly entered my writing class as an advanced writer and one of the most talented in the 
class.  She entered class in January after hearing from other students that they enjoyed my 
writing class.  In addition to being such a strong writer, Kelly was a strong voice in the 
classroom.  She was always engaged in class discussions, asking questions and working with 
others.  She had an unbelievable ability to verbalize and explain the concepts we were learning in 
class to the other students.   
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Over the course of the year I witnessed Kelly progress as a writer and participator.  She 
was able to produce an appropriate structure and extend her sentences so they included 
adjectival, adverbials and powerful verbs.  Her sentences became more complex, informative and 
engaging for the audience.  Additionally, Kelly included aspects of her identity and cultural 
background into her writing.   It was very interesting to listen to Kelly’s critique of her own 
writing as the year progressed.  “Miss, I am embarrassed at my piece from the beginning.  I 
thought it was good then.  But now after learning so much I can’t believe how much better it is,”  
(Student Interview Protocol October, 2009) she commented about her fictional narrative.   
In order to understand the class environment and how students interacted, it is important 
to understand who the participants were, their backgrounds, affect and all of different strengths 
they brought to the classroom.   
Progress over the year  
When looking across the year, all eight students made progress in their writing from the 
perspective of a general rubric.  In the beginning of the year, students struggled to create a clear 
and coherent piece that the audience could follow.  An appropriate structure with a thesis 
statement, arguments, supportive evidence and a conclusion where the major points were 
reinforced, for example, proved to be difficult for most students.  Many students such as Martha, 
Lina and Maria used basic, simple sentences that lacked complexity, a variety of vocabulary and 
formality, indicating a lack of awareness of the status difference that exists between the student 
and test audience.  Some students did use low modality which was appropriate. Over the course 
of the year, students made improvements in structure, increased the amount of text, use of 
adjectivals, adjectival phrases, depth and illustrated a growing awareness of audience as 
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illustrated by providing details to support the audience’s background knowledge.  Variations 
between students occurred. 
 When looking at the students’ writing from the perspective of SFL rubric, all students 
made progress over the course of the year.  Although variations between students occurred, 
students made the most notable changes when writing for a distant audience.  Students increased 
the amount of text, adjectivals, adjectival phrases, variety of verb types and increased the amount 
of formal, academic language.  Students’ writing overall looked more like writing and less like 
oral language when they wrote for a distant audience.  When students wrote for a distant 
audience and an authentic audience, such as the principal of their school, the class overall was 
engaged and invested in their writing.  Students who wrote on school related topics tended to be 
more invested and engaged in their writing for the principal than students who wrote on more 
global issues such as the cost of food.   All eight of the students resisted making changes to their 
pieces for the third, less sophisticated audiences. 
Focal Students  
Although all eight students were part of my daily instruction, I chose to focus on three 
students as a case study after looking at the data.  Using a purposeful sampling (Stringer, 2007) 
procedure I focused on the work of Lina, Juanita and Elaine.  Purposeful sampling “consciously 
selects people on the basis of a particular set of attributes” (p.43) in order to garner the most 
information possible.  These three students were interesting and their writing was representative 
of the class as they showed progress over the year from the perspective of a general rubric and a 
SFL rubric.  Although variation between students occurred, these three students’ writing 
improved when writing for a distant, authentic audience where the purpose was meaningful.    
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Focusing on three students allowed me to paint an in depth picture of the learning that 
took place in the classroom throughout the year.  I examine the students, their backgrounds, 
performance in the classroom and in their writing for both the fictional narrative and persuasive 
genre.  Below featured in (Table 2), I provide more information about all of the students’ 
backgrounds.  The three focal students are in bold.   
Table 2 
Student Background Information 
Pseudonym Age Grade Gender Languages spoken   Ethnicity  
Lina  13 7 F Spanish, English Dominican 
Elaine  13 8 F Spanish, English 
 
Puerto Rican 
Juanita 12 ½ 7 F Spanish, English, French Puerto Rican 
Michelle 13 8 F English, Khmer, Spanish,  Cambodian 
Martha 12 6 F Spanish, English Puerto Rican 
Marie 12 7 F Spanish, English Dominican  
Carmen 12 7 F Spanish, English, Chinese Puerto Rican 
Kelly 13 7 F Spanish, English, French Puerto Rican 
 
In the beginning of the year the students took the first general assessment, and as a result 
fell into three different categories of writers; emerging, middle of the road and high rollers.  The 
focal students consisted of an “Emerging” writer, Lina, and two “Middle of the Road” writers, 
Juanita and Elaine.  The reason I chose to showcase two students from the “Middle of the Road” 
category was because the work Juanita completed over the course of the year put her into the 
“High Roller” category by the end of the year.  Juanita’s work was more interesting and 
important to showcase than a student who was in the “High Roller” category the entire year.  
Additionally, these three focal students were representative of the class’s writing development as 
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explained in the previous section “progress over the year”.  Details on the actual writing 
assessments are provided in the following pages.    
Fictional narrative and Persuasive writing 
The fictional narrative and persuasive genre were taught with an informed SFL approach 
and focus on tenor.  These two genres were chosen for this study because these two genres are 
often viewed as important forms of writing for students to master.  Persuasive writing appears on 
state (MCAS) and national testing (NAEP).   Additionally, fictional narrative and persuasive 
writing require the mastery of very different skills.   
 Fictional narratives or “recounts with a twist” (Derewianka, 1990, p.40) are “texts that 
include problematic events and their outcome, with a complicating action that results in an 
overall point to the story” (p. 84-86).  Fictional narratives are more complex or advanced than 
the popular recounts seen in schools and on tests (Schleppegrell, 1990).  In fact “although 
fictional narrative writing may seem easy, it is the most difficult genre to do well” (Rog & 
Kropp, 2004, p.67).  Fictional narratives are temporally structured and consist of an orientation, 
series of events that leads to a crisis and resolution and often a conclusion (optional).  
 Persuasive writing is “a demanding task that requires the use of complex language to 
analyze, discuss and resolve controversies in a way that is clear, convincing, and considerate of 
diverse points of view” (Nippold, Ward Lonergan & Fanning, 2005, p.1).  The purpose of 
persuasive writing is to persuade people to a particular poignant of view (Butt et al., 2000).  
Learning how to write persuasively at any age is important, for it prepares one for the next level 
of schooling as well as to participate on our democratic society (Anderson, 2008, p.271).  
Persuasive writing also has “the power to enhance the academic capital of individuals and to 
inspire and incite constituencies” (p.273).  
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 The importance of persuasive writing is clear as it helps one participate and share their 
ideas in the classroom and society.  Persuasive writing is also present on most standard-based 
essay tests (Wollman-Bonilla, 2004, p.502).  That being said, “it seems as though we know little 
about teaching persuasive writing because so much focus has been on narrative and report 
writing” (p.502).  Students at the elementary school level have a lack of practice, experience and 
exposure to this genre in part because teachers lack confidence in teaching it and in part because 
it is often viewed as developmentally too challenging for elementary school children to complete 
effectively.      
 Persuasive writing requires logical, sequential organization, arguments supported with 
evidence and often a more distanced, academic voice and language.  This is difficult for many 
students and is often illustrated in the “lexical and grammatical features they draw on in their 
writing” (Scheleppegrell, 2004, p.88).  It is a commonly held view that students at the 
elementary level are able to argue orally effectively but not in writing (Anderson, 2008).   
Anderson (2008) posits that students are able to write effective persuasive texts but that 
they are often not given ample opportunities in school to practice reading or writing this type of 
text.  If students are given opportunities to write, choose topics they are interested in, and 
teachers scaffold instruction through talk, then they are able to write persuasively (p.271).   
The fictional narrative and persuasive genre were taught with an informed SFL approach 
and focus on tenor.  A focus on these genres allowed for investigation of what different 
interventions with an informed SFL approach have for persuasive and fictional narrative texts.   
See (Table 3) for the purpose, structure and language features in fictional narrative and 
persuasive writing.   
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Table 3 
Purpose, structural and language features of fictional narrative and persuasive writing  
 
 Purpose Structural elements  Language features  
Fictional narrative “To construct a pattern of 
events with problematic 
and/or unexpected 
outcome that entertains 
and instructs the reader or 
listener.  There are 
elements of suspense and 
disruption.  A crisis is 
resolved.  It teaches ways 
of behaving valued in the 
culture.  The suspense 
builds to a crisis point” 
(Brisk, 2009, p. 2-3). 
Orientation (who, when, 
where); some details later 
in the story are sometimes 
included 
Series of events (including 
complication crisis) 
Resolution 
Conclusion/(moral ) 
(optional) 
(Derewianka, 1990) 
Verb phrases 
Noun phrases 
Circumstances of place, 
time and manner 
Rhetorical 
connectors/Links 
Use of direct speech 
 
Persuasive writing  To persuade people to a 
particular point of view 
(Butt et all 2000); to take a 
position on some issue and 
justify it (Derewianka, 
1990). Each arguments is 
supported with evidence 
 
 
Statement of 
position/Thesis statement 
Preview arguments 
Arguments 
Evidence 
Reinforcement of 
statement of position  
(Derewianka, 1990) 
Generalized participants 
Verb phrases 
 Noun phrases 
Rhetorical connectors  
Nominalizations  
 
 
Adapted from Brisk (2009) 
(Information in chart derived from Butt at al 2000; Brisk, 2009; Derewianka, 1990) 
 
Procedure 
General Overview 
Over the course of the 2000-2010 school year I taught the students instruction informed 
by SFL with a focus on tenor.  I implemented two writing units, fictional narrative and 
persuasive writing.  The fictional narrative unit lasted from October 7, 2009-February 3, 2010 
and the persuasive writing unit lasted from February 3, 2010-May 25, 2010.  I administered three 
general assessments.  Students were also informally interviewed throughout the year daily and 
during teacher/student conferences.  I took daily observations (52 in total) and video and audio 
recorded each class (52 in total).  All student work was collected daily.  
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 I reviewed my data daily in the mornings in order to inform my instruction in the 
afternoon.  Tuesdays, Thursday and Fridays were dedicated to reviewing and analyzing the data 
from the week in greater depth in order to inform my instruction.   
Intervention  
At the middle school in study, there was an hour and a half activity block from 3:30 pm 
to 5:00 pm Monday through Thursday.  On Mondays and Wednesdays I used this time to 
implement writing interventions to my class of eight students.  The students participated in other 
activities such as soccer, knitting and step dance on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  Students did not 
participate in activities on Fridays.  
Overall I taught both the fictional narrative and persuasive units in the same fashion.  My 
teaching strategies included beginning the class by reviewing a concept from the previous day’s 
lesson, using questions to engage students, asking students to work with one another to develop 
ideas on a concept before my instruction, providing mini lessons, using exemplar texts as 
examples,  practicing concepts in large and small groups as well as individually, writing and 
trying to incorporate the concept from the lesson in the writing, student revision and peer 
revision, conferencing and providing feedback on actual student writing.   
I began by introducing the genres and in particular the purpose, tenor, structure and 
language features.  I often inquired what the students knew about these elements and their 
experience writing in these genres.  Students worked with partners to see if they could come up 
with the purpose, structure or language features of the genre on their own before I provided 
instruction.  I was interested in seeing when the students built off one another’s knowledge, what 
information they already possessed and what understanding they could arrive at together.  Next 
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students often examined exemplars of the genres to garner a sense of what the genre entailed 
including the different structures and language features.   
Additionally, I introduced the concept of tenor or the relationship that exists between the 
writer and audience at the beginning of the fictional narrative unit.  The class would focus on this 
concept for the year and it would impact all of my instruction.  Before the students began writing 
it was essential they understood they were writing for a particular audience.  Additionally, it was 
important the students knew that writers make different choices depending on the audience and 
the relationship that exists between the audience and writer and the voice they wish to portray.    
I informed the students that as a class we would write a fictional narrative and persuasive 
piece to three different audiences each over the course of the year.  The fictional narrative 
audiences were a friend, a literary agent and a fourth grade student in that order.  The persuasive 
piece’s audiences were the principal of the school in study, the President of The United States 
and a parent, family member or guardian in that order.  I asked the students to write one piece for 
three different audiences in order to illustrate how language functions interpersonally and that 
writers make different choices depending on tenor.  I chose audiences for the different genres to 
represent a variety and different place on the tenor continuum.   Below (Table 4) outlines this 
continuum: 
Table 4 
Tenor continuum 
 
Informal 
Familiar, status differences are 
least relevant, close contact 
Increasing formality 
Decreasing contact, neutral status 
Formal 
Unfamiliar, least contact, status 
differences are most relevant  
Contact with familiar individuals Students reporting to familiar or 
unfamiliar audiences 
Student or adult positioned as 
expert, institutional relationship 
Adapted from (Brisk, 2009). 
These audiences were chosen specifically so the students had the opportunity to write for three 
distinct audiences for each genre.   
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We began talking generally about how their pieces might differ because of the different 
audiences.  Subsequent to these discussions the class deconstructed a text in order to see the 
structural elements, language features and the role tenor played. I also began to introduce the 
meta-language we would use throughout the year to discuss language and to illustrate how 
language and structure function in particular ways depending on the purpose and tenor.   
  It became very clear to me that the students needed to begin writing fairly soon.  They 
already attended a full day of school by the time they arrived at my class.  Many of the students 
were anxious to begin writing and I did not want to lose their interest.       
             In the fictional narrative unit, I selected the “friend” audience first for students to 
address.  I believed the students would be engaged and excited right from the beginning if 
instead of writing for the teacher, they wrote for a friend.  Additionally, I thought the students 
would have a sense of the audience’s needs in order to be engaging and entertaining.   
            Students worked on this piece for the friend audience twice a week for eight weeks.  
Students spent more time on the first audience because they had to create the entire fictional 
narrative.  It took the students a lot more time than I expected to write a complete fictional 
narrative.  Part of the reason why I believe it took a long time was because I provided lessons on 
purpose, structure and research for example that we did not do for the other two audiences.  
Additionally, I only met with the students twice a week and the students did not spend the entire 
class writing.  Next I chose the “literary agent” audience because the students already had a base 
completed with the “friend” audience and could build from there to make the piece more distant, 
academic and sophisticated.  After crafting the piece for the distant audience I then asked the 
students to address the less distant, less sophisticated fourth grade audience.           
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               I followed this same format of choosing audiences for the persuasive genre unit.  The 
students began writing for the first audience, the principal of the school in study, in February 
2010.  They spent roughly eight weeks, two classes a week, working on this piece.  Again 
students spent more time on the first piece than the other two because they needed to create the 
text and we did research and lessons on purpose and structure.  I felt the students’ “principal” 
was an appropriate audience to begin with for it was a semi-distant audience, not too distant as 
students were aware and familiar with their principal and many of her beliefs.  The students 
could then build to writing for a very distant audience, the “President of the United States” for 
the second audience and then the less distant, less sophisticated, parent/guardian/family member 
third audience.  
  Every class began with a warm up activity that engaged the students and often reviewed 
the previous lesson.  Due to the fact that I met with the students two days a week and there was 
time in between our meetings, constant review was essential.  Having an activity that 
immediately engaged the students was crucial to prevent excessive talking and disruption at the 
beginning of class.  After each warm up activity I provided a daily mini lesson.  Each mini lesson 
lasted an average of 15 minutes depending on the complexity of the lesson and the students’ 
understanding.  I presented a lesson on a specific topic to the entire class.  During the time I 
presented I also asked the students many questions to engage them in the lesson such as, “have 
you heard of an adjectival phrase before?” or “give me an example of a factual adjective,” “what 
kind of adjectival would we use for this audience and why?”  Again I was very cognizant of the 
time period in which I was teaching.  I needed to keep my students engaged and keep the class 
moving in order to maintain their interest.   
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All of my lessons had a particular focus on tenor, the relationship between the writer and 
audience, as it was central to my study.  During every mini lesson, whether it focused on verbs or 
orientations, students became very familiar with me asking questions such as:  What kind of 
language would we use here?  Familiar?  Every day?  Causal?  Or more formal, academic 
language? What identity do you want to show here? (Questions adapted from Brisk, 2009).  
I provided instruction more specifically on how the amount of information a writer 
includes depends on the degree of shared knowledge that exists between the writer and audience.  
Additionally, depending on the status that exists between the writer and audience, a writer makes 
different language choices.  Furthermore, the voice or stance the writer wants to take impacts the 
writer’s language choices.  I taught the students how modality, mood and person (first, second, 
third), different types of evaluative vocabulary (opinion/factual adjective for example) can be 
used when writing for different audiences.   
When teaching modal verbs for example, I provided students with the following table 
featured in (Table 5). 
Table 5 
Modal verbs   
High modality Medium modality Low modality  
Must  
Ought to 
Shall 
Has to  
Will  
Should  
Can 
May 
Might  
Could  
Would  
  
I provided instruction that modal verbs “express different degrees of obligation or certainty” 
(Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p.58).  I provided example such as “I might go,” or “He could be 
angry” to illustrate how using low modalities can be used to express tentativeness.  I then used 
the following examples to express high degree of certainty: “I must go,” “He will be angry,” 
“You ought to look into” (Derewianka, 1990).  The class went through examples of how you 
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would use different degrees of modality depending on who the writer was, who the audience was 
and the voice the writer wanted to portray.   
After my mini lesson students practiced the concept either independently, with a pair or 
in a group for reinforcement.  This also provided me with time to walk around the room, answer 
student questions and assess whether students understood the concept from the mini lesson.  I 
was able to see if students understood the concept from the mini lesson and if not, where their 
confusion or frustration lied in order to alter my instruction to meet their needs.  This followed 
the iterative process associated with action research which indicates that one needs to collect and 
analyze data then use this information to alter instruction (Stringer, 2007).     
Subsequently the class came back together and shared what they did independently or in 
their groups.  The entire class would often comment and provide feedback to one another at this 
point.  Students then worked on their own writing and tried to integrate the day’s lesson into their 
writing.  During this time I walked around the classroom answered questions and held 
teacher/student conferences.   
Students also planned their writing using graphic organizers (Appendices A, B, C & D), 
conducted research using the internet, gathered research from readings I provided during the 
persuasive unit, engaged in peer revision, and revised their writing.  Additionally, students 
engaged in weekly conferences with me about their writing.  I used the rubric created for 
narrative and persuasive writing to organize the conferences (Appendices E and F).  During the 
conferences, I also informally interviewed the students about my instruction informed by SFL 
and tenor.  The informal interviews typically focused on the mini lesson topic or a previous topic 
taught.   All students’ writing was collected daily in order to determine any changes and provide 
feedback.   
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After the students completed each unit the class had a writing celebration to celebrate 
their writing and hard work.  Students selected one of their pieces and read it aloud to their 
classmates.  While a student read their piece the other students wrote down three aspects of the 
piece they believed the writer did well and three aspects of the piece they could improve.  
Students were asked to specifically note whether or not the students’ pieces met the purpose of 
the genre, were appropriate, provided enough information for the audience, and illustrated an 
appropriate voice for example and why.   I did this to provide a framework for their feedback and 
one that was connected to tenor, and to avoid vague comments that would not help the students 
improve, such as, “I liked it” or “that was good”.   The aim was for the celebration to have a very 
positive tone.  Even though the students were providing feedback to one another I emphasized 
their feedback was to be constructive, not critical.  After the writing celebration, all of the 
students’ six pieces were placed in a portfolio so the students could examine all of their work 
together.  This portfolio also provided the students with something to take home that represented 
the work they did over the year.   
The following tables shown in (Table 6) and (Table 7) outlines the mini lessons taught 
for the writing interventions by genre and the time frame.  It is important to note that these were 
the time frames the different concepts or language features were introduced.  There was constant 
review of the different elements throughout the unit.     
Table 6 
Fictional narrative mini lessons    
Fictional Narrative  Time Frame 
October 7, 2009-February 3, 2010 
Introductions  Week one  
Mini Lessons  
Purpose and introduction to tenor: 
To entertain an audience 
Week one 
Structure 
Title 
Orientation : who, where and when  
Sequence of events built to crisis 
Week two, week three  
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Resolution 
Language Features 
Participants 
Adjectival- variety of types of adjectives  
Adjectival phrases and clauses 
 
Verbs: action, sensing, saying (dialogue): propel story 
forward (action), present character’s motivations and 
thoughts (Schleppegrell, 2003), provide information to 
the audience 
Modality: Indicates expert/tentative role 
 
Circumstances 
Adverbial “introduce information about manner and 
express judgment about behavior” (Schleppegrell, 2003, 
p. 11) (Circumstances of place, time and manner) 
Voice/Identity: 1st person (dialogue)/3rd person; mood;  
 
Week four/five 
 
 
 
Week six 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week seven 
 
 
Week two 
Other   
Text connectors: provide audience with a road map, 
create a cohesive text so audience can understand 
Planning, graphic organizers 
Week eight  
Research for character Week three  
Character Development Week nine  
 
Table 7 
Persuasive genre mini lessons 
 
Persuasive Genre   Time Frame 
February 4, 2010-May 25, 2010 
Mini Lessons  
Introductions  
Purpose: take a position on some issue and justify it Week one 
Structure 
Title:  
Statement of the position (thesis, preview arguments): 
indicate writer’s position;  
Arguments 
Evidence 
Reinforcement of statement of position  
Weeks two-four  
Language Features 
General participant 
Adjectival: use of factual and opinion adjectives use of 
grading to indicate emphasis   
Verbs: doing, being/having (relational/linking) 
Modal: provide writer’s stance  
Circumstances/ Adverbials: express author’s view 
point and attitude towards topic  
 
3rd Person: indicate objectiveness   
Nominalization: indicate objectiveness     
Text connectors: provide audience with a road map, 
create a cohesive text so audience can understand   
 
 
Week four- five  
 
Week six 
Week six 
Week seven 
 
 
Week one  
Week  seven  
Week eight  
 
 
Other   
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Planning, using graphic organizers Week four 
Research on topic  Week four, five 
 
SFL and a particular focus on tenor informed all of my writing instruction as well as how I 
viewed student writing.  My decision to have the students write a fictional narrative and 
persuasive piece to three different audiences, all of the mini lessons I taught, the activities I 
asked students to engage in, and the feedback I provided students were informed by SFL with a 
focus on tenor.   
  I aimed to unveil the mystery of effective writing and illustrate that language is 
functional and it “enables us to get things done (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p. 1).  Writers use 
different texts and language to achieve certain purposes (p.1).  In this particular study I instructed 
the students that the purpose of a fictional narrative was to entertain an audience and the purpose 
of a persuasive piece was to persuade people to a particular point of view (Butt et. al, 2000).    
Writers make particular language choices in order to be effective depending not just on the 
purpose and the context in which a piece is created, however.  I wanted to stress, as this was at 
the heart of my study, that many of these choices are impacted by the relationship that exists 
between the audience and writer and stance writer wants to take, or tenor.  The audience the 
writer is addressing, as well as the writer’s identity and the voice the writer desires to express 
impacts the choices a writer makes when creating an effective piece.  
In order for my students to write an effective piece they needed to be cognizant of the 
language and structural choices available to them when writing for different purposes but also for 
different relationships between the audience and writer.   
Data Sources  
The following data sources were used in my study: daily observations (including field 
notes and videos) (52 in total), writing samples (3 per student, 24 in total for the fictional 
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narrative genre), (3 per student, 24 in total for the persuasive genre), informal interviews (daily), 
and three general assessments for each student, (24 in total).  
Writing Samples 
One way to see the impact instruction informed by SFL and tenor had on my students 
was by examining the students’ writing over the course of the year in respect to the SFL rubric I 
used (Appendices E & F).  Students wrote for three audiences for each unit, six in total.  All 
brainstorms, outlines and drafts were saved.  By examining the students’ rubrics for the two 
different genres over the course of the year I was able to see as a result of my instruction what 
students were specifically able to do in respect to structure, language and tenor and how this 
changed throughout the year.   
General Assessments 
In order to see the impact my instruction had on the students I also looked at the students’ 
three general assessments: a pre assessment (October, 2009), mid-year assessment (February, 
2010) and post assessment (May, 2010).  These assessments allowed me to see how the students’ 
writing changed over the course of the year.  Students were given a traditional open ended 
MCAS sampling writing prompt as a pre-assessment during the first week of class and asked to 
respond to the best of their ability.  I stressed to the students that this assessment was an 
important means of seeing their strengths as writers and it was important to take it seriously and 
put forth their very best effort.  The pre-assessment provided me with a baseline of the students’ 
general writing skills.  These prompts were chosen because although the students did not take the 
MCAS exam, their curriculum was designed to align with the state standards. The pre-
assessment is shown in (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1 
Pre-assessment prompt 
After- school activities give students an opportunity to do something they enjoy outside the 
classroom.  Some students play sports, while other might enjoy acting or other activities.  Your 
school wants to add some new after-school activities and is taking suggestion from students.  In a 
well-developed composition, suggest a new after-school activity and explain why students might 
enjoy it.  (Adapted from MCAS 2007 Writing Prompt 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/testitems.html). 
Students were provided with the first half of class, forty five minutes, to complete the writing 
prompt.  Although they were allowed to continue working if they needed more time, none of the 
students asked for additional time.   
A midway- assessment and post- assessment were also given to the students.  The 
midway assessment was administered in February after the students finished their fictional 
narrative unit.  This assessment provided me with a sense of the students’ writing midway 
through the year.  The post assessment was administered in May after the students completed the 
persuasive genre unit.  The post assessment allowed me to see the students’ progression over the 
course of the year.  The midway assessment is shown in (Figure 2) and the post assessment is 
shown in (Figure 3).  
Figure 2 
Midway Assessment Prompt 
Think about what a perfect day would be for you.  What would you do?  Where would 
you be?  Who would be with you?  In a well-developed composition, describe your 
perfect day and explain why it would be perfect for you (Adapted from MCAS 2007 
Writing Prompt http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/testitems.html). 
 
Figure 3 
Post Assessment Prompt 
What advice would you give to (fifth/sixth/seventh) grade-students to help them become 
successful (sixth/seventh/eighth) graders and explain how the advice will help them to 
have a good experience in (sixth/seventh/eighth) grade (Adapted from MCAS 2007 
Writing Prompt http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/testitems.html). 
 
Observations/video/audio taping 
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I took daily written observations (52 in total) during my classes while I was providing 
instruction to see how my SFL and tenor inspired instruction impacted the students.  I wrote 
about how students were responding to my instruction, what questions they had, concepts they 
did not understand, whether they appeared frustrated by a concept or understood it with ease and 
whether or not they actively participated and the classroom atmosphere.  I then also wrote notes 
right after class to add anything else about the class and students’ response to my instruction.  
I also took video and audio recording of each class period so that I could clearly see my 
instruction and the students’ responses.  At times I also spoke into an audio recorder about my 
instruction after the class period had ended.  After reviewing the student data, select video 
segments were transcribed.  
Informal Interviews 
I held teacher student conferences weekly.  These conferences also shed light into how 
my instruction informed by SFL and tenor impacted the students.  I used the aforementioned 
rubric (Appendices E&F) and focused on tenor as a way to frame many of my conferences.  
These conferences were tape recorded and often video recorded.  All of the students were 
informally interviewed during the conference times concerning the instruction they received 
during the unit and how it impacted their writing if at all.  
Analysis  
The analysis of my data took place in three phases.  The first phase involved reviewing 
my data for the purpose of my instruction.  After I finished teaching and collected all of my data, 
I analyzed the data to see if there was any evidence of the impact of my instruction informed by 
SFL with a focus on tenor on the students in my study.  This was known as phase 2. During 
phase 2, I used selective coding (Charmaz, 2006) to code the students’ writing samples, specific 
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observations, video segments and informal interviews.  The codes were based on features of SFL 
and from the memos and notes I took during phase 1 and 2.  In the third phase of my analysis, I 
compared the codes and used triangulation to make meaning out of my data.   
First phase of analysis  
The first phase consisted of me analyzing my data informally in order to inform and 
improve my instruction as this was connected to the iterative process of action research (Stringer, 
2007).   I informally analyzed the students’ writing daily and provided students with feedback 
with a focus on tenor.  Examining the students’ writing daily helped inform my instruction, for I 
was able to see concepts I needed to teach again or areas where students needed further 
assistance.  I did not wait until the end of the year to begin analyzing my data.  I needed to 
analyze the students’ writing constantly for example, in order to identify where the students were 
struggling and what I needed to do to improve my instruction and student understanding.  
Additionally, I read through my observations and watched videos and made notes of areas where 
students understood concepts or were confused in order to improve my instruction.   
 I also analyzed the students’ last draft for each audience using a SFL rubric (Appendices 
E & F).  Examining the students’ rubrics allowed me to see the impact of my instruction 
specifically tied to structural features, language features and tenor as students wrote for different 
genres and audiences and provided me with areas to improve my instruction.      
During this first phase I also scored the general assessments when the students took them 
(at the beginning, middle and end of the year).  The three general assessments were scored using 
the Arlington County Spanish Partial Immersion Program Writing Rubric (1997) (Appendix H).  
This rubric, which was not a SFL rubric, was designed by classroom teachers in Virginia 
working in a Spanish partial immersion program.  Teachers worked with special education 
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consultants, researchers from the Center for Applied Linguistics and a middle school Spanish 
partial immersion teacher to develop a rubric that could be used to evaluate students’ 
development in writing and speaking over the year in authentic classroom settings and could be 
used to inform instruction (1997).  The rubric examined the following skill components: 
composing, style, sentence formation, usage and mechanics.  Each skill was scored on a one 
through five scale; one being the lowest and five the highest.  The first pre-assessment was used 
to provide me with a baseline for the students’ general writing abilities.   
Second phase of analysis 
During the second phase of my analysis I used selective coding to examine my written 
observations, select informal interviews select video segments, and student writing.  First I 
identified what I taught in the fictional narrative and persuasive units by reviewing my lesson 
plans, notes, observations and videos and making notes.  Subsequently I went through my 
observations, select video segments and informal interviews and using selective coding identified 
the teaching strategies I used to teach context, purpose, structure, language and tenor and placed 
them in a chart (Table 8).  Following this I went back over repetitively my observations and 
video segments and informal interviews and used the same codes to find evidence of the 
students’ reactions to my instructional strategies.  Putting these together I was then able to see 
the impact my instruction had on the students in terms of context, purpose, structure, language 
and tenor.   
Table 8 
Observations, video analyses, informal interviews  
 
Context of Instruction Instructional strategies Student reactions  
Context of culture   
Context of situation   
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Register   
     Field   
    Tenor   
    Mode    
Choice of language   
Purpose/genre 
How do I (teacher) make the 
students aware of the tenor in this 
particular genre? And for this 
particular audience? 
  
Structural organization of genre   
Language   
Meta-language   
Other category    
Adapted from Brisk (2009). 
Drawing on Systemic Functional Linguistics I also used selective coding to code the last 
draft each focal student created for each audience and genre (six in total) according to purpose, 
structural elements, language features and tenor.  See (Table 9) below.  
Table 9 
Sample analysis form for student writing  
Purpose  
Structural elements 
Fictional narrative  
Orientation (who, when, where); some details 
later in the story are sometimes included 
Series of events (including complication crisis) 
Resolution Conclusion/(moral ) (optional) 
 
Persuasive writing  
Statement of position/thesis statement 
Preview arguments 
Arguments 
Evidence 
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Reinforcement of statement of position  
 
Referent ties 
Language Features  
Fictional narrative  
Noun Phrases 
    Participants(specialized)  
   Adjectival (variety of adjectival) 
Verb Phrases 
     Variety of verbs (saying, being/having, doing,   
     thinking, feeling/sensing 
    Circumstances/Adverbials (time, place, manner      
     and cause) 
Tense  
Persuasive writing  
Noun Phrases 
       Generalized participants 
      Adjectival (opinion/factual) 
Verb Phrases 
     Verbs (being/having; saying; feeling/sensing;   
     thinking, doing) 
    Circumstances  
    Adverbials- includes time, place, manner, cause  
    Tense 
Text connectors  
 
Audience  
Information/Background knowledge : Amount of 
information or descriptions to support background 
knowledge of audience  
Language choices:  indicates awareness of status 
between writer and audience as indicated by 
language choices   
Identity/Voice  
First/third person (first person with dialogue/3rd 
person in fictional narrative; third person in 
exposition) 
Mood (declarative, interrogative, imperative, 
exclamation)  
Modality/expert position where appropriate: high, 
medium and low modal verbs, adjectives, adverbs.   
Evaluative vocabulary: affect, judgment, 
appreciation (Droga & Humphrey, 2003) 
Grading: making meanings more or less intense 
(2003)  
Nominalization: makes text more compact and 
‘written’ (Derewianka, 1998, p.21) 
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Below I present a description of the structural elements and language features of both fictional 
narrative and persuasive writing.  Following this is a description of the elements and indicators 
of tenor.  
Fictional narrative  
The structural elements in a fictional narrative consist of an orientation, series of events 
leading to a crisis and resolution (Derewianka, 1990).  An orientation as defined by Derewianka 
(1990) is where the writer “creates the possible world of this particular story” (p.40).  The 
orientation introduces the audience to the “who” or the main characters, the “when” or time 
frame the piece is taking place and the “where” or location and often times includes 
foreshadowing of the events to come (1990).   
After the orientation, the writer crafts a series of events that lead to a crisis or 
complication. “Narratives mirror the complications we face in life and tend to reassure us they 
are resolvable” (Derewianka,1990, p.42).  The complications are subsequently resolved in some 
manner and “rarely left completely unresolved” (p.42).   
The language features consistent in a fictional narrative are the following: verb phrases, 
noun phrases, circumstances of place, time and manner and rhetorical connectors/links.   
Noun phrases consist of specific, individualized and usually human participants with 
defined identities.  “Adjectives, similes, metaphors and prepositional phrases, relative clauses 
and appositions” (Brisk, 2009) are used to describe participants. 
 Verb phrases consist of a variety of verb tenses and processes including action, verbal 
and mental, modal, dialogue, first person (I, we), or third person (he, she it), adverbs (Butt et al, 
2000; Derewianka, 1990).  Action and saying verbs or material processes are used to report 
events, being/having verbs or relational process introduce description and evaluation (Brisk, 
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2009), thinking/feeling verbs report personal evaluation (2009), modal verbs, adverbs (informing 
how events happened and to express judgment). 
Adverbs and phrases indicate circumstances of place, time and manner and text 
connectives which, “make the development or sequence of ideas explicit for the reader by 
providing signals about the logical relationship that exists between the sentences and paragraphs 
in a text” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p.108).   
Text connectives can be used “to clarify,” “to illustrate,” “to indicate time,” “to sequence 
ideas,” “adding information,” “condition/concession,” “showing cause/result,” (Derewianka, 
1998, p. 110).   
Persuasive writing 
Persuasive writing or expositions have a logical sequence.  The structural elements are 
statement of position or thesis including some background information about the issue, preview 
of arguments, arguments and evidence and reinforcement of statement of position (Derewianka, 
1990).    
The language features consistent in persuasive writing are the following: participants, 
verb phrase, noun phrases and rhetorical connectors.  The participants are generalized, 
“sometimes human but often abstract (issues, ideas, opinions, etc)” (Derewianka, 1990, p. 76).  
Persuasive writing incorporates a variety of verb types including action, relational, saying and 
modal, present, past and future tense, and passive voice.  Opinion and factual adjectives, 
emotional words, nominalization, relative clauses and rhetorical connectors are also features 
(Derewianka, 1990).   
Tenor  
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Tenor or the relationship between the writer and audience is comprised of audience, 
identity and voice.  Who the audience is, who the writer is and the voice the writer aims to 
portray all impact the choices a writer makes when constructing a piece of writing.  I used two 
codes to indicate audience awareness: information and background knowledge and language 
choice/status.  Additionally I used the following codes to indicate identity/voice:  person, mood, 
modality, evaluative vocabulary, grading and nominalization.  These codes were indicators of 
tenor, or the relationship that exists between a writer and audience and stance of the writer.   
There are a number of different indicators of audience awareness such as the amount of 
information the writer provides, and the language choices a writer makes and whether they are 
appropriate for the audience.  The person (1st, 3rd) the writer uses, the writer’s use of mood, 
modality, or expression of expert opinion, evaluative vocabulary and grading indicate identity 
and voice.  Each of these indicators relates to a different element of tenor such as whether there 
is enough background knowledge for the audience, if the writer is aware of the audience’s status, 
and if the voice or stance the writer takes.   
Audience  
             Information & background knowledge  
The amount of information the author includes in a piece relates to the writer’s awareness 
of the shared knowledge that exists between the writer and audience or the background 
knowledge of the audience (Coffin, 2003; Wollman-Bonilla, 2004).  Audiences demand different 
amounts of information in order to support their background knowledge and understand the 
piece.  The less background knowledge the audience has the more information they need from 
the writer.  This information could be about the topic of the piece, the participants or the location 
for example. The title of the piece is also a means of providing information to the audience.   
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 Writers provide information for the audience through the use of noun phrases, adjectival, 
verbs and adverbials.  The amount of adjectival in noun phrases and adverbials, the writer 
includes relates to the amount of shared knowledge between the audience and writer.   
            Language Choices/Status   
Writers make language choices depending on the degree of shared status that exists 
between the writer and audience.  When a student writes for a distant audience such as the 
Queen, where there is a clear distinction between status, the writer would be expected to use 
formal, appropriate language.  This is in contrast to when a writer composes for a friend, where 
there is less of a distinction in status, if at all, the writer may write more informally.  Writers use 
mood as means of indicating the status between the writer and audience (Droga & Humphrey, 
2003). 
Mood refers to the clause structures used to exchange meaning or interact with an 
audience.  These clause structures are declarative, interrogative, imperative and exclamation.  
The writer chooses different structures depending on the interaction the writer wants to have with 
the audience (Droga & Humphrey, 2003). 
In a fictional narrative, in order to entertain an audience, a writer can use a combination 
of different clause structures (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).  Persuasive writing draws from the 
declarative mood but writers can also use the interrogative and imperative, “to persuade the 
reader to take action as well as to argue for a particular point of view” (p.58).  Too many 
questions and use of the imperative, however, can make a piece too personal and informal 
instead of distant, formal and objective (2003).  “Rhetorical questions are not considered to be 
appropriate in written academic texts in English because they can be excessively personal and 
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subjective” (Hinkel, 2002, p.153).   Knowing the audience and whether or not a personal or 
impersonal tenor is expected is crucial in making decisions in mood. 
Identity/Voice  
Person 
In persuasive writing the personal pronouns, “I, we, you” are typically removed so that 
the writing becomes about the position, such as changing school uniforms or abolishing tracking 
in schools, and not about the emotional response of the writer (Derewianka, 1990; Droga & 
Humphrey, 2003).   
In a fictional narrative, the personal pronoun “I” is used in dialogue and “he, she, it, 
they”.  The personal “you” is typically not used as it directly interacts with the audience 
(Derewianka, 1990).   
Modality 
 Modality refers to the degree of probability, usuality, obligation or inclination writers use 
to stake a particular stance and interact with the audience.  Writers can express a strong, medium 
or weak position on different topics by drawing on different grammatical resources.  The 
position a writer takes depends on how the writer, “view their relative status, power, 
commitment or expertise” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p. 60).   
Evaluative Vocabulary 
Evaluative vocabulary refers to the vocabulary choices writers use to positively and 
negatively evaluate people and phenomena (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p. 64).  Evaluative 
vocabulary or attitude consists of affect, judgment and appreciation (2003). 
Affect refers to the vocabulary writers make to express feelings.  Fictional narratives use 
affect as a means of informing the audience about the characters as well as to build suspense.  
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Positive examples of expressions of affect are: happy, engaged, trusting, joyously and laughter 
and negative examples are sadly, fearful and bored (2003).  
Judgment refers to the vocabulary writers use to positive and negatively assess “what 
people, do, say or believe according to a particular institution” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p.68).  
Positive examples of judgment are lucky, intelligent, brave, truthful and kind and examples of 
negative evaluations are unfortunate, weak, bad, cowardly, and evil (2003).   
Appreciation refers to the vocabulary writers use to positive and negatively assess objects 
and people’s appearances.  Examples of positive appreciation evaluations are good, funny, 
lovely, well-written, effective, challenging, and unique.  Negative examples of appreciation are 
dull, boring, simplistic and insignificant (2003).  
            Grading 
Grading refers to the process of making meanings more or less intense.  Instead of using 
the word “run” for example a writer can make the meaning more intense by using “sprint” or 
“dash” and less intense by writing “jog” (2003).   
            Nominalization   
 Nominalization refers to actions or verbs that are turned into things or nouns 
(Derewinaka, 1990).  Writers use nominalizations as a way to make their writing sound more 
objective, for “if the actions disappear from the text, then so do those who perform them” (p.80).  
Instead of saying “everyone will be sick with the flu”, a writer could say, “the flu epidemic”.    
Third phase of analysis 
After coding the students’ writing for the six audiences, I compared the selective codes 
for the students’ structural features, language features and tenor indicators across the students’ 
writing to see if any change occurred as the students wrote for different audiences within each 
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genre.  I also then compared more specifically the codes on tenor to see if changes occurred 
across the year.    
I also compared the students’ rubric scores for the different SFL features (Appendices 
E&F) for each audience to indicate any changes that occurred as students wrote for the different 
audiences in each genre.  The three rubric scores for the three general assessments were also 
compared to see any evidence of general changes the students made in their writing over the 
course of the year.   
In analyzing the data by using selective coding and memo writing, I was then able to use 
triangulation to make sense of the impact my instruction had on the students’ writing as they 
wrote in each genre and across the year.  Additionally, I was able to see how my instructional 
strategies impacted the students and how the students’ writing developed over the year from the 
perspective of a general rubric.   
Trustworthiness 
In order to establish my research’s trustworthiness, I drew on Lincoln & Guba’s four 
attributes of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.  In order to ensure 
credibility, I used persistent observation, consistently observing and taking notes on the events 
and participants over the course of 7 ½ months.  Additionally, I used triangulation and 
incorporated multiple data sources.  “The outcomes of action research apply to the specific 
places and people where the research took place” (Stringer, 2007, p. 59).  There are aspects of 
the research outcomes that can be transferred or generalized to others.  In this study, I provide 
detailed descriptions of my students, the classroom, my instructional strategies, the voices of the 
students and student writing.  In examining these descriptions, another teacher or reader can 
determine if the research outcomes can be generalized to their situations.   Lastly I provide a 
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brief description of myself in order to be transparent about my own background and any biases I 
bring with me to the study.   
Researcher 
My interests in teaching English language learners and improving writing stems from my 
own experiences living in Ecuador.  During the time I lived in Ecuador I taught English, lived 
with a family and simultaneously learned Spanish.  My experiences trying to live and work in a 
country without knowing the language made me increasingly aware of how difficult, frustrating, 
exhausting and lonely life can be without access to the language.  The patience and love that the 
Ecuadorian people extended to me as I tried to navigate my way and learn Spanish was 
incredible and impacted my perspectives on language and education.  I am a white, woman from 
an upper class background, however, who has been afforded many opportunities.  I do not claim 
to understand what life and school is like here in The United States for English language learners 
nor do I claim to understand what life was like for the ELLs living below the poverty line in my 
study.  I recognize that I bring to the classroom and my research my biases and experiences.  
Knowing I carry my own biases, throughout my study I provided space for the voices of my 
students to be heard when examining the impact of writing instruction informed by SFL with a 
focus on tenor.   
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Chapter Four 
 
                                                          Teaching 
    
           In this chapter I examine how the combination of Systemic Functional Linguistics and 
socio cultural theory informed both the content and pedagogy to use in the classroom.  I include 
a description of my lessons followed by two lessons, a piece of focal students’ writing with my 
feedback, and an example of students using meta-language and providing specific feedback.  
These descriptions and lessons highlight the teaching strategies I used, the role tenor played in 
my instruction and how these led to student engagement, students working with and learning 
from one another, students developing a sense of tenor and a positive classroom environment.   
 Description of Lessons  
Between the months of October through the beginning of February, the students wrote a 
fictional narrative to three different audiences: a friend, a literary magazine and a fourth grader in 
that order.  From February 3, 2010 through May 25, 2010, the students worked on writing a 
persuasive piece of writing to three different audiences, the principal of the middle school in 
study, the President of The United States, and a parent, guardian or sibling from their household 
in that order.  I taught lessons informed by SFL that focused on the purpose, structural features 
and language features of fictional narratives and the persuasive genre. (Refer to Chapter 3 for a 
complete list of mini lessons taught).   
Below in (Table 10) is a table that students were provided and we filled in as a class as 
we went over the purpose, structural and language features.  
Table 10 
Purpose, structural and language features of fictional narrative and persuasive writing  
 
 Purpose Structural features  Language features  
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Fictional narrative To entertain an audience 
Create patter of events 
with crisis and resolution 
(Derewianka, 1990) 
 
Orientation (who, when, 
where); some details later 
in the story are sometimes 
included 
Series of events (including 
complication crisis) 
Resolution 
Conclusion/(moral ) 
(optional) 
Verb phrases 
Noun phrases 
Circumstances of place, 
time and manner 
Rhetorical 
connectors/Links 
Use of direct speech 
Persuasive writing  To persuade people to a 
particular point of view 
(Butt et al 2000); to take a 
position on some issue and 
justify it (Derewianka, 
1990). Each arguments is 
supported with evidence 
 
 
Statement of 
position/Thesis statement 
Preview arguments 
Arguments 
Evidence 
Reinstate statement of 
position  
 
Generalized participants 
Verb phrases 
 Noun phrases 
Rhetorical connectors  
 
Adapted from Brisk (2009) 
(Information in table is derived from Butt et al, 2000; Brisk, 2009; Derewianka, 1990). 
I also taught lessons that focused on researching or gathering information and character 
development.  Students used graphic organizers as part of the process of creating their pieces.  
(See appendices A, B, C & D for sample graphic organizers for fictional narrative and persuasive 
writing).   
All of the mini lessons were also taught with a particular emphasis on tenor.  Students 
were writing to different audiences and as they learned about adjectival for example, I focused 
on what adjectivals would be appropriate for their audience and for the stance or voice they 
aimed to take.  When I taught lessons on verbs, for example, we looked at how modal verbs 
express different degrees of probability, obligation, necessity (Derewianka, 1990) and depending 
on the audience and the status difference that exists between the writer and audience the writer 
can make different choices to be effective.  The class looked at how the mood a writer chooses to 
write in (declarative, imperative, interrogative, exclamatory) depends on the relationship 
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between the writer and audience and the stance the writer desires (Droga & Humphrey, 2003).  I 
used (Table 11) as a guide for my instruction. 
Table 11 
Tenor continuum 
Informal Audience Increasing formality Formal  
Familiar, status difference are 
least relevant, close contact 
Decreasing contact, neutral status  Unfamiliar, leas contact, status 
differences are relevant 
Contact with familiar individuals 
(family members, friends for 
example)  
Student reporting to familiar or 
unfamiliar audiences  
 
Student or adult positioned as 
expert 
 
(Adapted from Brisk, 2009)  
Many of my lessons followed a similar pattern.  Often I had a warm-up activity for the 
students to complete when they entered the classroom.  This activity often reviewed the previous 
lesson as a means of reinforcement and way for students to practice.  This was also another 
opportunity for me to see if the students understood the concept I taught and if any re teaching 
needed to be done.   The students were also much more apt to sit down and immediately focus on 
writing and not what happened in the hallway, class or lunch when a warm up activity was 
present.   Next the class shared or reviewed the activity as a whole class.   
 Subsequently I presented a mini lesson on a particular structural element or language 
feature of the genre.  Students would participate in an activity, often times examining a mentor 
text, to practice the concept of the mini lesson.  Then they would work on writing their own 
fictional narratives and persuasive pieces.  I handed back their drafts from the day before and 
students would go through my comments and ask questions.  While students worked on writing, 
revising and peer editing I walked around the classroom, answered questions and held teacher-
student conferences.   This was another way for me to assess the students’ understanding and 
where I needed to improve my instruction.  This iterative process followed the principles of 
action research.  At the end of the class I collected all writing the students worked on that day.   
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Students received feedback from me daily on their drafts.  This feedback focused on 
tenor.  Each of the students’ final drafts for the six audiences was assessed using a SFL rubric 
(See Appendices E & F for rubrics).  These drafts and rubrics served as a road map for the 
students to improve their pieces and ask questions.  Additionally, the rubrics and drafts informed 
me with the students’ success and struggles and helped guide my future focus and lessons.   
Students needed a lot of repetition and review of the different mini lesson topics.  Due to 
the fact that I only met with the students twice a week, many students forgot aspects of the 
lessons and needed constant review and reminders.  Additionally, this was the students’ first 
exposure to the SFL meta-language and for many students writing for different audiences.  There 
were topics such as adjectival phrases and modal verbs for example that I had to re teach in 
different ways in order for students to understand.  Even with re teaching, there were concepts 
and topics that some students never illustrated a complete understanding of in their writing.  I am 
not sure if this was a result of my teaching or only having two days a week to work with the 
students.  These particular topics will be discussed later in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 when student 
writing is examined.   
The fictional narrative and persuasive writing units culminated with a writing celebration 
where students were able to share with the class one of the pieces they wrote.  The students 
informed me that this was their first experience participating in a writing celebration. Therefore 
we spent time creating guidelines for how to listen and provide feedback in a respective, 
supportive and helpful manner.  Members of the class provided feedback for each student who 
presented their work.  All students were encouraged to participate although presenting was not 
mandatory if a student did not feel comfortable sharing their work with the class. All of the 
students ended up presenting a piece of their writing with the class during the writing 
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celebrations and many students asked to share more than one piece.  Overall the writing 
celebrations were successful and students were excited to share their pieces with their peers.  
During the first writing celebration students were very critical of one another’s work and I 
needed to remind them a number of times of our class rules so that everyone felt comfortable to 
share their work.   
After the final writing celebration, all of the students’ six pieces were placed in a 
portfolio so the students could examine all of their work together and have something to take 
home with them that represented the work they did over the year.   
Below I include a description of my first day working with my students.  I include this 
description which is inclusive of dialogue and my comments in order to paint a picture of the 
classroom environment as a result of my instruction from the very beginning of the year.   
Subsequent to this description, I present a fictional narrative lesson from the beginning of 
the year and a persuasive lesson from the end of the year.  These lessons serve to illustrate a clear 
and detailed picture of my teaching strategies and their impact on the students in terms of student 
interactions and classroom environment. 
Introduction 
 
Before I began any instruction I spent the first class introducing myself to the students 
and explaining that I was a doctoral student at Boston College and working on my dissertation.  
We discussed what this meant and my desire to work with the students on their writing.  I 
include this detailed description of my first day because I believe it impacted the students in 
terms of class atmosphere for the year.  I approached my teaching from the perspective that all 
students deserve access to the academic discourse and that it was my job as their teacher to 
unveil the mystery of effective writing.   
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I explained to the students that I grew up in a neighboring town and was a teacher for ten 
years in a variety of schools, grades and settings predominantly in the New England area.  
Furthermore, I talked about my experience living, working and teaching in Ecuador and how this 
fostered my interest in working with students who speak English as a second language.  
Moreover, I outlined that our class was designed to focus on writing and looking at perhaps some 
new ways for the students to improve and strengthen their writing.  When the students heard that 
I lived in Ecuador, many eyes lifted and suddenly focused on my face.  Immediately hands rose 
and students began asking questions.  
“Miss, you can speak Spanish?”  Carmen asked. 
“Yes, I can. Although not nearly as well as you can,” I replied. 
 “Spanish is so much easier Miss, than English,” chimed in Martha from the back  
of the class.   
 “No way!  Spanish is really hard.  You guys are really lucky that you know  
multiple languages. When I got to Ecuador, I didn’t know how to speak Spanish  
and I realized quick how difficult it is to learn another language,” I replied.  
“Speak some Spanish!” yelled Carmen. 
 “What words didn’t you know, Miss?” Elaine asked.   
“Everything!  I remember I couldn’t tell the taxi how to get to my apartment.  I got that 
pretty fast or I wasn’t going anywhere!” I told the class laughing.  
Laughter erupted from many of the students around the classroom.   
“What did you do there?” asked Elaine.  
“I taught English to young… and some old students and I lived with an amazing family. 
I also found out that I love civiche!” I replied. “My family owned a civicheria.  It was so 
good”.   
“We should just have class in Spanish!” commented Carmen.  
“Hey Miss we can teach you Spanish!” commented Martha.   
“I would like that very much,” I replied. 
(Video/audio, October 2009). 
 
I am not sure if I could accurately explain the feeling that developed in the classroom that 
afternoon.  All I know is that on this day I walked into the classroom as a stranger and left 
believing the students and I had connected.  Sharing my experience of living abroad and 
struggling with learning a language I believe humanized me and allowed the students to connect 
with me in some way.  Students seemed to be curious and enthusiastic about my experiences and 
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ability to speak Spanish.  Additionally, students seemed confident and proud of their ability to 
speak Spanish and that they were able to speak better than I could.  This was indicated by their 
desire to know what words I knew, whether we could just have class in Spanish and by their 
offer to teach me Spanish.    
The class spent the remainder of the first day going through student introductions and an 
answering my handout “Questions to Gather Information about Learners” (See Chapter 3, p.57).   
I explained that questions were designed for me to better understand who the students were as 
people.  Questions ranged anywhere from where the students had lived and gone to school and 
their language experiences to how they viewed themselves as writers and why.  Systemic 
Functional Linguistics is a theory that values all students’ strengths and backgrounds.  Asking 
the students to tell me about themselves, indicated my interest in who they were as people.  It is 
my belief that this was another means of creating a positive environment where students were 
valued.    
Lastly, I expressed my enthusiasm for my own writing and for working with the students 
on their writing throughout the year.  I emphasized that I was not going to teach a set of abstract 
grammar rules that did not connect with their writing.  Rather the class would look at two 
different genres, fictional narrative and persuasive writing and learn the different choices 
available to them to create effective pieces.  I was anxious to see how class would progress since 
it was late in the day after the students’ traditional school day ended.  Additionally, students 
would not receive grades for my class and I was a teacher from outside the school.  I emphasized 
that although the students would not receive grades for the course, I would greatly appreciate and 
expect appropriate behavior and their very best effort in class.  I was hopeful that this would not 
negatively impact the class’ interest, behavior and engagement in class.  That being said, I was 
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thrilled and excited after my first day of meeting the students and eager to get to work.  The first 
class ended with Carmen asking me the following question:  
“Miss [teacher in charge of after school programs] said this writing  
class was different. This is not just like a regular like regular writing thing?... “So  
it’s like you are helping us on a lot of stuff like instead of like regular  
            writing stuff it’s more cool like hope…” 
I was at the school in study because it was my belief that all students deserve access to the 
academic discourse and it was my job as their teacher to provide to them the tools they needed to 
write effectively.  Sharing my own difficulty with learning Spanish not only illustrated my 
understanding of how difficult learning languages can be but also acknowledged the incredible 
strengths and abilities the students already possessed from knowing Spanish and other languages.  
The initial awkward silence that fills the classroom on the first day dissipated and we began our 
journey together.  
Below I present a lesson from the beginning of the year on purpose in order to illustrate 
how SFL helped me as the teacher provide explicit information on the purpose of a fictional 
narrative and the role tenor plays in writing effectively.  Additionally, the teaching strategies I 
used informed by socio-cultural theory led to the students being engaged and working with one 
another to develop ideas, develop a sense of tenor, and a positive classroom environment.  
Fictional narrative   
 
Purpose  
 
Spanish echoed throughout the hallways as the students put their books in their lockers 
and prepared for writing class to begin.  Martha spotted me and asked if I was teaching today. 
“Yes,” I replied. 
“YES!”  She yelled back with excitement. 
             [Observation October 14, 2009].   
Spanish spilled into the classroom as the students took their seats.  
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“Miss, are we going to write today?” asked Michelle with what seemed to be  
excitement in her voice.   
            “Yes we are!”  I said, “Go ahead and take a seat and follow the directions on the board”. 
            [Video/Audio taping October, 2009] 
 
The classroom environment as indicated in the quotations above was one of excitement.  I 
believe this was a result of me making it clear that I valued who the students were and that we 
were going to engage in writing where students had choice.  
Setting the tone of the classroom  
When the students entered the classroom the following prompt was on the board, “the 
day it snowed twenty feet”.  I asked the students to respond to the prompt for twenty minutes by 
writing a fictional narrative to a friend.  They could use the prompt as the title of the piece, the 
first sentence or perhaps the ending, but the prompt needed to be included in the fictional 
narrative.  
           My writing class occurred in the afternoon after the students already attended an entire 
school day.  I knew there would be times when students were tired and less motivated to write. 
When the students expressed eagerness to write in this first week, I wanted to take advantage of 
the moment.  This uncoached activity provided me with knowledge on the students’ familiarity 
of the fictional narrative genre including the purpose, structure and language features as well as 
writing for a particular audience.  
Most of the students settled down and immediately began writing except for Martha who 
spent the time organizing her binder [Observation, October, 2009].   
Introducing purpose and tenor  
After the students wrote, I asked them what the purpose of a fictional narrative was.  The 
most common response I received was, “What do you mean?”  I decided to place the students in 
groups to discuss and write down what they thought the purpose of a fictional narrative was.  I 
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was not sure what the students would come up with, however, I was interested in seeing the 
knowledge the students already possessed.  While the students discussed and worked together I 
walked around the room observing and listening to their conversations.  The work done between 
Carmen, Juanita, Maria and Michelle was particularly interesting for as they talked and built off 
one another’s ideas they arrived at many important points.   
            “When it says fictional narrative, I think of figurative language,” Michelle stated.  
“When it says purpose, it means like why,” Carmen added.    
 “I think the purpose is to tell your story,” Maria commented.  
 “No, to tell from the narrator’s perspective,” said Carmen. 
  “Oh yah.  That’s true.  To tell from the narrator’s point of view or perspective,”  
              added Juanita.    
              [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009]   
Here I learned that Michelle knew the term figurative language but not necessarily the definition.  
Maria, Carmen and Juanita were formulating that the purpose of a fictional narrative was to tell a 
story from the narrator’s perspective or point of view but the students at this point do not 
mention audience.  Carmen continued the conversation and raised an interesting point when she 
stated:  
               “Another one is the purpose is also to like help people read because a lot of people  
                don’t like to read stories; you know don’t you know that sometimes you don’t like real  
                stories because it is boring.” 
               [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009] 
Essentially Carmen identified that the purpose of a fictional narrative was to entertain an 
audience.  Carmen went on to explain to Juanita the difference between fiction and nonfiction: 
“Yah. But fiction is real,” Juanita said.  
“No, non fiction is real. Fiction is fake, non fiction is real. Non fiction  
              is real because fiction is fake and then non is not.” Carmen commented. 
             [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009] 
Juanita was not clear what the difference between fiction and nonfiction at this point, however, 
working and talking with Carmen clarified for her this distinction.  Carmen continued discussing 
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the purpose of a fictional narrative with her group and here I saw she was able put into words the 
purpose of a fictional narrative: 
 “So the purpose is to help people get interest in reading and make them be more  
           engaged in like what they are reading about.” 
           [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009].   
Carmen and Juanita continue to add that not only is the purpose to engage an audience but also to 
help the audience see a different perspective. 
“They can see how or where the author is coming from,” commented Juanita.  
“To help the people get interest and engage in the author’s life.   
No the author’s life because it’s fake,” added Carmen. 
“No, not the author’s but they can engage in the story and put themselves in the  
person’s shoes.  Yah whatever they could be more engaged in the book, “stated  
            Juanita. 
            [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009].   
Carmen recognized that the purpose of a fictional narrative had to do with entertaining an 
audience when she stated, “help people read because a lot of people don’t like to read stories; 
you know don’t you know that sometimes you don’t like real stories because it is boring.”  
Carmen added the purpose was to “help people get interest in reading and be more engaged” in 
what they are reading.  This dialogue illustrated she possessed some knowledge on the purpose 
of a fictional narrative.  
Carmen then went on to aid in Juanita’s understanding.   Juanita stated that that the 
purpose was, “they can see how or where the author is coming from.  To help the people get 
interest and engage in the author’s life”.  Carmen reminded Juniata that fictional narratives are 
fake and therefore the purpose would not be “to see how or where the author is coming from”.  
Juanita corrected herself and intimated an understanding of the importance of entertaining an 
audience when she stated, “No, not the author’s but they can engage in the story and put 
themselves in the person’s shoes.  Yah whatever they could be more engaged in the book, “stated  
Juanita. 
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Most students stated, “what do you mean?” when I asked what the purpose of fictional 
narrative was at the beginning of the class.  By letting the students work together and discuss the 
purpose, instead of just telling them, engaged the students and allowed them to share their 
knowledge and learn from their peers.  This indicated that I valued the students’ knowledge and 
experiences and that they had a central role in the classroom.  Through speaking about language, 
and building off of one another’s ideas, students indicated a greater understanding of the 
purpose.  I then brought the class back together to discuss their ideas and provide my input as 
well.  
Reinforcing purpose and tenor  
The class then came back together as a whole and students shared their ideas.  Elaine 
explained to the class that the purpose of a fictional narrative was, “to go into someone else’s 
world” (video/audio tape, 2009).  I asked Elaine to expand on this and Michelle chimed in that 
the purpose was, “to entertain and excite other people” (video/audio tape, 2009).   Here I saw 
students raising their hands to participate and confidently share their opinions.  The students’ 
engagement was different from the beginning of class.   
After more discussion, we agreed as a class that the purpose of the fictional narrative was 
to entertain an audience by including a series of events, a crisis or problem and at times a 
resolution.  Next, I asked the students what I meant by using the term “audience”.   
What does it mean to write for a particular audience?” I asked.  
“Who you write for,” replied Carmen. 
[Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009].   
The students overall, with the exception of Martha, seemed to understand that an audience was a 
person or group of people you could write to, speak or address.  The students based on the class 
discussions, did not seem familiar with writing for different audiences.    
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My SFL influenced instruction with a focus on tenor made me explicitly address not only 
the structural elements and language features of a fictional narrative but also how language is 
used depending on the relationship between the writer and audience.   Addressing audience even 
in this early lesson impacted the students as they showed awareness that there were different 
components involved in writing and that they were not learning all of them in their school.   
Mini Lesson  
I supplied everyone with an empty chart that highlighted the purpose, structure and 
language features of a fictional narrative.  The class filled in the purpose section and the 
remaining items over the next few classes.  See (Figure 4) below for the aforementioned chart.   
Figure 4 
Purpose, Structure and Language Features of Fictional Narrative 
Purpose of Fictional Narrative Structure of Fictional Narrative  Language Features of Fictional 
Narrative  
What is the purpose of a Fictional 
Narrative? 
To entertain an audience. 
To construct a pattern of events 
with a problematic and/or 
unexpected outcome that 
entertains and instructs the reader 
or listener.  There are elements of 
suspense and disruption.  A crisis 
is resolved.  It teaches ways of 
behaving valued in the culture.  
The suspense builds to a crisis 
point” (Brisk, 2009, p.2-3). 
How is a Fictional Narrative 
organized?  
What language features do you 
need to use in a fictional 
narrative?  
Chart adapted from Brisk (2009)  
The goal of this exercise was to learn that the purpose of a fictional narrative was to entertain a 
particular audience.  The class discussed how a writer chooses different language depending on 
who the writer and the audience are in order to achieve the purpose.  I asked the class the 
following questions: 
             How would your fictional narrative piece be different for example if your audience was  
             a friend or if you wrote it for a child or the principal?  Would you use familiar, everyday  
             language or formal, academic school language for example?   
             [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009].   
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I wrote friend, child and principal on the board and the class began to brainstorm how they 
would write for the different audiences.  Carmen and Juanita stated that if their piece was for a 
friend, they would use:    
            “Words my friends would understand, like, OMG,” stated Carmen. 
            “More slang,” commented Juanita. 
             [Video/audio taping, October 14, 2009].   
Carmen and Juanita illustrated in this quotation an understanding of how the degree of shared 
knowledge that exists between an audience and writer as well as the degree of status, impacts the 
language writers need to use.   
Elaine added that what you put into your writing [information] may be different because 
a friend would understand where you are in your life and what is happening on TV and in school 
where as your mom or principal might not understand.  Here Elaine indicated an awareness of 
how the degree of shared knowledge between audiences impacts the information a writer needs 
to include.   
The students added that when writing to a principal one needed “bigger words”, “good 
vocabulary”, and the piece “needs to be more serious”.  A piece for a child conversely would 
need “short sentences”, “easy vocabulary” and topics they could understand “not teenage stuff, 
Miss”.  Through their responses, students indicated some knowledge of the relationship that 
exists between the writer and audience and the stance the writer takes and how this impacts the 
choices a writers makes.  This aspect of the lesson caused students to consider and illustrate 
awareness of audience, identity and voice. 
Activity to practice  
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Next the students shared their piece, “The day it snowed twenty feet” with a partner.  I 
asked them to evaluate whether or not the writer achieved the purpose and entertained the 
audience “friend”.  Students were asked to answer the following questions: 
1)   Does the writer entertain the “friend” audience?  How do you know? Is the language     
  appropriate for the friend audience?  
2)   What did the student do well?  How could the student improve their piece to entertain a      
  friend? 
Class shares and provides student feedback  
Below in (Figure 5) is Juanita’s piece and the students’ comments.   
Figure 5 
Juanita’s “The day it snowed twenty feet” piece 
Juanita 
“The day it snowed twenty feet” 
The day it snowed 20 f Audrey wore her new black ugg boots some expensive 
skinny jeans and a black expensive shirt.  She only wore this to go to school.  
She is like the richest girl in her school.  That same day a new girl came to the 
school and started taking place of Audrey.  She started dressing like her and 
acting her.  She even bought the same cell phone as her.  Audrey was so sick of 
it that she put a stop to it somehow she got what she wanted and that girl got 
kicked out.  In 2030 the girls bumped into each other and became best friends.  
And did everything together and everything the same.   
Word Count: 123 
 
The class discussed and went over examples of where students specifically succeeded in 
entertaining a friend and where they needed more work.  At this point the students had not 
received lessons on the structure of a fictional narrative from me, so I did not expect them to 
make specific references to the structural elements of the piece.  The point of asking them to 
examine the piece was for them to start thinking about the purpose, and also writing for 
particular audiences.   
The students all agreed that Juanita’s piece entertained the friend audience.  Specifically 
Carmen noted that teenagers could relate to Juanita’s description of “ugg boots”, “skinny jeans” 
and being at school”.  Interestingly, however, when I asked what the piece needed or how it 
could improve, the students’ comments were overall vague.  Elaine stated that Juanita’s piece 
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had a “good theme” and “describing” but needed to work on “how Audrey got kicked out”.  
Elaine’s comments hinted at how Juanita needed to provide the audience with more information 
in order to understand the piece but Elaine did not expand on this idea.  
The following in (Figure 6) is Elaine’s piece: 
Figure 6 
Elaine’s “The day it snowed twenty feet” piece 
Elaine 
“The day it snowed Twenty feet… 
One day I was laying [lying] down in my bed and all of a sudden I saw something white fall from 
the sky.  I thought it was a white bird but when I got up I saw that it was snowing.  I felt really 
happy because that ment [meant] no school today.  I went down stairs and told my mom that it 
was snowing and there was not going to be any school today.  She said Audrey” “It snowed 
twenty feet.  My reaction to that was “WHAT” I was disappointed because I wanted to go out 
side and play in the snow.  I went to open the door and all I saw was a big twenty feet tall block 
of snow covering the entrance of my house.  I was so excited to not have school and that it 
snowed, but for what if im [I’m] not able to go outside and enjoy my day playing outside.  I had 
to stay inside the whole day, but I liked being inside better because I was warm, I dranked [drank] 
hot coco, I watch movies and I liked it more because I was with my family.  My day was totally 
cool but now I have to make up that day in the summer.  That means one day less of summer.   
Word Count: 220 
When discussing Elaine’s piece as a class Juanita stated, “you explained well enough and good 
details but “she could make story longer and explain five senses”.  Carmen added that she, 
“understood story”, “it was interesting”, and it was “a nice story overall.”  Later Carmen added, 
however, that the story was “too short” and “should added more to it” indicating that in fact the    
writer needed to include more information to support the audience’ background knowledge.   
What was interesting about the student comments was they were all very vague and 
overall would not help the students improve their piece.  I wondered if the students were used to 
receiving similar feedback on their own work.  It was not clear to me from their comments, if 
Carmen and Juanita thought the piece needed more information to support the background 
knowledge of the audience, or if the piece was not engaging and therefore needed more 
description and a greater variety of vocabulary choices.  What was clear, however, was that the 
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students were not familiar with feedback or language that specifically addressed how the writer 
could make the piece more effective. 
Everyone was very willing to participate and provided honest feedback to one another.  
At this point, however, the students needed the language to provide specific feedback to their 
classmates.  They knew that the pieces overall needed more information and description for 
example, but were unable to provide specific feedback that would help one another improve her 
piece.  My SFL inspired instruction provided a meta-language for students to talk about 
language.   
Below I provide a lesson from the persuasive unit.  This lesson also provides a glimpse 
into my teaching strategies, and the classroom environment and student interactions as a result of 
my instruction.    
Persuasive writing  
 
Lesson on Purpose  
 
In this lesson students were introduced to the purpose of exposition or persuasive writing.  
The warm up and mini lesson section of this lesson are condensed in order to highlight another 
strategy I used in my class, acting.    
Setting the tone of the classroom  
One indication my SFL inspired instruction impacted the students was the enthusiasm 
and excitement they expressed to begin persuasive writing (Observation, 2009).  Juanita’s 
positive comment about the fictional narrative unit was another indication.  Juanita and Emily L 
stated, “nothing would be as much fun as working on our fictional narratives,” (Observation, 
2009).  
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Students went in pairs to discuss the purpose of a persuasive piece.  Similar to the 
previous lesson I presented in this chapter, the class came back as a group, shared responses and 
went over the purpose of a persuasive piece.  The class also discussed the difference between the 
purpose of a fictional narrative and persuasive piece.  Constantly reviewing the differences 
between the purpose, structural elements and language features of fictional narratives and 
persuasive writing I think helped to cement the differences between the two genres.   
Acting to introduced purpose and tenor   
I decided to have the students participate in an activity that had them use acting in order 
to focus on the purpose of persuasive writing and the role of tenor.  Students were placed into 
groups of three and given a slip of paper with a situation, an audience and an identity on it to 
practice working on the purpose with a focus on tenor.  Students needed to take on the identities 
provided and act out the situation to the particular audience on the paper.  An example of a 
situation was the following: Student needs to convince the school cook to make better food for 
the students at the middle school in study.  The audience was the cook, this is who they were 
addressing the performance towards, and their identities were students.  The students were able 
to expand on their identities and incorporate their own personal backgrounds in this particular 
case.  Each group performed their skits for the class.        
Walking around the room I listened to the students and could sense their excitement 
about working on their skits an indication that my instruction with a focus on tenor was creating 
a positive environment.  Additionally, students worked together and built off each other’s 
knowledge to develop a skit that incorporated audience, identity and voice.  Some of the students 
were relating the topics I provided them to other experiences.  Juanita and Carmen were given 
the topic, “student needs to convince a friend to stop using his/her cell phone”.  Carmen said to 
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Juanita, “I know, I will tell you to stop texting him because you could get kidnapped.  You know, 
like that girl…”.  Michelle, Elaine, Lina were all in different spots in the classroom, engaged and 
practicing and writing out their skits (Video/audio taping, 2010).   
By examining the following description of the students acting out their skits, I was able to 
see students engaged in the lesson and develop an awareness of tenor as the students broke down 
what made the performances effective and used language to notice and talk about language.  
Additionally, students then provided specific feedback that impacted the students’ future 
performances. 
Martha and Lina were another pair for this activity.  Their situation was to convince the 
teacher at the school in study not to assign any more homework.  Martha was the teacher and 
Lina was the seventh grade student in this situation.  Lina’s audience was the teacher of the 
seventh grade classroom.  In this case, Lina looked down while speaking softly.  She did not 
change her voice but was rather monotone when asking the teacher, Martha, not to assign any 
more homework.  There was no sense of her identity or the voice she wanted to portray in this 
situation.  Additionally, Lina did not provide reasons or evidence as to why the teacher should 
not assign any more homework.   
The class responded afterwards and informed Martha and Lina that they were not very 
convincing at all. “You need to give reasons and get down on your knees and beg.  Pretend like 
you have to do this for a million dollars,” Kelly said to Lina.  Martha decided the pair would 
perform the situation again but this time Martha would play the student role.  Martha ran up to 
Lina [who was now the teacher] dropped to her knees and begged her not to assign any more 
homework.  She cited with a great deal of passion and enthusiasm the following reasons: you 
take away all of our free time, we are exhausted, and we should be allowed to spend time with 
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our family.  Martha engaged the audience, altered her voice to represent someone begging or 
pleading and used language that was appropriate for a seventh grader.  Furthermore, she included 
her identity and cultural background by citing the importance of needing time to spend with her 
extended family.   
I stopped the class and commented to Martha that her performance was much more 
entertaining.   I asked her, however, if she thought her teacher would really change the 
homework policy if she was down on the ground begging.  The class laughed and agreed it was 
too much.  The students responded that Martha did a much more effective job and was more 
persuasive, however, she should be careful not to whine too much as teachers dislike this 
response.  
Lina’s role as the teacher was unfortunately lack luster.  She did not engage with Martha 
greatly or provide reasons why assigning homework was necessary.  Furthermore, there was no 
change in her voice or the language she used to inform her audience of her identity as the 
teacher, a figure of authority, or her cultural background.  The students did not respond to Lina’s 
performance.  At this point my observation was that Lina lacked confidence when standing in 
front of the class and was either unclear on the assignment or how to achieve the desired 
outcome.  
Kelly and Maria perform their skit next.  Maria is trying to convince Kelly (acting as 
principal of school) that she (student) should not have to wear uniforms.  Kelly told me earlier in 
the class period that arguing against school uniforms was easy.  I told her to look at the other side 
of the argument because many people feel strongly that uniforms are worthwhile.  Maria walks 
into the classroom and knocks on the door.   Kelly is sitting in a chair as the principal.  Kelly 
plays the principal well in that she is sitting straight up, puts her glasses down on her nose and 
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looks up at Maria without emotion on her face.  Maria bounces in to the classroom [office] and 
in a very informal tone and informal language tells the principal in a whiny voice, that they 
should not have to wear uniforms.  Kelly challenges her by asking her why.  Kelly catches Maria 
and makes her flustered because she does not have a strong argument for getting rid of uniforms 
nor evidence and reasons.   
Reinforcing purpose and tenor  
At this point I stop the class and ask Maria if she were to meet Mrs. [principal at school] 
discuss the issue of school uniforms, would she talk with her in the same manner as she just 
presented.   
              “No!” replied Maria and the rest of the class.  
  “What would you do differently?” I asked.   
  “More formal,” Carmen stated.  “Or  she’d tell you just to leave the school if you don’t  
  like uniforms”.   
 “More formal in what way?” I ask. 
 “The vocabulary miss. And the way she talks.  No whining” 
 “Yah miss they hate it when you whine,” added Martha.   
 “Great. Okay so her voice needs to be more appropriate,” I added. 
 “Do you guys see how this can relate to your writing?  If you present a piece of writing  
  to the principal that is informal and you are whining instead of giving arguments and  
 evidence … are you going to be effective?  Do you think you will  
 convince Mrs. Baram?” 
“No way Miss,” replied Juanita. 
“Nope,” said Martha. 
 [Video/audio tapings, 2010] 
Here I witnessed that as a result of my instruction which focused on tenor and provided 
scaffolding, students were talking about how language works interpersonally and how depending 
on the audience different choices are more appropriate.  
Maria and Kelly go back and perform their skit again.  This time Maria speaks more 
slowly, uses more formal language clearly indicating the principal was of higher status and had 
more power or authority.  Maria said, “I think we should not have to wear uniforms, Miss 
Baram”.  Maria used a combination of low and medium modalities.  Although her use of “I 
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think” was too tentative, her use of   “should” was more appropriate for the audience.  Following 
her argument this time Maria included evidence.  “I look like a lemon wearing these uniforms 
[the uniforms are yellow].  Everyone hates it”.  Kelly in an authoritative voice fires right back 
telling Maria that uniform create school unity and “everyone is in the same way”.   
  At the end of the activity the class discussed the need to have strong arguments and 
evidence in order to be convincing.  Kelly who at the beginning of the class was so confident that 
schools should not have uniforms in the end said she might have changed her mind.  She could 
now see why maybe school uniforms could be positive.  This illustrated that my lesson caused 
Kelly to consider her audience and both sides of an argument.   
Kelly had a strong awareness of tenor as indicated by her first performance as the 
principal.  Maria, Martha and Lina however, did not.  In Maria’s performance she walked into 
the room casually, used informal language, a whiny voice and did not provide solid arguments 
and evidence to support her position.  After the class discussed and broke down specifically what 
Maria needed to do to be more persuasive, she used more formal language, modal verbs, 
indicated greater respect towards the principal and added an argument and some evidence.   
            Subsequent to the students’ skits, the class looked at a persuasive piece, “Save the 
Elephant” (See Appendix I).  After reading the piece with a partner, I asked the class who the 
students thought the audience for this piece was.  Carmen said the audience was for kids and 
Kelly said adults.  Kelly and Elaine gave the following examples of academic language from the 
text as to support their idea that the piece was for an adult audience, “Paleolithic, “Majestic”.  
The class agreed it was not two scientists talking because they would use more scientific 
language and know the information included in this essay.  After a brief discussion, the class 
concluded the audience was young adult because it was informative and the language was formal 
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and academic.  In the end of this lesson, I saw how through discussion and talking students were 
noticing language and learning about how the relationship between the writer and audience 
impacts the writer’s choices.    
SFL encouraged me as a teacher to value the strengths and talents of my students and to 
think of ways to inform students of the academic discourse that went beyond focusing on 
grammatical errors in their text.   Allowing the students to work with their peers to develop a 
scenario, perform it in front of their class and then provide feedback engaged the students and 
illustrated I valued their ideas and opinions.  Additionally, students began learning about the 
structure, language features and tenor of a persuasive piece by creating a skit incorporating the 
different identities, positions and voices and also by critiquing each other in terms of whether 
their skit was effective and appropriate and why.  The students throughout the lesson indicated a 
developing awareness of how language worked interpersonally as indicated by their feedback to 
one another and then the changes they made to their future performances. 
Lastly, students had fun. They were enthusiastic, excited and spoke with conviction when 
they provided feedback to their peers.  
Feedback 
Below I provide a piece of student work with feedback with a focus on tenor that I 
provided.  This is another example of a strategy I used to provide students with specific feedback 
in relation to tenor in order to help the students’ improve their writing.   
Subsequent to the student work, I present examples of students’ providing specific 
feedback using some meta-language to each other as another strategy I used to encourage 
students to notice language and develop an awareness of tenor.   
            Student Work with Feedback 
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My instruction encouraged me to provide feedback that was specific and tied to the 
different SFL features of structure and language I was teaching with a focus on tenor.  I used the 
SFL meta-language I was teaching to encourage students to see how language and meaning are 
connected.  The meta-language provided the students and me a way to discuss language.  
Additionally, I posed a lot of questions for the students to consider so that they were active in the 
process of making changes.  I noticed during the unit that students became overwhelmed if I 
provided too many comments or suggestions.  Therefore I tried to focus my comments on what 
the class was learning at the time.  It is important to note, that I do not perceive my feedback to 
be perfect.  There were times where my feedback was not clear or specific enough.  Additionally, 
there were many times where students did not respond to aspects of my feedback whether they 
understood or not, as shown in their writing.  That being said my instruction guided by SFL 
encouraged me to be more specific when providing feedback and the students response was that 
it helped give them a better sense of how to make changes to make their writing more effective.  
Additionally, all of my feedback was provided through the lens of tenor.  I tried 
connecting adjectivals, for example, to the meaning they created and then how these 
meanings related to the relationship between the writer and the audience.  I often posed questions 
to the students and asked them to consider their audience’s needs and encouraged using 
adjectivals for example to provide their audience more information to understand the piece.  The 
SFL meta-language allowed the students and me to talk about language and what specifically 
could be done to their pieces to make them more effective for their specific audience.   
Below in (Figure 7) I include the first page of one of Juanita’s fictional narrative drafts 
for the friend audience with my feedback directly written on the text.  Comments have been 
typed for purposes of clarity.  My comments are in brackets.  Again I emphasize this is just one 
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example of the feedback I provided, there are many others that would highlight different 
elements of tenor or aspects of the students’ writing (See appendices J & K) for actual draft and 
comments).  Subsequently, I examine my comments as a means of seeing the impact my 
instruction had on the students. 
Figure 7 
Juanita’s fictional narrative draft  
How a strange people’s love turns out to be! 
 “Mami! please let me go,” That party is like the party of the year every one is going.” I said. 
“Sorry Alicia but no.” said my mom angrily.  I begged nicely once more.  No! she screamed on top of her 
lungs and ran into her room I ran out the back door and into the forest that is surrounded by trees only and 
three mystery ponds[include more adjectival here- describe this even more-why area they mystery ponds? 
What kind of trees? Tall? Short? Wide? Evergreen?].  I shivered so rapidly so quickly but with all the 
anger that filled up inside of me kept me warm like fried chicken coming out of the pan [how does it 
come out of the pan? What does it sound and look like?]. I ran as fast as I can only looking behind when 
suddenly I bump into a beautiful boy.  I stare blankly into his blue eyes [what are you feeling at this 
point?  include adverbials] .  He knocks me hard down to the dirty brown cold ground.  I lie to him and 
say get off of me you disgusting wreck your like all over me! He holds up my hand stares at it and he puts 
his soft cooling lips against my hand.  I murmur so softly get off me.  I fall into a deep sleep that felt like I 
been sleeping for hours and hours that seemed more like 10 long hours When I wake up he’s sitting 
patiently next to me staring at my hand. I feel a sudden hot rush and start to shake.  “I scream loudly what 
have you done to me.” I get up stare once again blankly into his green eyes and start wondering why they 
changed. I run back into my house confused into my room into my closet searching for a red dress [white? 
Why a dress?] . I put it on and run to the bath room and take a hot steamy shower. [go back through this 
and try not to start so many sentences with “I”] 
3 weeks past! 
 “Hi Audrey”. “Hi Alicia.” OMG Alicia that new kid Jayden is like checking you out.”  His eyes 
are green and his hair is brunette [like what?  Try and add adjectival].  How cute is that?  But he is white 
and won’t fall for a Hispanic. [how do you know this?]  “Please it’s like the dentist took out some of his 
molars Audrey,  And why is that Alicia?” Audrey because he is like drooling all over me.  Anyways 
Alicia let’s go camping like manana [do you go camping often? Same place? Add adverbials here] like 
were going camping because we feel relaxed.  As we enter the Canadian’s best woods [why are they the 
best? Where in Canada?  Do you live in Canada? Consider adverbials & more explanation for  audience] I 
pullout my custom made purple sidekick with diamonds all over it and text Audrey even though she was 
like right next to me.   
Additional comments: 
 
Juanita,  
You are continuing to make improvements which is great.  You added a lot of rich description with 
adjectival phrases.  Here are a few areas to keep focusing on: 
1) Think of your audience- they are areas where more detail and information is needed in order to 
understand the story. [see my comments in the text] 
2) The characters Audrey and Jayden need to be developed more.  Think of the verbs you are using 
and see if you can add more sensing and saying verbs that help the audience see their 
personalities and feelings more.  
3) Your story is about vampires but it does not describe what life is like for vampires…what do they 
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do/act like that makes them different?  
4) Continue to add in more of the identity of the characters (speech, religion, likes/dislikes)  
 
My feedback was provided through the lens of tenor.  In examining the comments I 
provided Juanita, it is clear that Juanita was including more detail and adjectival phrases to her 
piece and seemed to do this easily.  More information, description and sensing and saying verbs 
were needed for the audience to understand the piece and to develop the characters.  I often 
posed specific questions for the students to consider.  I also tried to tie my comments with what 
we were doing in class and use the meta-language so that there was some consistency in my 
feedback.  Furthermore, I used questions often because I wanted the students to feel as though 
they had choices when writing and that writers make different choices based on tenor.  
Examining my feedback also allowed me to see what the students were not understanding so that 
I could re teach a concept if necessary.  This followed the iterative cycle of action research      
Students and feedback  
According to the students, the feedback they were used to receiving in school did not help 
them figure out how to make their writing more effective but that mine did (Video/Tape 
recordings, 2009).    
 Carmen added that providing students with rubrics when an assignment is first given as 
opposed to afterward a piece is completed is so important.  The students stated they enjoyed that 
I provided rubrics at the very beginning and throughout the writing unit and they condemned 
their teachers for never providing rubrics before assignments were graded, if at all.   
Our discussion then shifted to my teaching and focus on audience, identity and voice.  
Students noted that this teaching was helping to make the expectations for their writing clearer 
because the feedback I provided focused specifically on how to engage their specific audience, 
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provide more knowledge, meet the needs of their audience, develop an appropriate voice and 
express their identity for example.   
Students providing specific feedback 
Another strategy I used in the classroom was having students examine writing, either 
mentor texts or their peers writing in pairs or small groups and providing feedback that was tied 
to tenor.  Students began using the meta-language and providing more precise mentioning of 
things when providing feedback to one another.  Below I present an example of student 
conversation where students use meta-language and precise mentioning of things to provide their 
peers feedback on a piece of writing to illustrate how my instruction provided students with a 
meta-language to talk about language and therefore notice language.   
I provided the class with a copy of Elaine’s fictional narrative written for the friend 
audience (See Chapter 5, p.153).   I read the piece out loud and the students followed along.  
Next I asked the students to work either alone or with a partner and to evaluate whether the piece 
entertained the audience, provided enough information and used appropriate language for the 
audience.  After the students evaluated the piece the class came back together and discussed the 
areas that Elaine did well and the areas she could improve.  Below I present the students’ 
feedback and illustrate how it was more specific, incorporated some meta-language and 
addressed aspects of tenor.   
I began by outlining the rules of how to provide feedback to Elaine.  I reminded the 
students how the purpose of this exercise was to provide constructive feedback for Elaine. 
Carmen articulated that providing vague comments such as, “your piece was great” did not help 
improve writing.  Below is the conversation that occurred between Carmen and I:  
“We are looking to give constructive feedback to Elaine. This will help the writer  
improve their piece. The point is not to be mean but helpful.   
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Does that make sense?” So if you said, “your piece was great, is that helpful?” I  
asked. 
“No,” Carmen replied. 
“Why?” I asked. 
“It does not tell the person how to improve,” stated Carmen.  
“Exactly,” I commented. 
Here Carmen illustrated that providing specific feedback was how a writer improved their work. 
After the students analyzed Elaine’s piece they came back together for a full class 
discussion.  Right away students identified that Elaine’s piece did not meet the audience’s needs.    
So does Elaine give the friend audience enough information to                
             understand the piece?” I asked. 
 “Like if this was a news report not a friend,” stated Juanita, “she  
should include talking to a friend and then be like oh yeah this is what  
happened, did you hear?”  
“So one way she can inform the audience is by speaking?  Dialogue?  
“Great, okay so one way you can tell your audience more information about the  
participant and their background is by letting them speak,” I stated.  
“What do we need when characters speak? “I asked.  
“said….” I stated. 
“Saying verbs,” said Carmen.   
“What else?” I asked.  
 “She could include the friend’s name… she could give us more of a description of the 
friend,” stated Maria. 
 “Okay, so tell us more about the friend…”  I stated and wrote on the board. 
“So the audience is a friend?” asked Martha. 
“Yes,” I stated, “that is the audience”. 
“Hmm doesn’t seem like it.  Help here,” Martha stated.  
“Okay, well give some specific feedback,” I said.  
“It’s because like what she said [referring to Maria]” Martha stated, “it’s all over  
the place. She doesn’t describe what the party is about, more  
description. Why 6,000 [dollars]?” stated Martha. 
 
“Okay so write that down, Elaine.  Your audience needs more information to  
understand the piece.  It is not clear why the family needs to provide 6,000 dollars 
as the ransom. This is something you want to think 
about with audience, it’s important that the audience understands the story  
and knows what is going on and you need to provide enough information 
            so the audience can do this,” I stated. 
In this conversation students provided specific feedback to Elaine concerning whether or not she 
provided enough information to support the background knowledge for a friend audience and 
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why or why not.  Juanita stated that Elaine gave enough information if she was writing a news 
report but not for a friend.  Juanita’s comment is interesting, for she indicates that Elaine’s piece 
does not provide enough information to support the background knowledge of a friend.  By 
comparing Elaine’s piece to a news report indicates that Juanita doesn’t think the piece has the 
features of a fictional narrative.  Juanita suggested Elaine use dialogue as a way to improve her 
piece indicating she is aware of the role dialogue plays in a fictional narrative and developing 
characters and providing information to the audience.  Carmen used the meta-language, “saying 
verbs” and indicated they were necessary in dialogue.      
In this example, I provide scaffolding throughout the conversation to try and encourage 
the students to specifically look at the language.  Instead of the vague comments students were 
making at the beginning of the year, students were able to provide more specific aspects of the 
language that could be improved to provide the audience with information for example.  The 
majority of the comments focused on the need for more description about the participants in 
order for the friend audience to be entertained.  Martha was not aware the audience was for a 
friend because Elaine needed to include more description and information and referenced lack of 
clarity as an issue, “it’s all over the place”.  
 This conversation continued when I then asked the class if Elaine’s piece engaged the 
audience, Martha stated, “It doesn’t engage me”.  The following discussion took place:  
“It doesn’t engage me,” commented Martha.  
“Okay, why?” I asked.  
“It doesn’t engage me because it needs more description,” Martha added. 
“Well, how do you create more description? What specifically can Elaine 
Do for the friend audience? 
“What color or brand are her clothes?” asked Martha.  
“She didn’t describe her mother or father” Juanita added. 
“Okay so you need more descriptions of the participants…?” I asked. 
“Adjectival!” yelled Carmen. 
 “Great, so if she added more adjectival …”  
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            “I’d like it more,” replied Juanita.    
When I asked Martha to explain why Elaine’s piece did not engage the audience, she stated it 
needed more description.  Martha knew Elaine’s piece needed more description and she 
specifically asked the question, “what color or brand of her clothes?”   What Martha did not do 
was connect or use the meta-language to tell Elaine specifically how she could tell Elaine to add 
more description.   Juanita also added that Elaine did not describe “her mother or father” but did 
not indicate how Elaine could describe her mother and father.  At this time, Carmen used the 
SFL meta-language and yelled out “adjectival!” and made the specific connection of how Elaine 
could create more description.  In this particular scenario I did not ask specifically what kind of 
adjectival Elaine should include and I wish I had made it clearer for Elaine and others.   
         According to Swain (2000), part of the process of acquiring language is noticing language. 
One way to notice language is to talk about it.  Students through talking about the each other’s 
pieces and whether or not they provided enough information to entertain the audience and used 
appropriate language for the audience for example, were paying more attention to language and 
how it is used to make meaning.  This is illustrated by their ability to tell Elaine that her piece 
was not “good”, but rather that specifically the piece did not entertain a friend audience because 
it lacked information, dialogue, description and needed ‘stronger’ language.  Students with 
support and scaffolding were beginning to use the SFL meta-language such as “adjectival” and 
“saying verbs” as well as other terminology such as “audience” and “engaging”.  This was in 
contrast to the beginning of the year where the comments included “good piece”.  If students 
were using this meta-language consistently throughout their school days they may have used it 
more independently and sooner in my classroom.  
Re-teaching  
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          Over the course of the year, there were different concepts that I needed to re-teach after 
realizing students were confused during a lesson or after looking at student writing.  The areas I 
had do go back and re-teach several times in terms of language features were the use of 
adjectival phrases, adverbial phrases, appropriate use of personal pronouns, modality, dialogue, 
appropriate use of the imperative and interrogative mood.   
         Students consistently used the imperative and interrogative mood, personal pronouns and 
mood inappropriately when writing for a distant audience, for example.  I needed to emphasize 
to the students that when writing to a distant audience where the different in status is great, the 
use of medium or lower modality is more appropriate than high modality, for it indicates respect 
and allows room for debate.  The students did not have a lot of experience using dialogue in their 
writing and often wrote without delineating speakers by punctuation and paragraphs.  This was 
an area I needed to re-teach and review consistently.  Additionally, the students needed a lot of 
practice creating adjectival and adverbial phrases in order to provide more information, 
excitement and depth to their pieces.   
        The areas that I re-taught in terms of structural elements were including events that led to a 
crisis in a fictional narrative.  Often students wrote a series of events but did not have the events 
lead to a crisis.  This was an aspect I needed to re-teach and review often.  In addition to the 
feedback I provided directly on students’ writing, the class examined mentor texts and their 
peers’ writing in order to review these aspects.  Students also struggled with writing a complete 
thesis statement, providing arguments and evidence in a persuasive piece.  It was common for 
some students to write multiple thesis statements in the persuasive pieces.  This became 
problematic, for although students then provided arguments and evidence often they did not align 
with their thesis statements.  Furthermore, I needed to review how to incorporate evidence to 
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support arguments.  These were all areas that I needed to re-teach and review consistently in 
order for the students to understand and make progress.   
              Identifying areas where the students struggled and needed further instruction was part of 
my teaching strategies and followed the iterative process of action research.  After teaching a 
concept and realizing that my lesson was not successful or after reviewing the students’ writing, I 
re-taught the concepts in another way.  After re-teaching these concepts, I would then analyze 
the students’ writing and understanding in class and decide if I needed to re-teach these concepts 
again in a different way.  I did not just provide lessons and then at the end of the year analyze the 
students’ writing to see how the students performed.  Instead I constantly evaluated my teaching 
and the students’ understanding and writing and changed my teaching in order for students to 
understand and progress.  Of course, I am not perfect and there were areas that some students 
never fully understood, however, with more time throughout the week this might have been 
different.   
Summary of teaching strategies, role of tenor and classroom environment 
In this chapter I presented the majority of the teaching strategies I used in my class: warm 
up activity and reinforcement of the previous days lesson, students working together to answer 
questions about purpose, posing questions for students to think about individually and in a group 
setting, mini lesson on purpose, practice of mini lesson topic, class discussion and feedback.  In 
all of my activities, discussions, mini lessons and feedback, I focused on using SFL meta-
language and specifically connecting how language is used to achieve specific purposes 
depending on the genre, context and tenor.  The class did not consist of me providing instruction 
and students quietly taking notes.  Rather, students eagerly participated and shared their ideas 
and opinions with their classmates.  Very often the class engaged in debates about what they felt 
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was appropriate and effective.  Carmen commented one day, “We can be lawyers after this 
stuff!” [Observation, 2010].  
I wanted students to learn that writing effectively did not need to be a mystery.   I aimed 
for students to realize that language is a system of choices and that they can learn the tools to 
make effective choices when they are writing.  Additionally, I emphasized to the students that 
their backgrounds or identities were valued in my classroom and in the writing they produced.  
Teaching writing inspired by SFL and with a focus on tenor helped me to make the 
purpose, structure and language features of particular genres transparent while also focusing on 
how tenor impacts the different choices a writer makes.  My instruction encouraged me to value 
the students’ strengths and everything they brought to the classroom.  The instruction positively 
impacted the classroom environment as indicated by students’ comments and interactions.  
Additionally, these lessons and strategies indicate that my instruction helped students develop 
some awareness of how language functions interpersonally and depending on the audience 
writers/speakers choose different options in order to be effective.  Additionally, my SFL inspired 
teaching strategies provided me with specific insight into the students’ knowledge and 
understanding and allowed me to alter my instruction to meet their needs. 
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Chapter Five 
 
Systemic Functional Linguistics Assessment of 
Fictional narrative 
  
             In this chapter I provide a description of the structural and language changes in the three 
focal students’ fictional narrative pieces.  Students wrote for three audiences: a friend, literary 
magazine and a fourth grade student in that order for the fictional narrative genre.  When 
examining the focal students’ writing, many changes were made between the first and second 
audience in terms of structural and language features.  Fewer changes were made to the last piece 
addressing the less distant, fourth grade audience.  After students worked hard to change their 
pieces to meet the needs of the formal, distant audience, the literary agent, they resisted changing 
their pieces for a more familiar, less sophisticated audience, a fourth grader.   
Two of the three students’ fictional narratives for the literary agent changed in the 
following ways:  students added more information, adjectival, adverbials, used more formal, 
academic language, graded vocabulary to make the stories more intense, added and changed 
titles, created paragraphs, chapter titles, and improved their use of dialogue.  Additionally Elaine 
and Juanita’s pieces were less representative of oral language and more representative of 
something that looked like writing.  These changes indicated an awareness of the impersonal 
tenor expected when writing for the distant audience.   
There were differences between the three students.  Juanita and Elaine included a lot 
more information and description for the literary agent.  Juanita included more sophisticated 
formal language and graded vocabulary in the beginning but the not the end of her piece. 
Whereas Elaine’s piece included more consistent information throughout the entire piece, her 
language was not as sophisticated as the beginning of Juanita’s piece.  The sequence of events in 
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Elaine’s piece was more clearly presented for the audience than in Juanita’s piece.  Lina’s piece 
for the literary agent showed very little change from the first piece.  She included an ending, 
included an adjectival phrase and graded some vocabulary but overall her piece was still more 
representative of a recount of a discussion between friends than a fictional narrative.  
Below I first present a chart indicating the changes between the first, second and third 
audience in terms of structure, language and tenor for each of the focal students and include the 
rubric scores the students received in these areas.  Then I present each of the focal students’ last 
draft for the second audience, a literary agent audience.  Following this I discuss the changes the 
students made from the first to second piece with examples from the text.  If any changes did 
take place for the third audience I include this in my analysis (See appendix L for Lina’s third 
piece).    
Below (Table 12) outlines the breakdown of Lina’s fictional narrative pieces.  Her rubric 
scores as well as additional information concerning the structural elements, language features 
and tenor are presented.   
Table 12 
Liana’s fictional narrative scores  
Lina  Friend Literary agent Fourth grader  
Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
428 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis  X 
Resolution X 
Conclusion X 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Referent Ties √ 
846 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events  √ 
leading to crisis √ 
Resolution X 
Conclusion X 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Referent Ties √ 
 
846 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis √ 
Resolution X 
Conclusion X 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Referent ties √ 
 
Language Features  
  
Variety verb types:  
Action (39) 
Saying (29) 
Feeling/Sensing (3) 
Thinking (3) 
Variety verb types: 
Action (28) 
Saying (33) 
Feeling/Sensing (6) 
Thinking (4) 
Variety verb types: 
Action (28) 
Saying (33) 
Feeling/sensing (6) 
Thinking (4) 
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Being/having (10) 
Tense  
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial/Circumstances 
Time: 10 
Place: 3 
Manner: 0 
Cause: 2 
Rubric score 1 
  
Participants: 
Adjectival: 9 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Being/having (21) 
Tense: 
Rubric Score: 2 
 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial/Circumstances 
Time: 18 
Place: 22 
Manner: 5 
Cause: 1 
Rubric score 2 
  
Participants: 
Adjectival: 18 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Being/having (21) 
Tense :  
Rubric Score: 2 
 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial /Circumstances 
Time: 18 
Place: 21 
Manner: 5 
Cause: 1 
Rubric score 2 
  
Participants: 
Adjectival: 18 
Rubric Score: 1 
 
Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score  1 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language 
Mood  
Rubric Score  2 
 
Person (1st/3rd) √ 
Voice(original/copied)  
Rubric Score 1 
Evaluative:  8 
Grading: 7 
  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low: 3 
Medium: 1 
High: 0 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score  1 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Mood 
Rubric Score 1 
 
Person (1st/3rd) √ 
Voice(original/copied 
Rubric Score 1 
Evaluative: 22 
Grading: 16 
  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:4 
Medium:4 
High:2 
 
 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 1 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Mood 
Rubric Score 1 
  
Person (1st/3rd) √ 
Voice(original/copied) 
Rubric Score 1  
Evaluative: 22 
Grading: 16 
  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:4 
Medium:4 
High:2 
 
 
 
Lina  
In examining (Table 12) Lina illustrated some improvements over the course of the unit 
in terms of structure, language and tenor.  Lina’s score on the fourth grade audience piece 
declined as she made very few changes to meet the needs of this less distant, less sophisticated 
audience.  
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By the end of the unit, Lina’s pieces illustrated she was able to create a brief orientation, 
include adjectivals and some evaluative vocabulary, grade some expressions, provide  
description of circumstances by including adverbials and use some dialogue, action and saying 
verbs.  Lina also reduced some of the repetition by improving her choice of adjectivals and 
verbs. Lina improved the clarity of her piece slightly by including paragraphs and incorporating 
some punctuation with her dialogue.  This made some aspects of the piece easier for the audience 
to read.   
Overall the most notable difference between Lina’s three audiences was that she kept 
adding text with each new version. The pieces increased in length as the distance grew between 
the first and second audience.  The last draft of each of the three audiences contained 428, 846, 
846 words respectively.  
Below I present the last draft Lina created for the literary agent (Figure 8).  Following 
this is my analysis in respect to structure and language features and tenor with examples from the 
text to provide a closer look at Lina’s writing and the changes she made between the first and 
second audience.  The text in brackets represents the changes made from the first audience.  I do 
not present the last draft for the fourth grade audience as very few changes were made (See 
appendix L for Liana’s last draft).  
Figure 8 
Literary agent audience   
1The girl that got killed by Her Best Friend 
2One day Ana and Nana were in class during school.  In a few the bell ring.  So it was time to go home. 
3Ana said to Nana [“you want to come to my house”] because I got my new 2009 laptop.  Nana said yes I really 
4want to.  But could I use your phone to call my mom for I could tell her.  Ana [whispered] ok sure.  So Nana call 
5her mom and her mom said yes you could go.  Ana and Nana went walking to Ana house.  Ana mom that her 
6name is Luz [whispered] do you girls want something to eat? Ana and Nana said yes.  Luz [scream] luch will be 
7ready in 20 min.  Ana and Nana [screamed] ok.  So they went upstiar to Ana room.  So Ana said Nana look at my 
8new 2009 laptop.  Nana said ooo kool that is a nice laptop Ana said I know right omg, Nana said how much it cost 
9you. Ana said $430. Nana said wow that a lot of money Ana [whispered], not really.  Ana mom said girls come 
10down and eat Ana said ok Mom. So they went down stair. Nana said luz this food is very good Luz said thank 
11you.  Ana and Nana finished eating.  “Nana [scream] Ana you want to do some school work.  Ana said sure.  
12So they go back to Ana room and do there homework.  Nana mom called and Ana pick it up Ana said Hello 
13Nana Mom said Hi could you tell nana to go home I said because it getting late.  Ana said KK bye.  And tell Nana 
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14your mom said to go home Nana said kk bye I see you tomomrow at school.  Ana said KK bye I see you 
15tomorrow.  Ana mom said Nana you want me to take you home Nana said yes  So on the way nana said to ana 
16mom omg you have a nice [red cool] car Ana mom said thank you [with a smile on her faces].  So they got to 
17ana house.  
18Nana said thank you. So they got to nana house.  Nana said thank you LUZ.   
19“Luz said you welcome nana.  “bye.”  
20So the next day came. Ana saw nana at school so ana said hi nana.  Nana said hi.  So they go to there 
21class. In class the teacher name mrs. hope she said today we are going to do project in are self.  Ana said like want 
22you mean.  Mrs. Hope said like were your form about your family. So Ana said ok, Mrs hope said this project is 
23due in a week.  [SO you much bring it on time in a few the bell ring.  Mrs. Hope scream is time for luch[lunch] 
24everyone.  Ana and nana and Carmen said want are we going eat ana whispered hold on I will call my mom so 
25she could bring is pizza and soda and chips.  Nana and Carmen say thank you Carmen whispered to nana omg ana 
26is rich.  Nana said I know white she get anything she wants.  Ana mom came and bring Ana and her friends there 
27luch .  Nana and Carmen say thank Ana mom this pizza looks yummy.  Ana mom say welcome girls. Ok ana I 
28have to go.  Ana Carmen and Nana set down and eat there yummy pizza and talked.  Carmen say to Ana when 
29is your birthday umm hello you should know this is mu gosh by the way my birthday is June 23.  Nana scream 
30omg is comeing [coming]Ana say I know.  Carmen say today is May 28 so is like in 24 or 25 day. Omg your 
31going turn 15. Ana shout I know. Carmen say are you going have a party.  Ana say duhh hello a big praty 
32[party]. Nana whispered so what is good with your boyfriend.  You mean my hot jute boyfriend.  Nan say ya w.e. 
33Ana say he is fine.  The teachers say boys and girls is time to go to class so go now. Nana ran to the bathroom.  
34The mean ugly old man he is a teacher he scream no runny Nana.  Nana yelled ok.  School was over it was time to 
35go home.  The teacher scream come tomorrow because we going to have a party.  Tomorrow is the last day of 
36school and it’s summer vation. [vacation] Ana got home she told her mom and dad want there going do for her 15 
37year old birthday.  Her parent loundly[loudly] explaine [explained] Ana want will you like to do when you turn 15 
38year old.  Ana scream with smile on her face “I want to go to a cruise to Florida!”  So next day Ana and Nana 
39and Ann parent when in a cruise to Florida.  They were in the cruise going to Florida.  So they go to Florida.  
40Ana and Nana share a room.  Nana close the food and took out her gun and scream at Ana “I am tried of you 
41Ana, you think you’re the best and perfect “boom” Ana is die.]  
Numbers in student writing are used to indicate lines.  
 
Analysis  
Structural elements (title, orientation, series of events leading to a crisis, resolution) 
Overall Lina’s piece for the friend audience lacked coherence and did not flow smoothly 
as indicated by a lack of structural organization, referent ties and the repetitive use of the 
connector “so”.  This made it very difficult for the audiences to comprehend the pieces.  Lina did 
make some small changes in improving the clarity of her piece when writing for the more 
distant, literary agent.  The following aspects are discussed below: title, structural elements, 
referent ties, lexical ties, text connectors and the changes Lina made between the two audiences.   
Title 
Lina presented a fictional narrative about two friends, Ana and Nana.  After close 
analysis, her pieces were more representative of a recount of a discussion between two 
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characters, for the essential elements in a fictional narrative, such as events leading to a crisis, 
were missing.  
Although Lina included a title for her first piece, “the girl that got killed by Her Best 
Friend (line 1) she did not connect it to the piece.  The title was confusing even for the friend 
audience who would be assumed to be familiar with “the girl” and “best friend”.  It was as if 
Lina wrote the title for the piece and then decided to write a completely different fictional 
narrative.  In her second piece for the more distant audience she included an ending (lines 38-41) 
connecting her title and indicating more awareness that her audience would not be familiar with 
these characters and they needed to be explained.   
Orientation, series of events leading to a crisis, resolution  
Lina exhibited some knowledge of the structure in her first piece to the friend as she 
included the following simple orientation, “One day Ana and Nana were in class during school” 
(line 2).  Lina indicated the “when” (One day), “who” (Ana and Nana) and the “where” (school).  
This was an adequate amount of information for the friend audience, who might be familiar with 
the family, friends and school that Lina writes about.   
Lina did not make any changes to her orientation for the second audience and assumed 
the audience was familiar with Ana, Nana and the school.  At this point, Lina illustrated an 
understanding of how to create a brief orientation but did not indicate awareness that a more 
distant audience would need more information concerning Ana, Nana and the school in order to 
understand the piece.  
Lina’s first piece included many events such as Ana and Nana going to her house, “Ana 
and Nana went walking to Ana house” (line 5), seeing her new computer , “So Ana said nana 
look at my new 2009 laptop”  (line 7), doing homework, “Ana mom said girls come down and 
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eat” (lines 9-10) and going home, “So they go back to Ana room and do there homework” (lines 
11-12), eating lunch “So they got to Ana house” (line 17), however, the events never built to a 
crisis.  Lina’s second piece included more events (lines 23-41), but they also did not build to a 
crisis.  Lina did, however, include an ending in her second piece.  Lina wrote, “so they go to 
Florida.  Ana and Nana share a room.  Nana close the food and took out her gun and scream at 
Ana “I am tired of you Ana, you think you’re the best and perfect “boom” Ana is die (lines 38-
41).  Although the events leading up to this big moment were still not present, Lina did show 
improvement as these lines, marked with suspense, were more representative of a narrative and 
not a recount.    
Lina also improved her second piece by breaking her one large paragraph into two 
paragraphs making it flow smoother and easier to read.     
Referent ties/ Lexical ties   
Lexical ties were not present in either Lina’s piece for the familiar friend audience or 
distant literary agent.  There were no synonyms of the participants or pronouns to identify the 
participants, rather Lina used the same participants names repetitively.  This impeded the piece’s 
coherency and made it difficult to understand.     
The dialogue that Lina used made it so that she did not have to use connections in her 
piece.  The majority of the time she used the word “so”.  Her use of “so” was interesting, for it 
represented oral language and often times was not necessary in her piece.  The meaning or 
purpose of using the word “so” is usually to illustrate a result or consequence 
(www.dictionary.com).  In Lina’s narrative, however, “so” was used as a filler word or to create 
a chain or actions, similar to when people use the word “um” in conversation.  It did not help 
with the flow of the piece and often did not make sense because it was unnecessary.  Instead of 
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the connections helping the flow of the piece, they left the piece choppy and the audience 
confused.  Lina continued to use the connector “so” repetitively in her second piece.   
Language features  
The following language features will be discussed and the changes that occurred between 
the two pieces (verbs, participants, circumstances, dialogue, person/identity/voice)   
Verb  
Lina’s first piece lacked a variety of verb types reducing the amount of information and 
explanation of context provided to the audience.  She used the verb “to say” repetitively 
throughout the piece.  She also used mainly simple verbs making it difficult to sustain the 
audience’s attention.  Her lack of variety of verb types was barely adequate even for the friend 
audience, who would be expected to share equal status.  More variety would be expected to 
entertain a friend. 
  Lina included the low modal “could” three times in the first piece.  An example was 
when Nana said, “But could I use your phone to call my mom for I could tell her” (line 4).  Lina 
was able to illustrate a little bit about the relationship between Lina and Nana for Nana’s use of 
the modal “could” showed Nana respectively asking to use the phone.  Lina did not make 
changes to the number of modalities used in her second piece.   
Lina reduced the repetition of the verb “to say” in her second piece making it a bit more 
entertaining.  She varied some of the intensity of events and descriptions by grading higher the 
following verbs “to scream” (lines 6, 7, 11, 23, 30, 35, 38, 40) and “to yell” (line 34) “loudly 
explained” (line 37) and then graded lower “to whisper” (lines 4, 6, 9, 24, 25).  Grading 
expressions indicated Lina trying to develop the characters for the distant audience.  Her choice 
of verbs, however, “to scream” and “to whisper” seemed very out of place.  She needed to 
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include more context in order for the audience to understand why the characters would be 
screaming or whispering.   
Participant 
  
Although Lina provided a variety of types of adjectivals in her first piece, they were basic 
and repetitive.  Additionally, Lina’s limited use of evaluative adjectivals in her first piece 
indicated she was not aware of the language needed to build description, develop her characters 
and entertain even the friend audience.  She included simple evaluative adjectival mostly with 
emotional value (affect), such as “very good food” (line 10) or “nice car” (line 16).  She also 
included the adjectival, “her” and “too”.   
In Lina’s second piece for the more distant, sophisticated audience, Lina included more  
evaluative adjectival and some graded expressions such as “cool car” (appreciation) (line 16), 
“yummy” (appreciation and grading) (line 27, 28), “mean” (judgment) (line 34), “ugly” 
(appreciation) (line 34), “best” (judgment) (line 41), “perfect” (judgment) (line 41), in attempt to 
build description, and develop the characters.   
Circumstances  
Lina did not include circumstances of time, place, and manner for example in her first 
piece.  In her piece for the distant audience, she included an indirect expression of affect by 
including the adverbial phrase, “with a smile on her faces” (line 38) (circumstance of manner) to 
illustrate the character feeling happy.  
Dialogue  
Lina’s first piece needed substantial support in the area of dialogue.  She did not use 
punctuation or paragraphing to distinguish speakers but rather just repeated the names of the 
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participants.  Lina tried using quotations and separating the dialogue by speaker for her second 
piece for example, “you want to come to my house” (line 3).   
Person/Voice/Identity   
 The voice in Lina’s pieces for the friend and literary agent was consistently and 
appropriately in the 3rd person and 1st person with dialogue.  Overall, Lina’s first piece was 
mechanical and her consistent use of the word “so” as noted earlier, represented the voice of oral 
language.  Lina did not alter her repetitive use of “so” for the distant audience.   
She indicated her teen identity by writing the phrase, “in a few” (line 1), which was 
appropriate for the friend audience.  Lina made no changes to this phrase in her piece for the 
more distant literary agent indicating she was not quite sure of the impersonal tenor expected 
when writing for a distant audience.   
Juanita  
Below (Table 13) outlines the breakdown of Juanita’s fictional narrative pieces.  Her 
rubric scores as well as additional information concerning the structural elements, language 
features and tenor are presented. 
Table 13 
Juanita’s fictional narrative scores  
 
Juanita  
  
Friend Literary agent Fourth grader  
Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
Clarity & coherence 
  
1,303 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional) 2 
 
 
Referent Ties√ 
1,908 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ leading 
to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional)3 
 
 
Referent Ties √ 
 
 
1,671 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional) 3 
 
 
Reference ties √ 
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Language Features  
  
Verb types:  
Action (183) 
Saying (27) 
Feeling/sensing (13) 
Thinking (17) 
Being/having (23) 
Tense 
Rubric Score (3) 
 
Circumstances/Adverbial 
Time: 2 
Place: 33 
Manner: 23 
Cause: 2 
Rubric score 2 
  
Participant 
Adjectival 44 
Rubric Score 2 
Verb types: 
Action (212) 
Saying (36) 
Feeling/sensing  (18) 
Thinking (4) 
Being/having (55) 
Tense 
Rubric Score (3) 
 
Circumstances/Adverbial 
Time: 6 
Place: 49 
Manner: 36 
Cause: 4 
Rubric score 3  
  
Participant 
Adjectival: 85 
Rubric Score 3 
Verb types: 
Action (182) 
Saying (32) 
Feeling/sensing (13) 
Thinking (2) 
Being/having (47) 
Tense 
Rubric Score (3) 
 
Circumstances/Adverbial  
Time: 6 
Place: 47 
Manner: 33 
Cause :4 
Rubric score 3 
  
Participant 
Adjectival: 78 
Rubric Score: 3 
Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative  √ 
 
Voice(original/copied) 
1st person/3rd person √ 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Evaluative vocabulary 55 
Grading 23 
  
Identity  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:4 
Medium:3 
High: 0 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative  √ 
 
Voice(original/copied) 
1st person/3rd person √ 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Evaluative vocabulary 69 
Grading 33 
  
Identity 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:6 
Medium:2 
High:1 
 
 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative  √ 
  
Voice(original/copied) 
1st person/3rd person √ 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Evaluative vocabulary 61 
Grading 25 
  
Identity 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:5 
Medium:2 
High:1 
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Juanita made many improvements in her fictional narrative as the audience changed from 
the familiar and close audience, “the friend”, to the distant and more formal audience, “the 
literary agent”.  Juanita made much fewer changes to her third piece for the less sophisticated, 
“fourth grade” audience.   
Over the course of the unit Juanita indicated she was able to do the following: create an 
orientation, include events that built to a crisis, use evaluative vocabulary, adjectivals, 
adverbials, a variety of verb types, the third person, and incorporate some of her cultural 
background.  The most notable differences between the drafts was an increased amount of text,  
increased use of adjectival phrases and clauses, adverbials and chapter titles.   
Juanita’s last draft for the literary agent will be examined in order to highlight the 
changes that occurred in terms of structure, language features and tenor between the first and 
second audience (Figure 9).  The third audience is not presented as Juanita did not make many 
substantial changes to this piece after working so hard to make her piece sophisticated for the 
distant audience, the literary agent.  Juanita removed text and changed her title for her third piece 
but did not make any other changes.  The text she removed will be noted in my analysis below.  
The text in brackets represents the changes Juanita made from the first audience (See appendix 
M for Juanita’s third piece).   
Figure 9 
Juanita   
 
1                                                            [How a vampire’s love turns out to be!] 
2[Prologue] 
3           “Mami! please let me go,” “That party is like the party of the year every one is going.” I [choked 
4out my own words]. “Sorry Alicia but no.” said my mom angrily like if I was her leashed dog. I begged 
5nicely once more.  “No!” she screamed on top of her lungs and ran into her room.  I ran out the back door 
6and passed my back yard [fighting back tears and into the forest] that was surrounded by trees only and 
7three mystery ponds, [they are mystery ponds because a lot of people drowned for no cause].  I shivered 
8so rapidly, so quickly but with all the anger that filled up inside of me kept me warm like fried chicken 
9coming straight out of the pan.  
 
10[Chapter 1] 
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11I started to run as fast as I could looking only behind when suddenly I bumped into a beautiful 
12[looking handsome] boy.  I stare blankly into his blue eyes [trying to picture us together because he is 
13gorgeous.]  He knocks me hard down to the dirty brown cold ground.  I lie to him and say “Get off of me 
14you disgusting wreck your like all over me! ”He holds up my hand stares at it and he puts his soft 
15cooling lips against my hand.  I murmur so softly “Get off me.” “No! You dont know what your talking 
16about”[ he said in an English/French accent voice, I now know he is from London!] I fall into a deep 
17sleep that felt like I been sleeping for hours and hours that seemed more like 10 long slow hours When I 
18wake up he’s sitting patiently next to me staring at my hand [like if my hand was a piece of cake.]  I 
19felt a sudden hot rush [you feel when you chew the Big Red gum and start to shake like if I was dancing 
20salsa but laying down instead].  I screamed loudly “What have you done to me.” I get up stare once again 
21blankly into his blue eyes and start wondering why they had changed [from a brown to the color blue like 
22the miami’s beaches in florida].  I run rapidly back into my house because I [live right in front of the 
23woods right behind my backyard] looking very confused into my room and into my closet searching for a 
24white dress. I put it on and run to the bath room and take a hot steamy shower.  
 
25 [3 weeks passed!] 
 
26          [I go back to school and see Audrey and run up to her and say ] 
27“Hi Audrey”[ I was happy to see my BFF].  “Hi Alicia.” “ OMG Alicia that new kid Jayden is like 
28checking you out.”  His eyes are blue and his hair is brunette [like my brown Dolce and Gobana hand 
29bag.]  “How cute is that?” she asked.  “But he is white and won’t fall for a Hispanic [because all these 
30white people hate us and he has only gone out with white girls.”]  “Please it’s like the dentist took out 
31some of his molars Audrey, And why is that Alicia?”  “Audrey because he is like drooling all over me.  
32Anyways Alicia let’s go camping like manana”  were going camping because we feel relaxed [because 
33there’s nothing to worry about rather than surviving]  As we enter the Canadian’s biggest best woods I 
34pullout my custom made purple sidekick with diamonds all over it and text Audrey even though she was 
35 like right next to me.   
36           Alicia: “I been thinking of Jayden” ☺ 
37          Audrey: “forreal about what?” 
38          Alicia: “about[ how we can date”] 
39          Audrey: “So…? What are you gonna tell him?  OMG! Tell him to come camping with us like 
40right now.” 
41Audrey: “Immma text him! = D” 
42Audrey: “Done. Done. And Done! ☺” 
43Alicica: “THNX!! ☺☺☺☺☺!” 
 
44[Chapter 2] 
45“Ummm Audrey lets go get ready before he gets here.”  We text him and invited him.  Jayden is 
46a kid Alicia secretly likes.”  “Audrey test me give me some points. Alicia 9.0 What Audrey?!” “What 
47would make it a ten [so I know how I look.”]  “Aicia I ain’t a dictionary in your head of course 2 coats of 
48lipgloss.  Okay Audrey!” Audrey walked outside Alicia followed behind.  Audrey saw Jayden he came 
49down driving.  She ran [up to him and hugged him happily.]  Jayden likes Alicia but wont confess and is 
50embarrassed to be seen with an Hispanic girl.  I was so shocked because she didn’t even know the boy.  
51“Alicia!!” Audrey yelled “come over here.”  I didn’t want to seem desperate so I just walked slowly 
52taking my time.  “Hi Alcia” Jayden said.  “Hi.”  “Girls, wanna play a game.”  “SURE!”  We both 
53screamed I slapped Audrey;s thigh because she sounded too desperate enough.  We all sat down.  “I want 
54to start” I exclaimed.  “Jayden truth or dare?”  Dare. “Okay I dare you to tell, us your biggest secret.”  
55“That’s easy I’m a vampire.” [“And what a vampire does is he is like a normal human but bites humans 
56when he is hungry or when his eyes turn very rare.”  He told us this like if I was stupid not to know that.  
57“Like one time, since vampire’s almost live in the forest because we like going camping but anyways I 
58was walking around in the woods and saw this beautiful girl.”  Once he said that I felt a nervous rush 
59inside my Latina body and felt like crying and saying yea and you cant think of liking a Latina girl like 
60me I thought inside of my head.  “She was walking,  I was so hungry I needed to bite her, she screamed 
61and screamed,  3 weeks passed and I saw her again she was now a vampire and still needed her.”  “I kept 
62thinking about her so much and thought once again to good to be true.”  I pictured my self running away 
63into a lake and drowning.  “No!” I shooked the thought away I screamed nervously.  “Alaicia what’s the 
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64matter” Jayden whispered.  “Nothing go back to your story.”  “Well alright.”  “I needed her blood.”  “I 
65couldnt leave without it.”  “Stop talking you idiota!” “Me cago en la Ma….” Audrey interrupted me! I 
66screamed in his face! The only reason why you are here was because Yo te invite! Idiota!”] “No way so 
67are we.” I slapped Audrey once again but this time in the face.  Alicia just hated that anyone else could 
68confess something so easily.  You are?” Jayden asked?  “Yes I actually am.”  “What made you become 
69one?” “Jayden I don’t like talking about it.”  “But Why?” I got up on my feet.  
 
70[Chapter 3] 
 
71 I yelled “BECAUSE” I ran into the woods while whipping my tears.  
72         “ALICIA!!!” 
73         “Audrey stay here Ill go get her” 
74         “Alicia!” I looked back and front I been stopped 
75         “Jayden I became a vampire by a beautiful boy he bit me I told him not to [He pulled the trigger! 
76Jayden he is also french like you and you remind me” – he cut me off.] 
77       “Alicia your crying your hazel eyes are so…” 
78         Jayden got closer and closer I panicked and panicked 
79          He got closer we both  met each others lips. [His lips were so soft as a baby’s little cheek or 
80hands.]  I backed off.  [His lips were so cooling and calming it reminded me of the boy who bit me.]  
81         “Jayden we kissed!” 
82         “Yes” he said and reached in to kiss me again I felt so important I got carried away like I get  
83           when I go shopping  
84           My knees began to shake rapidly finally I collapsed on the ground and fell into a deep sleep.   
85          “Alicia wake up. Wake up.” 
86           I woke up and saw his beautiful face like a warming soothing hot chocolate staring at me.           
 “Alicia you fainted.” 
88         “Jayden sorry I reminded myself of that beautiful not so gentle boy.”   
89          “It’s okay Alicia” He said okay as if he was gonna say I love you which I hoped for  
90           I jumped up and onto his open arms. I hugged him so hard.  We let go of each other “I Cant 
91believe your a vampire too Alicia.” “Jayden, I know me either” He came closer and closer to me and 
92suddenly put his cold bare arms around my waist.  He pulled me so close we both felt each other’s 
93breath.He gently kissed me. His lips were so soft I felt like I was sleeping on a soft soft fluffy couch that 
94reminded me of a Marshmallow. We just kept kissing it was like we were 2 papers stucked[stuck] 
95together and couldn’t detach 
 
96[Chapter 4] 
  
97            We finally unlocked our lips and he told me “I love you Alicia”  “I love you.” We kissed again I 
98            I told him that my knees hurt.   
99          “Please be mine” he told me  
100        “I want to go out with you then later I want to marry you” 
101         I said “Yes!” 
102         We kissed again. He took something out of his pocket.  A promise ring he placed it on my 103 
103          finger I almost cried.  We got closer and closer.  
104        “What is this!!???” 
105         We both looked up surprisingly “Massie!!?” We both screamed…at once I [got up]  
106        “que tu haces aqui?”  “Ummm Alicia don’t go all Spanish loco on me 
107remember im white your Hispanic” I wanted to jump on her and kill her and give her a punch that said 
108never run your mouth like that.  
109          “Jayden what are you doing with her?”  She said her as if I was nothing 
110         “ Im his girlfriend future wife fyi! Yea the boy I kissed massie exclaimed!” 
111          “Well he didnt kiss back and now were going out” I screamed in her face. 
112          Jaden stood up I watched him he was now face to face with massie “Jayden Im looking for 
113somebody” Slowly and slowly she wrapped her arms around his neck “Im in a dream Im in a dream!” 
114She kissed him I fell on my knees! I got up and threw the promise ring at the ground and ran. He ran 
115after me. 
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116         “No no! Jayden it’s over!!!! ):” [“Why wont you just leave me alone and turn her into a …….”  I 
117noticed that Audrey was scared and crying since we left her alone the whole time].  I ran up to Audrey 
118grabbed her arm and we ran into the van that drove us here and left I never left someone standing alone 
119never!  This was the first and it felt good but very bad. 
 
120[Chapter 5] 
121 3 Weeks Passed!!! 
122      Im back in school [all gloomy and sad because I didn’t have my BF to hang out with] Massie comes 
123 up to me and says Im Sorry, its that I wanted my first kiss, “first kiss I asked in my head  already omg 
124 Massie’s crying” [I say and you had to do it with Jayden Pendeja.”] She picks up my hand and says 
125“Here he wanted me to give you this” she  places the promise ring on my hand 
 
126 2  Weeks Passed! 
127    “Jayden wanna go camping?”  Alicia begged 
128     “Of course!” I hugged him 
129      Once we got there He said “Were old enough to get married so lets get married here We left the 
130[next day came back 2 days after] We came back we got married we spended [spent]more than 2 weeks 
131in the woods. [I wanna do something fun.] We jumped into the river I was so happy to have him back! 
132Suddenly something jumps into the river  I look up surprisingly [and begin to choke some water 
133everything shut down.  
 
134TO BE CONTINUED…… 
 
Analysis 
 
Structural Elements (title, orientation, series of events leading to crisis, resolution) 
Title  
Juanita’s piece for the first audience began with the title, “How Strange people fall in 
Love!”  The title introduced the audience to the purpose of the fictional narrative and provided 
adequate information to support a friend who may be very familiar with what Juanita meant by 
“Strange people”.  Juanita wrote in the exclamation mood, “to express her feelings in an 
emphatic way” (Droag & Humphrey, 2003, p. 53), which was appropriate for the personal 
“friend” audience.    
In Juanita’s second piece for the more distant audience, she changed her title to, “How a 
vampire’s love turns out to be!”.   Juanita provided more information in her title and indicated 
that her piece was not about “strange people” but more specifically vampires.  This showed 
awareness that the literary agent, a more distant audience, required more specific information.   
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Juanita changed the title of her piece one last time for the fourth grade audience to, “How 
a vampire’s fairy tale turns out to be!”.  Here she replaced “love” with “fairy tale” because she 
felt it was more appropriate and engaging for the younger audience (Informal interview, 2009).  
Replacing “love” with “fairy tale” indicated Juanita was aware of the difference in status 
between herself and the younger audience and that she was older and more knowledgeable 
concerning what was appropriate for the younger audience.    
Orientation, series of events leading to crisis, resolution 
Juanita’s piece for a friend contained parts of an orientation.  She included “the who”, the 
main character and “the where”, the forest.  She did not indicate when the narrative was taking 
place.  Overall Juanita provided an adequate amount of information for the friend audience who 
may be familiar with the location and main character.   
 Juanita wrote a more complete orientation for her second piece by adding the specific 
location of her house, “I run rapoidly [rapidly] back into my house because I live right in front of 
the woods right behind my backyard…” (lines 22-23).   
Juanita’s first paragraph (lines 1-23) of her first piece contained a sequence of events that 
built with suspense to a crisis when the vampire “beautiful boy”, the audience assumes, bites the 
main character.  Juanita assumes that the audience is familiar with the events that take place 
when someone is bit by a vampire.  This was appropriate for a friend audience who may be 
familiar with these events.   
Juanita’s piece did not end, however, and continued onward.  In the subsequent 
paragraphs her sentences became short, choppy, and simple and consisted mostly of dialogue 
between the main character, Alicia and Audrey (See lines 44-49 for example).  Each sentence 
was a separate paragraph in the first piece and there was no punctuation or indication of who was 
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speaking.  The actions that took place in the narrative were then provided through dialogue with 
little explanation of context or action making it difficult for the audience to follow.  The second 
half of Juanita’s piece was more representative of a conversation between kids than a fictional 
narrative.  It was not clear whether the first paragraph was a flashback and the remainder of the 
text was supposed to build to a crisis and resolution.  
Juanita’s second piece showed improvement as the events after the first paragraph built 
more clearly to a crisis and follow with a resolution.  Massie’s role was still confusing, however.  
Juanita assumed the literary agent was familiar with this character as she appeared in the 
narrative without any introduction.  Juanita wrote for example, “We both looked up surprisingly 
Massie!!?” We both screamed…at once I go up…” (lines 105-106).   
 Juanita, without instruction also made her second piece more formal and organized by 
including title and chapter numbers for the different paragraphs such as, “Prologue” (line 2) and 
“Chapters 1” (line 10), “Chapter 2” (line 44), “Chapter 3”, (line 70), “Chapter 4”, (line 96) and 
“Chapter 5 (120)”.    These changes indicated Juanita was aware of the difference in status that 
existed between herself and the literary agent as she tried to make her piece more formal and 
sophisticated.    
Juanita also improved some of her use of quotations in the second piece making it clearer 
to the audience who was speaking.  Lines 44-69, or Chapter 2 in her second piece still needed 
additional assistance with dialogue.     
Referent ties 
Overall Juanita used pronouns as referent ties throughout both the first and second pieces 
to clearly indicate who or what was being discussed.  In Juanita’s second piece lines 102-119 
contained sentences where the lack of appropriate referent ties made it confusing as to who 
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Juanita was talking about.  An example is in line 105 when Juanita wrote, “We both looked up 
surprisingly Massie!! We both screamed…at once I got up”.  It is not clear who the “we” refers 
to in this line making this section confusing for the audience.  
Language features 
Verbs 
Juanita indicated an understanding that a fictional narrative needed a variety of verb types 
but in particular action verbs to illustrate the action and context of the piece.  Juanita’s first piece 
included relational, action, saying, sensing/feeling, thinking verbs and modals.  She also used 
evaluative verbs and grading to develop the characters and intensify the events or descriptions in 
the first paragraph.  Examples of these verbs were: “I begged” (saying verb) (line 2), also an 
example of grading higher, to beg is a more intense word than to say,” “she screamed” (saying 
verb) (line3) an example of affect and grading higher, “I shivered” (action verb) (line 3), an 
example of affect and grading higher, “I bump” (action verb) (line 4), “I stare” (action verb) (line 
5), “He knocks me” (action verb) (line 5), “I murmur” (saying verb)  (line 7), an example of 
grading lower, “that felt like” (sense or feeling verb), also a low modal verb indicating a tentative 
position (line 8), “that seemed”(sense or feeling verb) (line 8) also a low modal verb indicating a 
tentative position.   
Juanita did not make many changes to her verb types in the second piece.  She did 
include “I choked out” (line 3) an example of grading higher instead of the simple “I said” and “I 
started to run” (line 11) instead of “I run” in her piece for the more formal audience.  In her third 
piece for the fourth grader audience, Juanita graded lower “I choked out” (line 3) back to “I 
said”.   She also changed “checking you out” (Audience 2, lines 27-28) to the more appropriate, 
“looking at you” (Audience 3, lines 26-27).  These were small changes, increasing the intensity 
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for the more distant audience and reducing the intensity for the more familiar audience but did 
indicate Juanita was aware of the status differences between the audiences and herself. 
 Participant   
Juanita’s choices of adjectivals for her first piece were appropriate given the relative 
equal status of the writer and audience.  Some were repetitive and basic such as “warm,” 
“brown,” “cold,” “blue” and “hot” while others were more interesting and evaluative expressions 
such as “beautiful boy” (line 4) (appreciation and indicting positive evaluation), the “dirty brown 
cold ground” (line 5) (factual and opinion), “disgusting wreck” (line 6) (appreciation, indicating 
a negative evaluation and an example of grading higher), and “soft cooling lips” (line 7).  These 
adjectivals and evaluative expressions helped to develop the characters and surroundings for the 
friend audience.  
Juanita also included many adjectival phrases in her first piece such as, “warm like fried 
chicken from the pan” (line 4), an indirect expression of affect used to describe and provide 
greater detail about the main character’s anger; “for a white dress,” (line 23-24) and “like my 
Dolce and Gabana hand bag,” (line 28).  She used another adjectival phrase and example of an 
indirect appreciation to describe Jayden’s face when she stated, “his beautiful face like a 
warming soothing hot chocolate” (line 33).   
In her second piece Juanita included a few adjectival phrases such as “like the miami’s 
[Miami’s] beaches in floida [Florida]” (line 22) and “like I was her leashed dog” (line 4). 
Circumstances 
Juanita used adequate amount adverbials to indicate mainly place and manner for a friend 
audience.  Examples were “said my mom angrily” (affect) (line 2), “I begged nicely” (affect) 
(line 2), “I shivered so rapidly, so quickly” (line 5), “I stare blankly” (line 5), “I murmur so 
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softly” (line 9), “shake rapidly” (line 30), “into her room” (line 5), “into the forest” (line 3). 
Juanita included a few examples of time, “three weeks past” (line 12), and “manana” (line 15).   
In Juanita’s second piece, she included many more adverbial phrases.  Some of the 
additions included, “I begged nicely once more” (lines 4-5), “I fall into a deep sleep that felt like 
I had been sleeping for hours and hours…” (line 8), “you feel when you chew the Big Red gum 
and start to shake like if I was dancing salsa but laying down instead,” (lines 19-20) “they had 
changed from a brown to the color blue,” (lines 21-22) “because I live right in front of the woods 
right behind my backyard,”( lines 22-23) …and text Audrey even though she was like right next 
to me” (lines 34-35), “…I screamed in her face” (line 111), “..I fell on my knees!” (line 114).   
These additions indicated Juanita was aware that the more distant audience would be less 
familiar with her characters, events and location and therefore needed more information.  Juanita 
also exhibited awareness of the status difference that existed between herself and the literary 
agent by making her sentences more sophisticated and complex with the addition of the 
adjectivals and adverbial phrases and a more complete description of circumstances to include 
extent, cause, and manner.   
Juanita altered some of the vocabulary and eliminated elements of the piece she said were 
not appropriate for a fourth grader or elements they would not comprehend (Informal interview, 
2009).  Some examples of text she removed were, “like I was a leashed dog” (Audience 2, line 
4), “fighting back tears” (Audience 2, line 6) and “trying to picture us together because he is 
gorgeous” (Audience 2, line 12-13).  
Juanita also changed the last sentence of the prologue in her third piece from, “I shivered 
so rapidly, so quickly but with all the anger that filled me up inside of me kept me warm like 
friend chicken coming straight out of the pan” (Audience 2, lines 8-9) to the simpler and less 
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sophisticated, “I shaked [shook] quickly so quickly but with all the anger that was inside of me 
kept me warm” (Audience 3, lines 7-8).  Juanita also consistently altered the word “kiss” for 
“hug” indicating awareness of audience.   
Dialogue  
 
            Juanita did not make many notable improvements to her dialogue in her second piece by 
adding quotation marks and delineating speakers.   
Person/Voice/Identity   
 
Juanita used the first and third person appropriately throughout both the first and second 
pieces.  Juanita also illustrated her teen identity and use of oral language with her use of the 
informal “like” when she wrote, “even though she was like right next to me” (line 34-35) and her 
use of “BFF” in “…I was happy to see my BFF” (line 27).  The informal “BFF’ and “like” were 
appropriate for the personal friend audience but not for the distant and more formal literary agent 
audience. 
Juanita also showed a glimpse of the cultural identity of the participants by including the 
Spanish word “manana” in the sentence, “anyways, Alicia let’s go camping like manana” (line 
32).   
Elaine  
 
Below (Table 14) outlines the breakdown of Elaine’s fictional narrative pieces.  Her 
rubric scores as well as additional information concerning the structural elements, language 
features and tenor are presented.  
Table 14 
Elaine’s fictional narrative scores 
Elaine 
 
Friend Literary agent Fourth grader  
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Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
833 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional) 
Rubric score 2 
 
Reference ties √ 
  
1,323 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
 leading to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional)√ 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Reference ties √ 
1, 442 
 
Orientation √ 
Series of events √ 
leading to crisis  
Resolution √ 
Conclusion (optional) 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Reference ties √ 
Language Features  
  
Verb types:  
Action (49) 
Saying (8) 
Feeling/sensing (0) 
Thinking (5) 
Being/having (33) 
Tense 
Rubric Score 2 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial Circumstances:  
Time: 8 
Place: 9 
Manner: 5 
Cause: 0 
Rubric score 2 
Participant  
Adjectival: 43 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Verb  types: 
Action (95) 
Saying (11) 
Feeling/sensing (18) 
Thinking (9) 
Being/having (62) 
Tense  
Rubric Score 3 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Time: 9 
Place: 21 
Manner: 10 
Cause: 0 
Rubric score 3  
Participant  
Adjectival: 97 
Rubric Score 3 
Verb types: 
Action (97) 
Saying (11) 
Feeling/sensing (19) 
Thinking (9) 
Being/having (72) 
Tense  
Rubric Score 3 
Dialogue √ 
 
Adverbial Circumstances  
Time: 9 
Place: 22 
Manner: 11 
Cause: 0 
Rubric score: 3  
 Participant  
Adjectival:103 
Rubric Score 3 
Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language 
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
Mood:  
Declarative√ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative √  
 
Voice(original/copied) 
Rubric Score 2 
Evaluative vocab: 26 
Grading: 10 
  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 3.5 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Rubric Score 3.5 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative √  
 
Voice(original/copied) 
Rubric Score 3 
Evaluative vocab: 43 
Grading: 23 
  
 Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative √  
  
Voice(original/copied) 
Rubric Score 2 
Evaluative vocab 43 
Grading 23 
  
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
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Low:4 
Medium 2: 
High:1 
Rubric Score:2  
 
Low: 
Medium:4 
High:4 
Rubric Score 3  
Low: 4 
Medium:4 
High:4 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Over the course of the unit, Elaine illustrated she was able to do the following things: 
create an orientation, include events that built to a crisis, use evaluative vocabulary, adjectivals, 
adverbials, a variety of verb types, the third person, and incorporate some of her cultural 
background.  The most notable difference between the drafts was the increased amount of text. 
Below I present the differences between Elaine’s first and second piece in terms of 
structure, language and tenor.  The majority of changes took place between the first and second 
piece.  Any changes that were made to the third piece will also be addressed.  
Elaine’s last draft completed for the literary magazine audience will be examined in order 
to highlight the changes that occurred in terms of structure, language and tenor between the first 
and second audience (Figure 10).  The third audience is not presented as Elaine did not make 
many changes to this piece after working so hard to make her piece sophisticated for the distant, 
literary agent. Elaine slightly increased her text for the third piece by including some 
explanations of Spanish. These changes will be referenced below. The highlighted text represents 
the changes made for the second audience (See appendix N for Elaine’s first and third audience). 
Figure 10 
Elaine 
 
 
                                                  1 [“The So Called Perfect.”] 
2Chanel is a girl with big brown eyes and [huge] curly dirty brown hair that looks [as if she woked up, its 
3poofy, and its all over the place like a jungle out of control].  She certainly grew up with everything she 
4needed such as medical needs, clothes [that Jorge her dad had to spend alot of money on such as Skirts, 
5tank tops, pants, the brand names were from Zara to Tjmax and Marshals most important food such from 
6pancakes to Arroz con pollo and red beans, pastelles to many more traditional foods. Books that she 
7enjoys are scary, don’t let your eyes rest, magazines, fashion books that teach her how to draw and be on 
8style.]  Chanel is half Puerto Rican and half Cuban, attends Degrassi which is a junior there.  She lives in 
9Canada but soon might have to move either to Cuba or Puerto Rico [because they were going to be 
10deported.  Chanel wouldn’t mind because she just loves being under the red, orange steeming hot sun. 
11Chanel wants to move to Puerto Rico because she loves Puerto Ricos warm ocean blue water and waves 
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12and She just also loves it there because good tasting food.  She rather live there because she doesn’t have 
13a dictator in Puerto Rico such in Cuba you do. that tells them what to do.  
14 Chanel absolutely loves to dance, sing, and loves to have fun when she goes swimming, 
15skating, to the movies, to the park just like a regular teenager.] When she grows up she wants attend 
16designer school or be a professional Cosmomotoligist.  She dances all the time [all around her huge 
17beautiful room, all around the house, that has 7 rooms, decorated as if you were in Cuba-crowded 
18beautiful colors, forest green and deep orange, a Cuban flag that they look at every day, a beautiful 
19kitchen you can smell the delicious, tasty arroz con pollo, yummy looking pastel that has a bunch of 
20mouth watering fruit kiwi, mango, pina y fresas.]  She even dances when she’s cooking [some yummy] 
21food or doing any kind of activities [that she enjoys].  Chanel is an [excellent] dancer because She [has 
22been learning many different types] of dances such as salsa, tango, hip-hop and many more Spanish 
23dances [many more tradditional musica that we lations enjoy]. [Dancing is her passion].  Chanel thinks 
24that her life is so perfect until something horrible happeneds.  Her life turns completely around. 
25[Nobody could have ever guessed, what was coming next.] 
26On New Year’s eve [in 2008] Chanel was invited to her so called “best friends”. masqura party.  
27Chanel [desires] to go to the party [because] she hasn’t been to a party in a long time and she finally gets 
28to go out of her house.  [Nothing was stopping her now.  She hasn’t been able to go out because she 
29doesn’t get good grades, and she doesn’t get invited anywhere. So she knew she must change that. She 
30wanted to look cute because she wanted to find someone that respects her and she wants people to notice 
31her.]  She wanted to wear something that nobody else has though of [because she wanted to be different.] 
32She decided to wear a pretty puffy beautiful dress that has many solid colors and some nice legging and 
33jewelry that just got her dress to be absolutely beatiful. Her hair was curled like a nice brown curled 
34ribbon [that goes on a balloon.] Chanel [happily bought] a pair of beautiful black stelletos that cost 
35$150.00. The most important part [of her dress] was her mask; her mask was gray with silver rhinestone 
36and it had beautiful designs that looked like swirly things floating in the air all over [the place] that was 
37the biggest thing that popped out even though her outfit looked fabulous.  She didn’t put on any makeup 
38because there was no point the mask would cover it. [removed 2 lines] 
  39Chanel [finally got to her friends party.  She was having a blast like hello its’ been along time 
40since she has been out.  Chanel was dancing and she had found a guy that was watching her, she thought 
41to her self, “Wow!, he looks really cute.” So after she was done dancing she went up to her and told her 
42that she was an exellante dancer.  Of course she had gotten red and said “Gracias, it runs in me.” He had 
43invited he to have some drinks and she said, “Of course hello it New Years Eve.”  He started to laugh.  
44After All Chanel has been drinking way too much.  He took advantage of because he knew that she had a 
45lot of money that her family could have give him .  He and his friend had made a plan and took Chanell 
46far away because she didn’t know what was going on.  These guys were crule, she haven’t even done 
anything.  This was all her so called “Best Friend.”  The next day Chanel questioned  herself,  
49“How did I get her?” 
50“Why am I here?” 
51“What had happened to me?” 
52“Whoa, why do I have this huge headache?” 
53“Who are you guys?” 
54The guys were just like “Whoa, girl.” 
55Later on….] 
56Chanel was gone for about 2 days she wasn’t able to call her parents, they were so worried they 
57felt as each minute passed by it felt as if years went by.  Maria Teresa said shakingly[shakingly] “I cant 
58stand this, I feel like I’m Dying.” Jorge said as if he was sure “come on woman, she’s problaly 
59[probably]find don’t worry, said Jorge as if he was sure which he was not.  Mujer tranquilate!  Chanel 
60was captured that night The guys were about 5’6 and they were both were dressed alike [so they could 
61not tell the difference or tell who they were. They had black pants, a black shirt and a mask. Her so 
62called “Best Friend” had hired those two guys because Chanel was perfected and everyone like her since 
she had entered Degrassi.  
 64Maria and Jorge kept dazing off to the clock so that made them felt as if it were going slower.]  
65The two guys who captured Chanel had told her to call her parents Jorge and Maria Teresa and 
66tell them they had heard Chanel’s phone ring and they told her to pick it up and she had to say “Mom, 
67dad please save me are you able to pay 6,000 for me to be rescued.  Her parents said of course they went 
68to the bank but then found out that they didn’t have any money left. Maria Teresa had started to cry she 
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69didn’t even know how that could have happened.  Her parents didn’t have enough time to get $ 6,000 in 
70one hour that was impossible. They called the boys and told them if they can have at least one more day.  
71The two guys said fine. Chanel was so petrified she didn’t know what to do.  It took her a while to see 
72where she was after what happened to her.  The room she entered was a scary darkroom, second by 
73second she felt the walls closing in on her.  
74 But as each day passed there had tourchered [tourchered] Chanel even more.  Chanel had a 
75chance to escape but she didn’t even know where she was.  She was adjacent to the woods which she 
76thought it was good idea to run towards it, as she was getting closer she was getting hurt by sharp objects 
77that cut her and when she was bleeding it was a river coming down likes sweat.  She felt so sticky and 
78weak because she haven’t eaten for 3 days.  Chanel was slidering [slithering] against the ground.  As 
79chanel [Chanel] gets deeper in the woods she see’s a hellocopter [helicopter] in the sky and she starts to 
80wave and the helicopter see her so they went down to rescue her.   
 
Analysis 
Structural elements  
 Title  
Elaine’s first piece did not include a title.  In Elaine’s second piece, she included the 
following title, “The So Called Perfect” (line 1).  The title assumed the distant audience, literary 
agent, was familiar with what “the so called perfect” meant indicating Elaine may not have a 
strong awareness of the impersonal tenor expected with the distant audience.   
Orientation, series of events leading to a crisis, resolution 
Elaine’s first piece included a brief orientation.  The “who” was Chanel, the “where” 
Canada and Degrassi, and the “when” New Year’s Eve.  She provided an adequate amount of 
information for the friend audience who may be familiar with Chanel and know what Degrassi 
refers to and what it means to be a “junior”.  Elaine did not add more information clarifying 
Degrassi in her second piece making it confusing for the more distant audience who would not 
be familiar with this information.  She did include an inordinate amount of text describing 
Chanel, however (lines 2-8; lines 9-15).  This information was excellent and supported the 
background knowledge of the audience.  There was too much information placed in this one 
paragraph, however, making it confusing for the audience to understand.    
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The sequence of events in the first piece were undeveloped and the crisis and resolution 
were confusing.  Instead of building to a crisis, Elaine described when Chanel was captured as 
another event.  Due to the paucity of information, it was unclear for example if the complication 
was Elaine being captured or Elaine’s parents not having enough money for the ransom. 
Elaine illustrated awareness of the more distant audience in her second piece by including 
much more detail through the use of adjectivals and adverbials about the events at the 
masquerade party, how Chanel was captured and a description of the captors in lines 42-61.  This 
indicated Elaine had an awareness of the structure in a fictional narrative.   
Elaine included a conclusion her first piece, “As Chanel gets deeper into the woods she 
see’s a helicopter in the sky and starts to wave and the helicopter see her so they went down to 
rescue her” (lines 78-80) and made no changes to it for the second audience.   
In her third piece, Elaine included information to support the background knowledge of 
the younger, less sophisticated, fourth grade audience.  In the orientation Elaine informed the 
audience that Jorge was her dad (Appendix N, Audience 3, line 4), Chanel attended Cindy 
Academy and was in 8th grade (Appendix N, Audience 3, line 9) and that Chanel’s family was 
going to move to either Puerto Rico or Cuba because they were going to be deported from the 
United States.  She explained that a dictator was, “like a president but meaner and tells you what 
to do in Puerto Rico but Cuba does” (Appendix N Audience 3, lines 13-14) that a cosmetologist 
was, “when you like do my makeup, hairstyles, and designing different nail styles” (lines 16-17).  
Elaine illustrated awareness of the difference in shared knowledge that existed between herself 
and a fourth grader by providing explanation and more information.   
Referent ties  
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Overall Elaine included an adequate amount of referent ties making it mostly clear to the 
friend audience who she was writing about and what was taking place in the fictional narrative.  
There were areas that were not clear such as between lines 35-52, Elaine mentions Chanel’s 
parents but did not introduce them.  She then used pronouns throughout these two paragraphs but 
it was not clear if she was writing about Chanel’s parents, the boys who captured Chanel, or 
Chanel herself. 
In lines 3-6 Elaine wrote about Chanel and used the appropriate referents, Chanel and 
she, to indicate to the audience that she was writing about Chanel.  After she introduced the 
“boys” (line 6), it was not clear who Elaine was writing about.  Below are lines 6-9:  
She was captured by a group of boys who also attend Degrasi.  These boys were wearing  
all black and you won’t be able to see there features.  Chanel was so petrified she didn’t  
know what to do.  It took them all awhile to get to the place they captured her at. They  
had entered a scary dark room, second by second she felt the walls closing in on her  
(lines 6-9). 
It is unclear who “them”, “they” and “her” refers to when Elaine stated, “it took them all awhile 
to get to the place they captured her at”.  Moreover, in the last sentence above, Elaine stated, 
“they had entered a scary dark room, second by second she felt the walls closing in on her”.  It 
was not clear who “her” refers to in this sentence.   
 The remainder of the piece contained areas that lacked clarity due to a paucity of referent 
ties.  In the following sentences, “her parents were so worried when they had seen as hours 
passed they hadn’t seen Chanel or head [heard] from Chanel” (lines 10-11), it is unclear who 
“her parents” refers.  In line 13 it is also unclear who decided to hurt Chanel when Elaine wrote, 
“After a day passed they decided to hurt Chanel”.  Elaine then wrote “they” again in “they had 
told Chanel to call her parents Jorge and Maria Teresa and tell them to have 6,000 dollars ready 
in one hour” (lines 13-14).   
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            Elaine did not make many noticeable changes in terms of referent ties for her second 
piece. 
Language features  
Verbs  
Elaine indicated she had a sense that fictional narratives used a variety of verbs and in 
particular action verbs to explain the context and reveal the characters’ traits.  Elaine’s pieces for 
the friend and literary magazine audiences included a variety of verb types.  The type of verbs 
did not change substantially from the second to third audience.  She used basic and repetitive 
vocabulary choices in her first piece such as “to pass” (five times), “to attend” (three times), and 
“to capture”, “to go”, “to enter”, “to happen”, “to see” and “to come” twice each, which was 
adequate for a familiar friend audience.  
Elaine’s vocabulary choices for verbs remained basic and informal for the second 
audience.  She used the verbs, “to love” (line 12), “to grow up” (line 12), “to look” (line 18), “to 
decorate” (line 17) “to say” (line 43), “to take” (line 45), “to feel” (line 55), “to dance” (line 23) 
for example.  She did not grade her verbs higher or make them more formal in the second piece.   
Participant  
Elaine used predominantly simple factual and opinion adjectivals in her first piece.  Some 
examples are “new” (line 4), “perfect” (line 5), “black” (line 6), “scary” (line 9), and “good” 
(line 19).  Elaine continued to use mostly opinion and factual adjectivals and added some 
quantity, and classifying such as “Cuban flag” (line 18) in her piece for the literary agent.   
Elaine included a variety of adjectivals and evaluative adjectives in her second piece.  
She described the sun as “red, orange steeming [steaming]” (line 10), or the “forest green and 
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deep orange” (line 18) to describe beautiful Cuban colors, or “mouth watering fruit” (line 20) 
(example of grading high) to describe the food.   
Instead of writing that Chanel was a 17 year old girl in Canada, Elaine used adjectivals to 
inform the audience about Chanel’s physical appearance.  She wrote, “Chanel is a girl with 
brown eyes and big [opinion] curly brown hair [that looks as if she woked [woke] up] (adjectival 
clause), its poofy [poufy] [appreciation], and its [it’s] all over the place like a jungle out of 
control” (lines 2-3).  She went on to use adjectivals to describe Chanel’s house as one that: 
has 7 rooms, decorated as if you were in Cuba-crowded beautiful colors, forest green and   
deep orange, a Cuban flag that they look at every day, a beautiful kitchen you can smell 
the delicious, tasty arroz con pollo, yummy looking pastel that has a bunch of mouth 
watering fruit kiwi, mango, pina and fresas (lines 17-20). 
Elaine also provided information about what Chanel’s wore to the party as “pretty puff beautiful 
dress that has many solid colors and some nice legging and jewelry” (lines 32-33).  
Elaine included phrases and clauses to her second piece.  She included, “that looks as if 
she woked [woke] up” (line 2) to describe Chanel’s hair; “that has 7 rooms” (line 17) to describe 
her house, “that has many solid colors” (line 33) to describe the dress she wore to the 
masquerade; and “that teach her how to draw and be on style” (line 7) to describe Chanel’s 
books are ones “that teach her how to draw and be on style” (line 7).   
The addition of adjectival phrases and clauses to provide more information and make her 
piece more formal and sophisticated indicated Elaine was aware of the difference in status and 
shared knowledge between herself and the formal literary agent audience.   
Circumstances 
Elaine included mostly time, location and manner circumstances such as “in a long time” 
and “in one hour”, “everyday”, “completely”, “finally” “now”, “anywhere”, “happily”, 
“absolutely”, “probably” and “slower” in her first piece.  
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Elaine included  a few more adverbials for the second audience such as, “she lives in 
Canada but soon might have to move either to Cuba or Puerto Rico because they were going to 
be departed” (lines 9-10), indicating cause and “Chanel was going for about 2 days” (line 56) 
indicating time circumstance and “in 2008” (line 26) indicating time.  Adding these 
circumstances helped provide the audience with a more complete sense of time, and cause.    
Person  
The voice was consistently in first or third person for all three audiences.  There was an 
exception when Elaine’s used the second person “you” in the first piece in the following 
quotation: “these boys were wearing all black and you won’t be able to see there [their] 
features”.   Here Elaine interacts with the audience by using the personal “you”.  In her second 
piece for the distant literary agent, Elaine replaced the “you” with “they” (line 60).  This was less 
personal and more appropriate except that Elaine did not explain who “they” was.    
The language for the first audience was appropriate for the personal, informal audience. 
The cultural background, personality and identity were not reflected.   
 In Elaine’s piece for the second audience, she included more complex sentences and 
more advanced, sophisticated language for the audience.  Additionally, she added more cultural 
background about the participant Chanel when she described the Cuban and Puerto Rican 
influence on her home and food.   
Dialogue 
The only dialogue Elaine included in her first piece was Chanel’s father and mother 
speaking (lines 49-53).  In her second piece, Elaine added dialogue (lines 56-61) where Chanel 
spoke and illustrated that she did not know where she was and why she had a headache (lines 
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52).  Adding all of this information supported the audience’s background knowledge so they 
could understand and follow the events of the fictional narrative and understand the character.    
Summary  
In summation, Lina’s first piece represented a recount between friends not a fictional 
narrative.  She indicated some sense of audience as she included the aforementioned casual, 
informal language and limited information, but still needed a greater variety of verb types and 
adjectivals to entertain a friend audience.  She appropriately used the third person and first 
person with dialogue.  Unfortunately, however, the piece was mechanical and represented the 
voice of oral language.  
 In terms of structure, the essential elements consistent in a fictional narrative were not 
present.  She included an orientation, a series of events but not leading to a crisis or resolution.  
Lina’s piece lacked clarity and coherence making it difficult for the friend audience to follow 
and understand.   
Although Lina’s changes between the first and second audience were subtle, Lina did 
make improvements when writing for the distant audience in terms of structure and language.  
Her second piece still represented a recount of a discussion between friends instead of a fictional 
narrative.  However, she included more text, a few more adjectivals, increased her variety of 
verb types and graded a few expressions.  Additionally, Lina included an ending and connected it 
to the title indicating some knowledge of structure.  She also created paragraphs and used some 
quotation marks to indicate speakers improving the clarity slightly.  
Juanita’s structure improved in the second piece as a result of the sequence of events 
more clearly leading to a crisis and resolution.  Juanita improved the clarity of her piece by 
improving her use of quotation marks and creating more paragraphs.  In terms of language 
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features, Juanita increased her use of adjectivals, adjectival phrases and clauses, and adverbials 
providing the audience with more information and making these sections more sophisticated.   
Juanita showed awareness of the impersonal tenor expected when writing for the more 
distant, sophisticated audience.  She included more specific information about the location and 
participants, included more formal adjectivals, adverbials, phrases and clauses, complex 
sentences and improved some of the dialogue.  She also graded some vocabulary to make her 
piece more intense.  Additionally, Juanita added “Chapters” into her piece making her second 
piece more academic and formal.  Juanita used the personal pronoun, “I” and third person 
appropriately throughout all three of her pieces.  
Although Juanita did not make many changes to her third piece, she did grade lower 
some vocabulary and remove sentences that she felt were inappropriate for the younger audience.  
This indicated Juanita had some knowledge of the difference in status that existed between 
herself, the literary agent and fourth grade audience.   
Elaine improved her piece for the distant literary agent.  She incorporated many more 
adjectivals, adverbial, and dialogue providing her audience with more description and 
information.  Additionally, she used more formal language and graded vocabulary to make the 
piece more intense indicating an awareness of the different in status that existed between her and 
the literary agent.   Elaine was proud of the work she did and provided fewer changes for the 
fourth grade student with the exception of translating some Spanish words.    
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Chapter Six 
 
Systemic Functional Linguistics Assessment of 
Persuasive Writing  
 
 
            In this chapter I provide a description of the structural, language and tenor changes in the 
three focal students’ persuasive pieces.  During the persuasive unit, students wrote for three 
audiences: the principal, The President, and a guardian in that order.  Students conducted 
research on their topic and I supplemented their research with readings that focused on their 
topics.  When examining the focal students’ writing, many changes were made to the second 
audience, The President, in terms of structural and language features.  Fewer changes were made 
to the last piece addressing the less distant, guardian audience.  After students worked hard to 
change their pieces to meet the needs of the formal, distant audience, the President, they resisted 
changing their pieces for a more familiar, less sophisticated audience, a guardian.   
The focal students’ persuasive pieces for The President changed in the following ways: 
students added more information, used formal text connectors, improved thesis statements, 
included formal evidence such as citations from articles, included more formal language, graded 
vocabulary, included modal verbs and altered the mood.  The majority of these changes helped to 
create the impersonal tenor expected when writing for the distant audience.  The students’ use of 
modal verbs was inconsistent and often high modality verbs were used inappropriately.  
Additionally, the students’ appropriate use of the first person “I” and second person “you” 
improved but there were still areas that needed further attention.  
  In this chapter I present the changes that occurred between the first and second audience 
in terms of structure, language and tenor for the three focal students:  Lina, Juanita and Elaine.   
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Lina  
 
Below in (Table 15) I present the breakdown of Lina’s rubric scores and other 
assessments for the last draft for each of the three persuasive audiences in relation to structural 
elements, language features and tenor.  A greater discussion of the pieces follows the table.  
Table 15 
Lina 
Lina  
 
Principal President  Guardian  
Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
Text connectives  
 
488 
 
Title X 
Thesis statement 2 
Preview Arguments 2  
Arguments √ 
Evidence 2 
Reinforcement arguments 
2 
 
 
Rubric: 2.5 
(5 connectives) 
685 
 
Title √ 
Thesis statement &   
Preview Arguments 2 
Arguments 2 
Evidence 2 
Reinforcement arguments  
2 
 
 
Rubric: 3 
(8 connectives) 
685 
 
Title√ 
Thesis statement &  
Preview Arguments 2  
Arguments 2 
Evidence 2 
Reinforcement arguments 
2  
 
 
Rubric: 3 
(8 connectives) 
Language Features  
  
Verb types:  
Action (38) 
Saying (5) 
Feeling/sensing: (1) 
Thinking (1) 
Being/having (20) 
Tense 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Time 0 
Place 7 
Manner 1 
Cause  0 
Rubric score 2 
  
Genera participant  
Factual 2 
Opinion 17 
Rubric Score 2 
Verb types: 
Action (54) 
Saying (6) 
Feeling/sensing (0) 
Thinking (1) 
Being/having (29) 
Tense  
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Time 1 
Place 10 
Manner 1 
Cause 2 
Rubric score 2.5 
  
General participant  
Factual  1 
Opinion 39 
Rubric Score 2.5 
Verb types: 
Action (54) 
Saying (6) 
Feeling/sensing (0) 
Thinking (1) 
Being/having (29) 
Tense 
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Time 1 
Place 10 
Manner 1 
Cause 2 
Rubric score 2 
  
General participant  
Factual 1 
Opinion 39 
Rubric Score 2.5 
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Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score  2.5 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language  
Rubric Score: 2.5 
Mood: 
Declarative 
Interrogative 1 
Imperative  0 
 
Voice 
Person (3rd) 
Rubric Score  2 
 
Voice is consistently 
Authentic  
Rubric Score 2 
 
Evaluative vocab 21 
Grading 10 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low: 2 
Medium:5 
High: 0 
 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score: 2.0 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language.  
Rubric Score: 2 
Mood: 
Declarative: 
Interrogative: 4 
Imperative : 1  
 
Voice 
Person (3rd)  
Rubric Score : 2 
 
Voice is consistently 
authentic 
Rubric Score: 2 
 
Evaluative vocab 40 
Grading 24 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:7 
Medium: 8 
High: 4 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score: 1  
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language.  
Rubric Score: 1.5 
Mood: 
Declarative 
Interrogative: 4 
Imperative : 1  
  
Voice 
Person (3rd) 
Rubric Score : 2 
 
Voice is consistently 
authentic  
Rubric Score: 2 
 
Evaluative vocab 40 
Grading 24 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:7 
Medium:8 
High:4 
 
 
Below as seen in (Figure 11) is the last persuasive draft Lina composed for the second 
audience, the President of the United States.  The bracketed text represents changes from the first 
piece.  Students’ spelling and grammar are not altered from the original. The third piece is not 
included because Lina resisted making changes to the third piece.  (See appendix O for Lina’s 
third piece).  
Figure 11 
Audience 1 
 
 
1[Help out the school with there meal.] 
2Dear[ Mr. Pretident [President] Obama],  
 3[Did you hear that teenagers these days at school receive horrible lunch from their school?] 
4Teenagers these days at school recieve [receive] [horrible] lunch from their schools.  The school must 
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5change the food that they give to the kids so that it could be [nutrisrouse], and taste fresh.  Quality and the 
6way food is made will bring your child to a better eduction [education]and to stay healthy.  Kids get sick 
7of eating [gross] food and should receive a [juicy well prepared] dishes that gives them energy [and 
8School should be check more often because people are finding rats in the kitchen of school kids could get 
9sick of eating old food that are found in the kitchen with the rats.]  Something has to be done?  Can you 
10Please help out the school? Need your help. Food that nourishes the body leads to [more] concertration 
11[concentration] and have a [concentrated] academic day. Kids focus better at school when they eat a 
12[delicious] meal which provide nutrient. Finally teaching students how to eat good [by showing them 
13which good have fat in it and which doesn’t and which are bad and delicious food,] it is going to help 
14them for their futures.  
 15Firstly, Kids get sick of eating the same type of food everyday like cooked vetagbles 
16[vegetables].  They are eating Pancakes and even waffles for dinner when they should eat those kinds of 
17food for breakfast.  Also students should receive a [delicious]and a great [tasting]foods [tasting food] 
18like spatti, soup and more fruits because when they get a lot of junk food like –fries, pizza, nuggets 
19they could get fat and not stay healthy. [One of my classmates] name Martha say:[The food is weird, jail 
20food, despicable, garbage!] Elaine said “The food is nasty.”  “The Food is not healthy.”  [“I starve half 
21the time.”  Well people think this is all bad because people should not starve half the time cuz I like 
22that they can’t be there self and they cant [can’t] concentrate. Some kids from our class say “The food 
23is nasty.”  “The Food is not healthy.”]  
24Secondly Better food leads to [improved] concentration and [stronger] academics. When you 
25eat a delicious [delicious] healthy meal you could concentrate alot [a lot] more.  One of my classmates 
26says that, “she could concentrate better when she eats fresh foods that are homemade. That doesn’t 
27contains hormones, antibiotics, good oil and that nasty stuff that’s in many foods .” Spaghetti, pasta, rice, 
28bean, corn, and chicken are very healthy for a young persons life.  What many people call [“nutritious] 
29food” is really not good [for them. People should be educated on food.]  Also when kids focus better at 
30school when they eat [tasty] healthy [well prepared.]  Kids could do their work better in a more quality 
31way.  
 32Thirdly, teaching students how to eat healthy is [wonderful] because its going to help them for 
33their futures.  Kids need to know how to eat well by them learning this they will help tehch other. Like 
34if they want to eat healthy [foods like an] explmple chicken, rice, pasta, bean, salda, vegtbles 
35[vegetables].  [One other explme] of junk food are pizza, fried chiken , humbers , nugges, chips, 
36candys. Also like food that have fat in it.  Some kid when they get good healthy food they don’t eat it.  
37[Many of them] just want bad unhealthy juck food .  Fruits are very good for you.  Schools should have a 
38class on nutrition on how to eat healthy. Exmple if you have a kid you could tetch them how to eat 
39healthy.  
 40In conclusion, schools need to give good healthy food witch provide nutrient.  School should 
41be giving to the students snack during the day [so like that you could do better in class.] Student 
42concentration better when they eat good ritch [rich] good.  Middle School Acedemy should give better 
43food because the students at Middle School are here from 7:30 am till 6:30 pm.  [Some of the girl’s 
44complaine about the food that the school gives. Do you complaine ?]  
 
By the end of the unit, Lina’s pieces indicated she was able to create a thesis statement, 
use some evaluative vocabulary and grade some expressions.  Lina had a sense of the structural 
elements in a persuasive piece in terms of providing arguments, evidence and reinstating the 
arguments.  Lina had difficulty because ultimately her piece had two thesis statements.  
Therefore although her piece contained a thesis, arguments, evidence and reinstatement of 
arguments, the arguments were not in line with the first thesis she wrote.   
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The most notable changes between the two texts were an increase in text, increased use of 
evaluative vocabulary and grading higher for intensity, and increased amount of evidence for the 
distant president audience.   
Structural elements 
            Creating a structure with a clear thesis, arguments and evidence and lastly a conclusion 
that reinstated the position was difficult for Lina.  Throughout the time she worked on the 
persuasive audience she did make some improvements.   
 Title 
 Lina did not include a title for her first piece.  In her second piece she included the 
following title: “Help out the school with there [their] meal” (line 1).   Lina assumed that the 
President was more familiar with what she meant by “school” and “their meal” than a distant 
audience would be expected.  Lina also wrote in the imperative mood which was inappropriate 
for the distant, formal audience.  The lack of information and use of imperative hinted that Lina 
may not have been aware of the impersonal tenor expected when writing to the President.   
 Thesis statement and preview of arguments 
 Lina included the following thesis statement for her first and second piece: “Teenagers 
these days at school receive horrible lunch from their schools” (line 4).  Including a thesis 
indicated she had some awareness of the structural elements in a persuasive piece.  She used the 
generalized participant, “teenagers” and began with an objective tone.  Her use of “horrible” an 
evaluative (appreciation) adjectival was graded high for intensity and too extreme and emotional 
for the principal and president audiences.  Lina did not indicate a complete awareness that when 
writing for the semi distant principal audience and very distant President audience, where a clear 
difference in status exists, she needed to be less emotional and more objective.   
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 Lina’s piece struggled when she went on to write, “the school must change the food that 
they give to the kids so that it could be nutrisrouse (nutritious) and taste fresh” (lines 4-5).  It 
appears that this is in fact her actual thesis statement, for her arguments and evidence are more in 
line with schools needing to provide nutritious, fresh food than about schools serving poor food.  
Lina used the high modality verb “must change” which indicated her as an expert. Taking an 
expert position and leaving no room for debate when writing to the Principal about school food 
was not appropriate. Lina did not make changes to her thesis statement or change the high 
modality “must” when addressing the President, which made her piece even less appropriate for 
the very distant audience.    
 Lina’s first piece included the following preview arguments: “Kids get sick of eating 
gross food and should receive a juicy well prepared dishes that give them energy” (line 7), “food 
that nourishes the body leads to more concentration and have a concentrated academic day” 
(lines 10-11) and “…teaching students to eat good by showing which good have fat in it and 
which doesn’t and which are bad and delicious good, it is going to help them for their futures” 
(lines 12-14).  Including a preview of arguments noted an understanding of the structural 
elements necessary, however, the arguments did not support her first thesis making it difficult for 
even the semi distant, principal to clearly understand Lina’s position.  Two of these arguments 
are in support of serving good food and one is in support of teaching students to eat well, but 
neither supports her first thesis which was that students receive bad food at school.     
 Lina did indicate an awareness of the principal by using medium modality verbs such as, 
“could be” (line 5), “will bring” (line 6) and “should receive” (line 7) which expressed a more 
medium position and one that was more willing for discussion or debate.  
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 Lina’s second piece for the more distant audience began in the interrogative mood, “Did 
you hear that teenagers these days at school receive horrible lunch from their school?”(line 3). 
Using the interrogative created a less formal and more personal tone as she tried to get the 
president’s attention.  This was inappropriate for the formal President audience.  Additionally, it 
was strange that Lina’s question was her thesis statement.  Directly after the question she wrote 
the same words in the declarative as her thesis statement.     
 Lina previewed two more arguments that supported more positions in her second piece. 
The first new argument supported the position that schools lack hygiene.  She wrote, “school 
should be check more often because people are finding rats in the kitchen of school kids could 
get sick of eating old food that are found in the kitchen with the rats” (lines 8-9).  This was 
another powerful argument but it did not support her thesis statement that students received bad 
food in schools or her second thesis that schools should provide healthy food.   
 Her second new argument at the end of the paragraph supported the position that students 
should be taught to eat healthy.  She stated, “...teaching students how to eat good by showing 
them which good have fat in it and which doesn’t and which are bad and delicious food, it’s 
going to help them for their futures (lines 12-13).  Here Lina did use an example of high grading, 
“delicious” indicating she was trying to make her piece more formal. 
Arguments and evidence 
  After presenting her thesis and preview of arguments, Lina showcased three arguments 
each followed by some evidence and separated by paragraphs.  These arguments were: “Kids 
gets sick of eating the same type of food everyday like cooked vetagbles [vegetables]… better 
food leads to improved concentration and stronger academics…, and teaching students to eat 
healthy is wonderful because its going to help them for their futures”.  The first two arguments 
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are in line with her second thesis statement, “the school must change the food that they give to 
the kids so that it could be nutrsrouse” [nutritious] (lines 4-5) and the third supports a position 
for teaching students to eat well.   
 Lina indicated an awareness of the structural elements in the persuasive genre by 
including arguments and evidence.  The problem, however, was that many of her arguments and 
evidence did not support her position that students receive bad food but rather that schools 
should provide good food.   After Lina raised each of the aforementioned arguments she included 
many examples of healthy, nutritious foods that students should eat such as, “spaghetti, pasta, 
rice, bean, corn, and chicken…” (line 28) and foods students should not eat such as , “junk food 
are pizza, fried chiken [chicken], humbers [hamburgers], nugges [nuggets], chips, candys 
[candies]” (lines 34-35).   
 Lina then provided student quotations as evidence for the different arguments.  An 
example is, “one of my classmates says that, “she could concentrate better when she eats fresh 
foods that are homemade” (line 26).  Once Lina included student quotations she also inserted 
herself and interacted with the audience making her piece personal which was acceptable for the 
principal who was very familiar.   
 Lina did provide the following sentence that supported her position that schools are 
providing teenagers which horrible food: “they are eating Pancakes and waffles for dinner when 
they should eat those kids of food for breakfast” (lines 16-17).  In her second piece she included 
student quotations as evidence that supported this position.  Lina wrote, “One of my classmates 
name Martha say: The food is weird, jail food, despicable garbage!” Elaine said “the food is 
nasty,” “The Food is not unhealthy”, “I starve half the time” (lines 19-21).  Here Lina addressed 
her position and provided adequate evidence to support the principal audience.  She did insert 
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herself into her writing when she used the personal “my” in “one of my classmates” (line 19).  
This could be considered appropriate since the President might expect some personal 
information.  
 Lina went on to comment on the aforementioned evidence by stating, “Well people think 
this is all bad because people should not starve half the time cuz [because] I like that they can’t 
be there self and they cant [can’t] concentrate.  Some kids from our class say, “The food is 
nasty.” “The food is not healthy” (lines 21-23).  Here Lina again inserted herself and interacted 
with the audience by using the personal pronoun, “I”.  Lina’s use of “cuz”, “well” and “all bad” 
were also more representative of informal oral language.    
 Reinstating arguments and conclusion 
 In both the first and second pieces Lina reinstated a position but also introduced new 
information.  Lina stated, “in conclusion schools need to give good healthy good witch [which] 
provie [provide] nutrient” and “student concentration better when they eat good ritch [rich] food” 
(line 41).  These arguments do not align with Lina’s original thesis statement that schools 
provide horrible food but rather that schools should provide nutritious food.  Lina also 
introduced new information about how her school should provide snack, “so like you could 
(modality) do better in class” (line 40) and because, “the students at (school in study) are here 
from 7:30 am till 6:30 pm” (line 42).  This information did not align with her thesis statement 
and the language, “so like you” was too personal and informal for the principal and President 
audience.   
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Text connectives  
 Lina showed awareness of the status of the principal and president as indicated by the 
following formal, academic and appropriate text connectors:  “firstly (line 15)” “secondly” (line 
24), “thirdly” (line 31), “in conclusion” (line 39) and “also” (line 29). 
Language features  
 Generalized Participants 
           The generalized participants in Lina’s piece were “kids”, “food” and “academics”.  These 
generalized participants were clearly introduced or tracked but were underdeveloped in the first 
piece due to lack of variety of opinion and factual adjectivals and precise descriptive language.   
Lina used some expanded clauses such as “which provide nutrient” to describe a “good meal” or 
“from my class” to describe and provide information about “the kids”.   She used limited 
descriptive and sophisticated language such as, “mouth watering” (audience 1, line 6) and 
“delicious” (line 12) to describe food.  Lina used “bad” twice, “good” three times and “healthy” 
three times for example.    
 Lina graded some opinion adjectivals to a higher intensity in her second piece.  This 
indicated Lina’s awareness that the president required more formal, distant and sophisticated 
language than the President.  In her first piece for example Lina used the adjectival “better” 
repetitively,  “…better food leads to better concentran [concentration] and better acdiemys 
[academics]”.   In her second piece, Lina graded the adjective higher to read, “…better foods 
leads to improved concentration and stronger academics” (line 24).  By replacing “better” with 
“improved” and “stronger” Lina made her piece more formal and indicated she had some 
awareness of the formal language expected of the sophisticated and distant President.   
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 In the second piece Lina replaced “…kids focus better at school when they eat good 
healthy food”  with “kids focus better at school when they eat tasty, healthy well prepared 
[food]” (lines 29-30).  Again Lina graded higher her evaluative “good healthy” with “tasty, 
healthy, well prepared” to intensify her belief that when students eat well they focus better 
academically.  Furthermore, Lina replaced the basic “good food” with the more academic and 
sophisticated “nutritious food” (line 28) for the President.  Although a small change it was an 
indication of audience awareness.  Lina also replaced the word “nasty” with “gross” (line 7) to 
describe the food.   Choosing the vocabulary word “gross” was still not appropriate for the 
President and did not provide any further precise description.        
 Interestingly, Lina lowered the intensity of the type of food students should receive by 
replacing, “kids… should receive a mouth watering well prepared dishes…” from the principal 
audience with “kids…should receive a juicy well prepared dishes…” (line 7) for the President.  
It is unclear to me why Lina chose to lower the intensity in this example.    
 Verbs  
 Lina used a variety of relational/linking doing, being and having verbs in both the first 
and second piece.   Lina increased her use of modal verbs in her second piece to include medium 
modalities “should receive” (line 7), “should be check” (line 8), “should be educated” (line 29), 
and low modality “could get sick” (line 9), to illustrate obligation and probability in a confident 
but respectful manner for the President.  She did not alter from the first piece the high modality, 
“must change” (line 4).   Here Lina positions herself as an expert, which was inappropriate for 
the principal and the President where there is a clear difference in status.   Lina’s variety of 
vocabulary in terms of verbs did not change much from the first piece where she used the simple 
“to receive” “to lead”, “to eat”, “to get”, and “to give” repetitively.  
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 Adverbials 
 Lina included the following adverbs in her first piece: “also” (line 17), “better” (lines 29, 
30, 41, 42), “also” and “really” (line 29), “healthy” (lines 31, 38), “well” (line 32).  Very few 
changes were made to the adverbs between audiences one and two with the exception of 
including “better” (line 40) again.  
Person/Voice 
 
There were many areas of Lina’s piece where she used the third person and created an 
objective voice.  The third person singular and plural was not used appropriately throughout  
the entire first and second piece, however.  Lina used the personal, “you” in questions to The 
President for example, “Can you please help out the school?” (line 10).  Writing in the 
interrogative mood and using the second person singular “you” were too personal.  Her 
interaction with the audience made the piece more about her emotional response to the school 
food as opposed to being objective.  Other examples were when Lina used the personal pronoun 
“you” “when you eat” (line 24) or “if you had a kid” (line 38).  Whenever Lina included student 
quotations as evidence, she also inserted herself into the piece and interacted with the audience.  
An example is, “One of my classmates named” (line 19).  At times this was appropriate as The 
President and principal may expect some personal information.  When used to frequently, 
however, her piece became too personal.   
 Lina’s question, “something has to be done?” (line 9) did not illustrate Lina as an expert.  
It was not clear if Lina mistakenly put a question instead of a period in this example, however, 
Lina needed to confidently state that school food needed to be changed in order to persuade the 
President.   
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Juanita 
 
Below in (Table 16) I present the breakdown of Juanita’s three persuasive pieces in 
relation to structural elements, language features and tenor.  Subsequent to this chart will be 
further analysis.    
Table 16 
Juanita’s persuasive writing  
 
Juanita 
 
Principal President  Guardian  
Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
Clarity & coherence 
Text connectors  
 
1, 113 
 
Thesis /Preview 
Arguments 
Rubric: 2 
Arguments Rubric: 2 
Evidence Rubric: 2 
Reinforcement Rubric :2 
 
 
Text connectors (6) 
Rubric:2.5 
1, 311 
 
Thesis/ Preview 
Arguments 
Rubric: 3 
Arguments Rubric: 2.5 
Evidence  Rubric: 2.5 
Reinforcement: Rubric: 2 
 
 
Text connectors (6) 
Rubric:2.5 
1, 309 
 
Thesis/ Preview 
Arguments  
Rubric: 3 
Arguments  Rubric: 2.5 
Evidence :2.4 
Reinforcement Rubric: 2 
 
 
Text connectors (6) 
Rubric:2.5 
Language Features  
  
Verb types:  
Action (55) 
Saying (15) 
Feeling/sensing (28) 
Thinking (5) 
Being/having (34) 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Adverbial Circumstances  
Rubric Score 2 
 
Generalized Participant  
Adjectival: 10 
Rubric Score 2 
Verb types: 
Action (86) 
Saying (16) 
Feeling/sensing (31) 
Thinking (8) 
Being/having (45) 
Rubric Score 3.5  
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Rubric score  2 
  
Generalized Participant  
Adjectival: 11 
Rubric Score  
Verb types: 
Action (86) 
Saying (16) 
Feeling/sensing (31) 
Thinking (8) 
Being/having (45) 
Rubric Score 3.5 
 
Adverbial Circumstances 
Rubric score 2 
 
Generalized Participant 
Adjectival 11 
Rubric Score 2 
Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score : 3.5 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score : 3 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included  
Rubric Score : 2 
 
Awareness of status 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 
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Rubric: 3 
Mood: 
Declarative: √ 
Interrogative: √ 
Imperative: √   
 
Voice(original/copied) 
Person (1st/3rd)  
Rubric Score 2 
 
Evaluative vocab: 11 
 
Modality/expert Opinion 
Low: 7 
Medium: 3 
High: 1 
 
Rubric 3.5 
Mood: 
Declarative: √ 
Interrogative √ 
Imperative  √ 
 
Voice(original/copied):  
Person (1st/3rd) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Evaluative vocab: 12 
 
Modality/expert Opinion: 
Low:  8 
Medium: 6 
High: 3 
 
Rubric: 2.5 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Interrogative √ 
Imperative √   
  
Voice(original/copied): 
Person (1st/3rd) 
Rubric Score : 2 
 
Evaluative vocab: 11 
 
Modality/expert Opinion 
Low: 8 
Medium 6: 
High: 3 
 
Below in Figure 12 the draft Juanita composed for the second audience, the President of 
The United States.  Juanita did not make many substantial changes to her third piece to meet the 
needs of her mother.  Therefore the majority of my analysis will focus on the differences that 
existed between the first and second audiences in relation to structure, language and tenor.  The 
bracketed text represents the changes Juanita made for The President audience.   
Figure 12 
Juanita 
1Tracking students in schools lead to many destructive consequence 
2             Dear [Barrack Obama], 
3            Tracking students is the best system for improving academic learning?  It is the least of what 
4students at [Middle school in study] want[ and other schools. All Schools should stop from tracking in 
5[schools.]. Tracking students affects [most] students education and feelings.  When students are tracked by 
6learning level they loose self confidence, and people make fun of each other.  Some students actually 
7change their behavior in a [awful]negative way.  It is proven that tracking students leads to the 
8discrimination of different races and academic ability. Does tracking students lead to temptation of doing 
9something poorly?  [Well yes it actually does.  It leads to many things like bullying.]   
10 Tracking is when students are split up into different groups by their learning ability level and 
[often ]11their race. They don’t group because of race at [Middle school in study] but it is proven in article 
12“Tracking of students is an unwise policy” that race is a cause i[n many] schools.  Tracking because of 
13race, it leads to many consequences like segregration, and racism. [Racism starts when groups that are 
14divided by the place they are born in and the heritage they come from .  Schools split peole [people] up 
15into groups like Hispanics with African Americans and Asians with whites.  Are these culturesso 
16[cultures]contagious that they need to be separate [separate] from each other?  President Obama, do you 
17really think people want this to keep happening? Please make a change in schools so kids can be eager to 
18learn and have fun and not actually having ideas of dropping out].  Students thought that Dr. King saved 
19the world by racism and segregation so why can it just stop?  
20            Tracking at [Middle school in study] consists of A B C groups.   A is the lowest and cant learn 
21fast [at everything], B is the middle, C is the highest group.  This is despicable [because why let this 
22trageic [tragic] splitting happen because of how your brain functions]. The A groups learns the slowest, 
23the B group learns quick and slow at the same time so in a middle pace and the C group learns realy 
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24[really] really quick. In that case students are placed in certain groups by using test scores and teachers 
25evaluations.  It is proven that slower students achievement suffers significantly [in all academic learnings 
26[learnings]because of the class they are in] an article exclaimed from the internet. Kids who learn slowly 
27are the ones who mostly stay behind [and provide and produce a] lack of work[to teachers].  Also in 
28schools students are mostly white in the honors class said a teacher [from an article “tracking students is 
29a unwise policy”] article from the internet.  Students instead of teachers, are the people who are 
30ultimately affected by tracking the most. Yet many times students are not listened too.  Students have 
31little choice or control about the tracks they are place [in which needs to stop] 
32 [Secondly], tracking students in [Middle school in study] leaves many students to make fun of 
33others and test each other to see what subjects they understand and to see if they are smart enough [to 
34understand the correct answer].  Making fun of students is not what students want  [to experience].  
When 35students make fun of each other because they are tracked by their learning ability then you clearly 
know 36it is not right for the school or the students. To get back to the point, tracking students is not what 
37students at [middle school in study] want, so why can’t it stop?   
38           “Lets see if they are smart enough to get what we are learning about in math class,” said 7 graders 
39from the c group for example, Some girls were testing other girls too see if they were smart enough to 
40answer the math problem they had for homework. I was one of the girls being tested. This made me feel 
41stupid like if im the only one getting bullied-attacked by other people because I was being tested in front 
42of my whole homeroom class.  That same night I told my mom and cried to her because I didn’t feel like 
43myself, I felt out of place, in other words I wanted to leave [middle school in study].   
44 Tracking students can lead to a loss of confidence and students putting themselves down when 
45they are grouped by the speed of their learning ability. Students think they are “dumb” when placed in a 
46lower group but in reality they are smart but since they are in a lower group they think ant succeed or 
47push themselves. and other students believe other students/groups are smart and dumb because of the 
48way they learn. Some students also say they want to be challenged in their lower group, group a but they 
49can’t because the teachers say they are not on that subject yet or not ready. “I asked my teacher if I can 
50move on but she said no we need to stay at the same pace.” said a girl from the c (highest) group.   
51 Students learn more and benefit alot when put in class with people with different abilities.  
52Students actually work harder and push them selves further because they know who they are competing 
53with.  Also because probably some of them push themselves because they would be embarrassed or 
54made fun of.  
55 “I am not fitted good for the c group [advanced].  I think our principal should hear from us and see 
56how we feel” said Kelly. Is this what you want students to say?  
57 “I would be best for Bgroup [just right] because I will be in a perfect pace.  I think tracking is 
58based on how people think and their learning pace” said Kelly. Students are telling others students 
59because they are to scare to tell you what they think about this tracking system because they have a 
60strong feeling you wont listen to them.    
61            As you can see some students at [Middle School] do not like the idea of tracking they want to 
62make a change and stop it.  
63 “I asked a teacher to slow down and she said no just figure it out on your own.” Said Lina. Its just 
64sad writing this down as evidence.  
65 “Tracking affected my self confidence because if I do get a question wrong I feel bad about my 
66self because im in a advanced group.” Students should not feel bad or embarrassed because they made a 
67mistake, but instead saying oh I see I can fix that.  
68 “Tracking students has affected my learning because I don’t always get the problems or questions 
69they put me in to a much higher group.”   
70 “Yes I been tested by C groupers and Bgroupers”.  Look at these quotes and see how students at 
71[Middle School] feel.  I would totally go back and change the system to yellow and purple. 
72 “We want yellow and purple back” said several of students.  Here you have all the evidence so 
73PLEASE stop, and listen to us students.   
74 In conclusion students do not like the grouping.  If you still want to do a tracking system then can 
75you lease go back to purple and yellow.  Tracking in the form of A,B and C lead to many negative and 
76destructive consequences lost of confidence feelings and behaviors.  Give yellow and purple another 
77chance is all we are asking. Is yellow and purple so bad or didnt  work for you to change it.  Students 
78totally disagree. Purple and yellow was a grouping system they did last year and students were split into 
792 groups but all mixed with different students that learn differently. All of the C groupers have told us 
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80they were all going to a certain camp this summer.  But you do not hear the A or B groupers that they are 
81going somewhere this summer.  Students do not want just C groupers to get special treatments because 
82they are “smarter than us”.   
Analysis  
 Juanita’s persuasive pieces indicated she was able to do the following things:  include 
some information to support the audience’s background knowledge, include a thesis statement, 
arguments explaining why school tracking must be changed and evidence with citations for 
justification.  She separated her arguments into different paragraphs, reinstated her position and 
included a conclusion indicating awareness of the structural features present in a persuasive 
piece.     
 Juanita included evaluative vocabulary, such as opinion adjectivals in order to indicate 
her negative evaluations of school tracking.  When writing for the distant President, Juanita 
graded higher vocabulary words to make her language more formal and academic.  This was an 
indication that Juanita was aware of the impersonal tenor expected for the President.  There were 
other areas, however, where Juanita’s knowledge of the principal and president audiences was 
less clear as indicated by her use of the personal interrogative mood, the second person, “you” 
and her use of some high modality to indicate her point of view on school tracking. 
 The most notable changes between Juanita’s first and second piece was the addition of 
information to support the audience’s background knowledge, use of more sophisticated 
evidence such as citations from articles and an increase in formal language.  These changes 
indicated that Juanita had some knowledge of the difference in status and degree of share 
knowledge that existed between herself and the President. 
Structural elements  
 Title  
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Juanita’s first piece began with the title, “Tracking students in schools lead to many 
destructive consequences!”  The title at this stage introduced the audience to the purpose of the 
persuasive piece and provided adequate information to support the principal’s background 
knowledge.  The audience learned that the author did not support tracking in schools and that it 
lead to destructive consequences.  Juanita underlined the title, an indicator she was trying to 
make her piece more formal, academic and sophisticated.  Her title was written in the 
exclamation mood which was appropriate for the semi distant principal audience.  Juanita 
appropriately removed the exclamation in her second piece for the more distant President 
audience making her title more objective.    
Thesis statement and preview arguments 
 Juanita began writing in the interrogative mood, “Tracking students is the best system for 
improving academic learning?” (line 3).   This could be considered acceptable for the less distant  
principal audience where interacting with the audience can be appropriate.  Using the 
interrogative is too casual and personal for the distant President of the United States where a 
clear difference in status exists.  Juanita made no changes to the opening line of her piece for the 
second audience.  
 Juanita included a clear thesis statement, “all Schools should stop from tracking in 
schools” (line 4).  Although she did not change the language from first to second audience, she 
altered the location of the thesis statement.  In her second piece, Juanita placed the thesis at the 
beginning of the piece making her position clearer to the audience.  This was in contrast to her 
first piece where the thesis was the last sentence in the first paragraph.   
Juanita included the following arguments for why schools should stop tracking in her first 
piece:  
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Tracking students affects most students education and feelings.  When students are  
tracked by learning level they loose self confidence, and people make fun of each other.   
Some students actually change their behavior in a awful negative way.  It is proven that  
tracking students leads to the discrimination of different races and academic ability. 
(lines 1-5).   
 
Juanita’s preview of arguments were mostly clear with the exception of, “some students actually 
change their behavior in a awful negative way” (line 3).  Juanita used an evaluative adverb, 
“awful” and graded higher the expression.  Juanita assumed the audience was familiar with what 
she meant by students changing “their behavior in a awful negative way” as she did not provide 
any further information.   
Juanita did not make many changes to her preview of arguments in the second piece.  Her 
first piece included the nominalization, “discrimination” (line 8) which was objective and 
appropriate for the principal and President of the United States.  She also wrote “it is proven” 
(line 7) for the principal audience making her piece more formal and academic.   
In her second piece for the more distant audience, the President of The United States, 
Juanita added the medium modality, “most” (line 5) indicating she was aware of the status 
difference between herself and the President and the need to be open for discussion.  These 
points illustrate Juanita had some knowledge and awareness of the impersonal tenor expected 
when writing for a distant audience.  
At the end of Juanita’s first paragraph she again wrote in the interrogative mood asking, 
“Does tracking students lead to temptation of something poorly?” (line 9).  This question was 
confusing and Juanita assumed the audiences were familiar and understood the participant, for it 
was not clear.  One can assume that she meant to say, “Does tracking students lead to students 
behaving poorly?”  but it is unclear from her text.  Her use of the interrogative mood was 
adequate for the semi distant principal audience who was a more familiar audience but not for 
the distant president where the writer is expected not to interact with the audience.   
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In Juanita’s second piece, she answered her question in the following way, “well yes it 
actually does.  It leads to many things like bullying” (lines 8-10).  Her use of “well” was too 
casual and illustrated Juanita interacting with the President.  “Well” was also representative of 
oral language.  Juanita included another reason why schools should stop tracking but does not 
present in a formal, academic way.    
Arguments& Evidence   
Juanita provided two arguments in support of abolishing tracking in schools in the first 
piece.  These arguments were: “tracking students affect most students education and feelings.  
When students are tracked by learning level they loose self confidence, and people make fun of 
each other” (lines 5-6), and “…tracking students leads to the discrimination if different races and 
academic ability” (lines 7-8).   
In the paragraph following the thesis statement and preview of arguments, Juanita raises 
her first argument, “Tracking is when student are split up into different groups by their learning 
ability level and their race” (lines 10-11).  Juanita does not include any examples of low 
modality indicating a strong position that tracking always separates students by learning ability 
and race, which is inaccurate.  In her second piece, for the distant audience, Juanita included 
“often” in “…by their learning ability level and often their race”.  Although a subtle change, it 
makes her argument more objective and open to debate and indicates an awareness of the 
difference in status that exists between herself and The President.   
Juanita goes on to write in her first piece that, “they don’t group because of race at 
[Middle school in study] but it is proven in article, “tracking of students is an unwise policy” that 
race is a cause in schools.  Juanita does not provide information explaining the [Middle school in 
study] is which is appropriate for the principal who would be very familiar with the school.  
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Juanita assumes the President has more information than can be expected by not providing any 
further explanation as to what “middle school in study” is.  Juanita needed to provide more 
information and explain what exactly ‘is proven” and how.   
Again Juanita indicates a very strong position by not including any modality and room 
for discussion that race is a cause for tracking.  This time, however, Juanita did include formal, 
academic and sophisticated evidence, “… in article “tracking of students is an unwise policy” to 
support her argument.  She still needed to provide more content, or information to support the 
evidence.  In Juanita’s second piece, she added “many” in “race is a cause in many schools” (line 
12) creating a more objective stance which was appropriate for the President.     
In her second piece, Juanita then presented the following argument, “Tracking because of 
race, it leads to many consequences like segregation and racism” (lines 12-13).  Although racism 
is a powerful reason to stop tracking, Juanita does not explain her argument very clearly making 
it difficult to understand.  She writes, “Schools split people up into groups like Hispanics with 
African Americans and Asians with whites” (lines 14-15) but she assumes the audience knows 
why the students are split this way as she does not elaborate.  Juanita made her piece formal and 
academic by citing an article as evidence, in article, “tracking students is an unwise policy” that 
race is a cause in many schools” (line 12) and using “it is proven”.  She then, however, wrote in 
the interrogative mood, “Are these cultures so contagious that they have to be separate from each 
other?  President Obama, do you really think people want this to keep happening?” (lines 16-17).  
Juanita ‘s use of the interrogative and then the imperative, “Please make a change in schools so 
kids can be eager to learn and have fun and not actually have ideas of dropping out” (lines 17-
18), indicated she was not fully aware of the impersonal tenor expected when writing for a 
distant audience.    
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Lack of student achievement, the silencing of students’ voices, and discrimination are all 
very powerful arguments to end school tracking.  What Juanita did not have, however, was 
evidence that was cited, valid and supported.  Regardless of the fact that Juanita knew the 
principal, she needed to have formal evidence with citations to be persuasive.   
Juanita’s explanation of the three tracking groups, A,B, C lacked the necessary 
information for the audience to understand how tracking occurred.  She did not provide enough 
information concerning the differences between the groups and really what it meant to be in 
those groups.  Additionally, Juanita stated “students are placed in certain classrooms by using 
test scores teacher evaluations,” (line 24) which was great information except that it lacked 
specificity.   
Juanita did need to make sure the information she provided on tracking and 
discrimination was accurate.  In the following example Juanita wrote: 
Racism starts when groups that are divided by the place they are born in and the  
heritage they come from.  Schools split people up into groups like Hispanics with  
African Americans and Asians with whites (lines 13-16).   
 
In order to strengthen her piece, Juanita needed to clarify that tracking students by ability can 
result in classes becoming segregated and that this is detrimental to students.   
In the third paragraph (lines 20-31) Juanita’s discussion on her current school’s tracking 
policy and the A, B, and C groups improved as she added more text and evidence.  It still needed 
greater transparency, however, in order for the president to fully understand why tracking was 
unfair.  Juanita stated for example, “it is proven that slower students achievement suffers 
significantly in all academic learnings because of the class they are in…” (lines 25-26).   This is 
a significant point, however, Juanita needed to go one step forward and explain what it meant.   
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 In paragraph seven (lines 51-54) Juanita did an excellent job of explaining why students 
succeed from being in classes of mixed ability.  In the following quotation, Juanita explained this 
point with adequate information and clarity: 
Students learn more and benefit alot [a lot] when put in class with people with  
different abilities. Students actually work harder and push them selves [themselves] 
further because they know who they are competing with.  Also because probably some of 
them push themselves because they would be embarrassed or made fun of (lines 55-58).  
Juanita discussed how students learn from being in class with peers of different abilities because 
they work hard and push themselves due to competition and also because of the fear of 
embarrassment.  Including this information supports the president’s background knowledge on 
why tracking is so destructive.  Although more information was needed to clarify why students 
did better because of the fear of embarrassment, this example illustrated a real improvement in 
Juanita’s awareness of audience.   
Juanita also added more information to support the context of the student quotations she 
used as evidence (lines 59-74).  In Juanita’s piece for the principal audience, she did not 
comment or explain the quotations.  In this piece for the president, Juanita commented on the 
quotations showing awareness that her audience would need more information to understand the 
evidence and be persuaded.   
An example was when Juanita included the following evidence to support removing 
tracking, “I asked a teacher to slow down and she said no just figure it out on your own,” Said 
Lina” (line 67).  Although this may be a great piece of evidence to support ending tracking, 
Juanita did not provide any explanation.  Instead she stated, “its just sad writing this down as 
evidence” (line 68).  Her comment was not appropriate for the formal, academic audience and 
did not provide the President with enough information to understand the quotation.     
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The student quotations at the end of the piece were the exception, however.  Her use of 
student quotations as evidence needed to be embedded further into paragraphs with explanations.  
This section of her piece did not flow smoothly and was confusing for the audience. 
Reinstating position/Conclusion 
In the conclusion, Juanita used low modality and seemed to beg the President to stop 
tracking, “…can you please go back to purple and yellow” (line 79).   Additionally, Juanita 
tentatively stated, “give yellow and purple another chance is all we are asking” (lines 80-81).  
Her more formal writing of the first half of her piece shifted to less formal and more personal by 
ending with a plea to simply return back to the old tracking system at her school.  More 
information was still needed to explain to the President the meanings behind “yellow” and 
“purple”. 
Juanita also introduced new information about a purple and yellow tracking system and 
about how some students at her current school were invited to summer camps and others were 
not based on their academic track (lines 78-86).  This information needed to be included and 
explained earlier in the actual text not the conclusion.   
Text connectives 
Juanita included the following transition words in her second piece, “Secondly” (line 34) 
to introduce the second argument, and “In conclusion” (line 78) to signal to the audience the 
piece was ending.  Adding these words helped indicate to the audience the direction of the piece 
and made it easier to understand.   
Language features  
Verbs 
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Juanita used a variety of relational, feeling, thinking, saying, action and modal verbs in 
both her first and second pieces.  Juanita’s use of modalities was inconsistent.  She used mostly 
low and medium modalities in her first piece for the principal, such as “tracking students can 
lead to a loss of confidence…” (line 44) which was mostly appropriate, respectful and left room 
for debate.  In her second piece, Juanita continued to use low and medium modalities but also 
high modalities which were not respectful for the President.  An example is when she wrote, 
“Students have little choice or control about the tracks they are place in which needs to stop” 
(line 31).  Using high modalities positioned herself as the expert and left no room for debate, 
which was inappropriate with the President audience.  
Generalized Participants  
The generalized participants in this piece, students and tracking, were clearly introduced 
and tracked.  Juanita included more opinion and factual adjectivals and precise language in her 
second piece to describe the participants so that the audience knew what school tracking entailed 
and how it impacted the students.   
Juanita used predominantly evaluative or opinion adjectivals and factual adjectivals in the 
second piece such as: “best” (opinion), “academic” (factual), “destructive” (opinion), “negative” 
(opinion), “despicable” (opinion), “highest” (opinion), “slower” (opinion), “certain”, “white” 
(fact), “little” (opinion), and “smart” (opinion).  These adjectivals provided the audience with 
information about school tracking and indicated Juanita’s position against school tracking.  
Grading 
Juanita graded higher some vocabulary for the President audience to express a clear sense 
of her viewpoint and attitude towards the school tracking.   
Adverbs 
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            Juanita included a variety of adverbs for example: poorly” (line 7), “therefore (line 16),” 
“ultimately” (line 13), “mostly” (line 15), “enough” (line 17), “clearly” (line 19), “significantly” 
(line 13), “quick” (line 11), “slow” (line 11), slowest” (line 11),“really” (line 11) and “actually” 
(line 5) in her first piece.   
Juanita continued to give the reader a sense of her viewpoint and attitude towards 
tracking by including adverbials such as, “awful” (line 6), “actually” (line 9), “often” (line 12), 
“really” (line 18), “slowly” (line 28), “mostly” (line 28), “also” (line 29), “ultimately” (line 31), 
and “Secondly” (line 34) in her second piece.   
Person 
Juanita’s piece was not consistently in 3rd person.  In the piece for the principal, the voice 
was mainly in 3rd person singular/plural except for when Juanita included a personal anecdote 
about her negative experience with tracking.  In Juanita’s second piece, the voice was 
consistently in the third person until Juanita commented on the student quotations in lines 59-77.   
An example is when she said, “I would totally go back and change the system to yellow 
and purple” (line 75).  Here Juanita used the first person singular “I” which was too personal and 
not appropriate for the formal, sophisticated audience of The President. 
Additionally, she used the personal “you” and “us” in the next paragraph when she made 
a plea to the president to end tracking.  She stated, “Here you have all the evidence so PLEASE 
listen to us students” (lines 76-77).   Again the personal “you” was not appropriate for the formal 
audience.  Furthermore, Juanita used “you” in the conclusion which was too informal.  In fact 
due to the lack of formality Juanita seemed to be addressing a completely different audience in 
her conclusion.   
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Her voice was consistently authentic.  It was clear that Juanita was passionate that 
tracking in schools must end because of its negative consequences.  
Elaine 
 
Below in (Table 17) is the breakdown on Elaine’s persuasive pieces for the three different 
audiences.  Following this draft will be further analysis.  
Table 17 
Elaine’s persuasive writing scores  
Elaine 
 
Principal President  Guardian  
Word Count 
Structural Features 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
Clarity & coherence 
Rubric Score  
454 
 
Thesis statement√ 
Preview Arguments √ 
Arguments √ 
Evidence√ 
Reinstate arguments X 
Rubric Score 2 
 
 
 
Text Connectors 1 
753 
 
Thesis statement√ 
Preview Arguments√ 
Arguments√ 
Evidence√ 
Reinstate arguments √ 
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
 
 
Text Connectors 2 
798 
 
Thesis statement √ 
Preview Arguments√ 
Arguments√ 
Evidence√ 
Reinstate arguments √ 
Rubric Score 2.5 
 
 
 
Text Connectors 2 
Language Features  
  
Verb types:  
Action: 8 
Relational: 11 
Saying: 0 
Feeling/Sensing: 4 
Thinking: 0 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Generalized Participants 
Adjectival 7 
Factual X 
Opinion 7 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Adverbial 9 
Rubric score  2 
Verb types:  
Action: 44 
Relational: 28 
Saying:1 
Feeling/Sensing: 14 
Thinking: 4 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Generalized Participants 
Adjectival 
Factual 10 
Opinion 21 
Rubric Score  3 
 
Adverbial 14 
Rubric score 3 
  
Verb types:  
Action: 49 
Relational: 29 
Saying:1 
Feeling/Sensing: 14 
Thinking: 6 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Generalized Participants 
Adjectival 
Factual 10 
Opinion 21 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Adverbial 16 
Rubric score 3 
  
Tenor   Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Awareness of status 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 3 
 
Awareness of status 
Awareness of background 
knowledge of audience as 
reflected by information 
included (descriptions) 
Rubric Score 2 
 
Awareness of status 
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between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language 3 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Interrogative √ 
Imperative  √ 
 
Voice(original/copied) 
Person (1st/3rd) 
Rubric Score 2 
Evaluative vocab 7  
Grading 2 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low: 6 
Medium: 5 
High: 2 
Rubric score: 2 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 3 
 
Mood: 
Declarative  √ 
Interrogative √ 
Imperative  √ 
 
Voice(original/copied) 
Person (1st/3rd) 
Rubric Score 3 
Evaluative vocab 18 
Grading13 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low: 6 
Medium: 10 
High: 1 
Rubric score: 3 
between writer and 
audience give the choice 
of language. 2.5 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Interrogative √ 
Imperative  √  
  
Voice(original/copied) 
Person (1st/3rd) 
Rubric Score 3 
Evaluative vocab 18 
Grading 13 
 
Modality/expert  
Opinion 
Low:6 
Medium:10 
High:1 
Rubric score: 2 
 
Elaine illustrated she could do the following things in respect to structure, language and 
tenor by the end of the persuasive unit:  she included a thesis statement, one argument that 
supported her thesis, evidence, reinstatement of argument and conclusion.  She separated her 
arguments into different paragraphs, included evaluative vocabulary, graded vocabulary words 
and used modality.  
The most notable change between Elaine’s first and second piece was the increased text.  
Elaine also improved the structure in her second piece.  Instead of only two paragraphs, Elaine’s 
second piece contained an introduction with thesis statement, a paragraph for each of her three 
arguments and then a reinstatement of arguments.  Elaine added more information to support the 
President’s background knowledge and altered her title for each of the audiences.  
Below is Elaine’s last draft for the second audience seen in (Figure 13), the President of 
The United States.  Elaine did not make substantial changes to the third piece.  My analysis will 
focus on the difference between the first and second audiences in relation to structure, language 
and tenor.  The text in brackets represents the changes Elaine made from the first audience.   
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Figure 13 
Elaine 
1The more language, the better 
2[Students should learn a diverse language while still young].  
3Dear President Barack Obama, 
4                     Most people [accept] that high school is the [adequate] place and the correct time [for] 
5students [to learn] a second language.  Research shows, however, this is not true and in reality it’s crucial 
6[to endorse] a second language in elementary school or even younger.  [The reason for this] is when 
7people are older and learning a new language, the brain doesn’t really [comprehend what they are 
8learning] as well as a younger brain.  [Students should learn another language while young.  If they don’t 
9it can be very harmful to there education ].  Students at [middle school in study] should have a wide 
10selection of what language they want to learn and t the same times varieties available to enjoy.  Learning 
11how to speak another language helps you in many ways such as students who are able to speak many 
12different languages can be hired for enjoyable job, become fluent in the diverse language and enjoy 
13the language they are being taught.  [At this point] speaking more than one language is important 
14because you have a greater opportunity[for more money from your job and most important you do 
15what you most love.]  Imagine this- [you extremley [extremely]want to work in a job, but in order to 
16work there you have to speak a certain language.  If you don’t learn that language at least a little but you 
17will be very disappointed.] It doesn’t mean that you have  to learn every language [there is], but it will be 
18very helpful.  When your working in a job [and inorder [in order] to work there it means you have to be 
19able to learn a more diverse language. Learning a more diverse language when you start school at 
20[Middle School] it helps you when older in many ways because find a job that is International and have 
21the opportunity to explore.]  Especially that [Middle School] is private, they should not only have 
22Spanish as a language but offer more varieties of languages to learn such as French, Russian, Italian, 
23Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, and as many more languages that are able to be taught.  
24                      [However] becoming fluent in [speaking a new] language can be very easy if you push 
25yourself to [learn it].  [You really don’t know how enjoying it feels unless you try it]. When you have 
26time; does it hurt to learn some new words in a different language? [Therefore how many people do you 
27think are fluent in more than one language?] It’s incredible, there’s only [47 million of people learning a 
28second language. ] We should be able to increase the learning of a language [in seconds,] let alone, the 
29students that start learning a different language when [are younger.]  As [Middle School] increases 
30they’ll [be able] to teach girls new languages each term as the school year passes.  [Since Middle School 
31opened four years ago, people understand that it is very difficult to increase in languages in just              
32 29seconds. Students at any school should experience a new language no matter where the school is 
33located.  When learning a language you are more able to become some what fluent speaking. “I would of 
34loved the opportunity to learn a more diverse language when I was in Elementary school and in [Middle 
35school] not just Spanish, but this year I have learned a but of latin and French.” Said an 8th grader.] 
36                      [As my 8th grade year at Middle School I had the chance to learn a bit of French. 
37Everytime class starts I enjoy every minute because of the differents activities the language have for you 
38to enjoy.  I want to explore France and “try” to speak like them.  I could imagine myself doing very well 
39job and enjoy every minute speaking. I wish I would have be able to learned French since I was born.  
40People should first try speaking a new language inorder to enjoy, and not criticize of how much they try.  
41 
42                      [It’s incredibly awesome learning a language because you get to visit the beautiful culture, 
43eat the international food, speak their wonderful language, get respect in what they do.  Other wise 
44people don’t really know this but language can be very harmful to their learning opportunity.  If a 
45student doesn’t know another language it does all not only harm their education and future, but get 
46you a better job, become fluent speaking a language, and enjoy what you are being taught.  Learning a 
47language when in Elementary School helps every one in many ways.] 
 
Analysis 
Structural elements 
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 Title  
Over the course of her three pieces, Elaine altered her title each time.  Her first piece 
began with the title, “the more language, the better!”  Elaine provided little information in her 
title indicating an assumption that the principal was familiar with the topic.  She used an 
exclamation clause to “express feelings in an emphatic way” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003, p.53).  
The use of the exclamation makes her piece personal and more informal which is adequate for 
the somewhat personal relationship between Elaine and the principal who interact daily at the 
school. 
Elaine changed her title in the second piece to, “The more language, the better. Students 
should learn a diverse language while still young”.   Elaine added more information in the title 
for the second audience indicating awareness of the difference in shared knowledge between 
herself and the president.  Changing her title to the declarative mood and medium modality, 
“should” indicated that Elaine had some knowledge of the difference in status between herself 
and the President and that her writing needed to be impersonal, objective and respectful.      
Elaine altered her title again for the third more personal, less distant audience, her 
mother.  This time Elaine wrote, “the more language the better!  Students should learn a diverse 
language while still young.  I know for a fact that it’s helpful in elementary school” (lines 1-3).  
Elaine wrote in the exclamation mood which was personal and appropriate for the less distant 
audience.  Her use of the medium modality, “should” illustrated a sense of authoritativeness 
while still being respectful.  Elaine positioned herself as an expert on the subject of second 
language learning when she stated, “I know for a fact that it’s helpful in elementary school”.   
This could be considered appropriate when writing for a more personal audience where there is 
less of a distinction in status between family members.  This would depend on the specific 
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relationship between the guardian and child.  The use of the personal pronoun “I”, however, 
lacked the appropriate distance and sophistication necessary in a persuasive piece.   
Thesis statement 
Elaine began her first piece for the Principal and President audiences in the following 
way: 
 
Most people believe that high school is the right place and the correct time that  
students should be able to be able to learn a second language.  Research shows, that,  
this is not true and in reality  it’s crucial to learn a second language in elementary school 
or even younger… (lines 3-6).  
  
Before stating her thesis statement, Elaine raised the opposing sides’ argument, “most people 
believe that high school is the right place and the correct time that students should be able to 
learn a second language” (line 3).  She used the medium modality, “most” to indicate her level of 
expertise on the subject while still showing some objectivity.  This indicated an awareness of the 
status differences between the audiences and herself.  She also used the medium modality, 
“should be able” indicating some objectiveness, however, the meaning of the sentence was 
confusing.  It was not clear if Elaine was saying that most people thought students were not able 
to learn another language until high school, or if this was just the time most people thought 
students should be taught the language.  Elaine assumed the audience had more knowledge in 
this area than expected.        
In her second piece, Elaine altered this opening sentence by changing the words “believe” 
to “accept” and “right” to “adequate”.  These words were not only more formal and academic but 
indicated a more objective stance.  
Elaine included the following thesis statement for the first audience: “Research shows, 
but in reality it’s crucial to learn a second language in elementary school or even younger”.  
Elaine used evidence from an “outside authority” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003) “research shows” 
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showing distance and objectivity.  In her second piece, Elaine replaced the word “learn” with 
“endorse” (line 6).  It is not clear whether Elaine simply replaced the word “learn” with 
“endorse” because it was more formal and academic, or if she meant to create a new meaning.   
She also moved the following statement “students should learn another language while young” 
(lines 7-8) up to the beginning of her piece making her thesis statement clearer.    
Preview arguments  
 
Elaine provided a preview of the arguments showing an understanding of the structural 
features in a persuasive piece.  All of Elaine’ arguments did not support her thesis statement, 
however.  The following are the arguments Elaine previewed in her first piece:  
…because when people are older learning a language, their brain doesn’t really  
 capture a different language as well as a younger brain. Students at [Middle school in 
 study] shouldn’t only have a choice of one language but more varities [varieties] that  
 they know they would enjoy learning.  Learning how to speak another language helps 
 you in many ways.  Students should be able to learn many different language can be hired 
 for better jobs, become fluent and enjoy the language they are being taught.  If students 
 don’t learn another language it can be very harmful to their education and their future.   
 
Her first argument, “because when people are older learning a language, their brain doesn’t 
really capture a different language as well as a younger brain (lines 5-6) supported her thesis to 
“learn a second language in elementary school or even younger” (lines 3-6), but was confusing 
for even the somewhat personal principal audience.  Lacking clarity and more specific 
information, the audience was forced to make their own connections that learning another 
language at a young age was important because of how the brain functions.   
 Elaine included three more arguments but they supported a position for why it is 
important to learn another language, “if you don’t learn another language it can be very harmful 
to your education” and “speaking more than one language is always better because you have a 
high opportunity for a better job”.  She also provided an argument supporting variety when 
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choosing languages, “students shouldn’t only have a choice of two language but more varities 
[varieties] that they know they would enjoy learning” and that language acquisition is easy if you 
try, “becoming fluent in learning a language can be very easy if you practice it”.    
 In Elaine’s second piece, she made the following changes to her preview of arguments: 
The reason for this is when people are older and learning a new language, the brain 
doesn’t really comprehend what they are learning as well as a younger brain.  Students 
should learn another language while young.  If they don’t it can be very harmful to there 
education .  Students at [middle school in study] should have a wide selection of what 
language they want to learn and t the same times varieties available to enjoy.  Learning 
how to speak another language helps you in many ways such as students who are able to 
speak many different languages can be hired for enjoyable job, become fluent in the 
diverse language and enjoy the language they are being taught (lines 6-13). 
Elaine’s thesis statement in her second piece clearly stated, “students should learn another 
language while young”.  She moved the argument, “if they don’t it can be very harmful to there 
[their] education” to come directly after the thesis.  This argument now clearly supported her 
thesis statement.  Elaine did not make changes to the other arguments, indicting she had some 
knowledge of structure but was not completely sure how to create arguments that aligned with a 
thesis statement.  
Arguments & Evidence  
Elaine separated her arguments into paragraphs indicating some awareness of the 
structural features.  The arguments did not support the thesis and were often not the same 
arguments previewed.   Elaine’s first piece contained very little evidence.  In fact the only 
indication of evidence she included was when she stated, “research show”.    
Elaine’s first argument in her first piece was, “at this point speaking more than one 
language is important because you have greater opportunity for more money from your job and 
most important you do what you most love”.  Elaine then provided an example of why speaking 
another language is important for job opportunities, “You going to feel so weird and you are not 
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even going to be able to know what language they are speaking”.  This was more of a 
hypothetical example than evidence and was too informal for the principal audience.  
In her second piece Elaine included more information to clarify her hypothetical example 
(lines 15-17) but it was an example and not the formal evidence appropriate for the President.  At 
the end of this paragraph, Elaine tried to connect this argument to her thesis statement by writing, 
“Learning a more diverse language when you start at [Middle school in study] it helps you when 
older in many ways because find a job that is International and have the opportunity to explore” 
but the meaning was still not clear.  
In the following paragraph Elaine states that, “becoming fluent in speaking new language 
can be easy if you push yourself to learn it”.  Again this argument is not in line with her thesis 
statement to teach languages at younger ages.  She provides a statistic that, “there’s only 47 
million of people learning a second language” but does not connect it to her argument or thesis.  
Elaine then states that, “we should be able to increase the learning of a language in seconds, let 
alone, the students that start learning a different language when they are younger”.  Here Elaine 
tries to make the connection back to her learning languages at younger ages but it is very 
confusing for the audience.    
Elaine writes a new paragraph in her second piece where she uses a personal anecdote as 
evidence to support learning a language earlier: 
As my 8th grade year at [middle school] I had the chance to learn a bit of French.   
Everytime [Every time]class starts I enjoy every minute…I wish I could have learned  
French since I was born” (lines 36-38). 
 It was clear that Elaine had some sense of the structure in that she was presenting arguments and 
evidence and trying to connect them to her thesis.  Overall, however, each paragraph was very 
confusing and difficult for the audience to understand what she was arguing.    
Reinstating arguments & Conclusion  
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Elaine did not provide a conclusion where she reinstated her arguments in her first piece.  
In her second piece she included a conclusion and made an attempt to reinstate the arguments 
(lines 42-47).  The problem, however, was that all of her arguments did not support her thesis 
statement.   
Text Connectors  
 Elaine included text connectors for the President audience such as “the reason for this,” 
(line 6), “However” (line 23), “at this point” (line 13), and “Therefore” (line 25) an indication 
that she was trying to make her piece more formal for the sophisticated audience.    
Language features  
Verbs 
In the first and second piece, Elaine used a variety of verb types including relational, 
doing, being/having thinking, saying and modal verbs.  This indicated she had some sense of the 
language features in the persuasive genre.   
In her first piece, Elaine did not express a great deal of variety when it came to her 
vocabulary choices for verbs.  She used very simple and basic verbs such as the verb “to be” and 
“to want” “to learn” and “to become” repetitively.  
In her second piece, Elaine graded higher the following example, “the brain doesn’t 
comprehend” (line 7) instead of “the brain doesn’t really capture” to indicate greater emphasis 
and sophistication.   
Generalized participants 
The general participant, language, was introduced and tracked throughout most of 
Elaine’s first and second pieces.  It was underdeveloped, however, due to precise language. 
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Elaine included a variety of comparison, factual, quantity and evaluative adjectivals such 
as opinion in her first piece.  Examples were, “right” (opinion), “younger” (factual), “older” 
(factual), “better” (comparison), “two” (quantity), and “harmful” (opinion).  Although she 
provided a variety, these adjectives were overall basic.  
Adverbials 
 Elaine added the adverbials “extremely” (line 15) and therefore” (line 25) to help express 
her opinion.    
Person/voice  
Elaine improved her second piece by altering some of the informal and personal second 
person singular “you” she used in the first piece, to the more distant third person singular or 
plural in all except two occasions. 
Overall Elaine made improvements in altering her second piece so that it was more 
sophisticated, distant and formal.  There were some areas where she still needed to improve. She 
also used the low modality “doesn’t really” (line 8) to describe how an older brain doesn’t 
process language as well as a younger brain.   
In the last sentence of the third piece Elaine addressed her mother informally and stated 
that, “I bet that if we can go back in time when I was in Elementry [Elementary] School you 
would try to find a language that I can learn and keep speaking while I was growing up”.  Except 
for this last line, Elaine did not make any substantive changes to this piece. 
Summary  
In summation, when examining and comparing Lina’s second piece with her first piece, 
small changes were made to the structure, language and tenor as a result of the change in 
audience.  When the audience became more distant, Lina graded some opinion vocabulary for 
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example to make her piece more intense and added more modal verbs.  Although these were 
small changes, they indicated awareness of the need to create a more distant, impersonal tenor.  
After Lina made these changes to meet the needs of the more distant, sophisticated audience, The 
President, she resisted making changes for the less sophisticated, more personal audience, a 
guardian.   
Juanita made improvements to her second piece, for the distant President, by including 
more information, sophisticated evidence such as citations from articles, and making her 
language more formal and academic.  There were areas, however, that were less appropriate for 
the distant audience than for the semi distant audience, the principal.  Juanita continued to use 
the second person singular within her piece as well as the interrogative mood and high 
modalities, which was not appropriate for the audience.  While the piece for the second was 
improved in many ways it was also less effective in others.  Juanita did not make changes to her 
third piece.   
Elaine made some small improvement to the structure in her second piece. She separated 
her ideas into four paragraphs instead of two.  She began with a thesis statement and previewed 
arguments.  She also included a conclusion which reinforced her major points.  The major 
problem, however, was that her arguments overall did not clearly align with her thesis statement 
making her piece very confusing for all audiences.  Elaine did include more information to 
support the President’s background knowledge and altered the titles for the three audiences. 
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Chapter Seven  
 
Longitudinal view of student writing 
 
This chapter illustrates the focal students’ development over the course of the year from 
two different perspectives.  I present the focal students’ general development over the year in 
terms of the three general assessments they took at the beginning, middle and end of the year.   
Then I examine how the focal students progressed in terms of tenor over the course of the year 
from the perspective of an SFL rubric (See Appendices E &F) and further analysis that I did as 
tenor was the heart of my study.  This way I could see overall the impact my instruction with a 
focus on tenor on tenor itself.     
General progress over the year  
Juanita, Elaine and Lina all made progress over the year in terms of the three general 
assessments.  All of the focal students included more text with each assessment.  Elaine and Lina 
did a better job answering the question in the second and third pieces.  Juanita answered the 
question completely for the first assessment but not the second.  During the third assessment 
Juanita provided more depth and specifically detailed what students should do to become better 
writers.  All of the focal students included more descriptions and information with each piece.   
General writing progress 
Over the course of the year, students made general progress in terms of their writing.  In 
this section I present the students’ general progress from the perspective of the three general 
assessments.  
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Below in (Table 18) are the scores the focal students received for the three general 
assessments.  The students’ writing was scored based on composting, style, sentence formation, 
usage and mechanics on a scale of one through five (Appendix H). 
Table 18 
Focal student rubric scores 
General assessments 
Student Assessment 1 Assessment 2 Assessment 3 
Lina 7 12 13 
Juanita 13 16.5 19 
Elaine 14.5 16 18 
Scores are out of 25 total possible points 
 
In examining the first assessment I found that all of the students understood the basic 
question to suggest a new after-school activity and explain why students might enjoy it.  Some 
examples of activities suggested were dancing, acting and outdoor survival.   
Where students exhibited difficulty was in creating a clear and coherent piece that the 
audience could follow.  Formulating an appropriate structure to organize with a thesis statement, 
arguments, supportive evidence and a conclusion where the major points were reinforced proved 
to be difficult for most students.  It was common for the students to use only one paragraph 
instead of multiple paragraphs to answer the question and not provide support or evidence for 
their arguments.  Some students added a concluding sentence at the end of their piece but often 
did not reinstate the points but raised new elements.   
In terms of tenor, the students overall assumed the test audience knew more 
information than expected for a distant audience.   All of the students needed to provide more 
description and information about their activities for the audience to understand and be 
convinced to make it a school activity.  The majority of students used basic, simple sentences 
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that lacked complexity, a variety of vocabulary and formality, indicating a lack of awareness of 
the status difference that exists between the student and test audience.  Most students did use, 
however, low modality which was appropriate and respectful for the test audience.  Their use of 
low modality indicated tentativeness and an awareness of the status difference between the test 
audience and student.  At times the use of “I think” for example, was respectful but too tentative 
to convince the reader.  Below I provide the first general assessments of Juanita, Lina and Elaine 
to illustrate the students’ writing for the first general assessment.   
General assessment 1 
Juanita 
Juanita, a middle of the road writer, in one paragraph explained that she wanted the 
school to provide an outdoor activity to learn survival skills.  Below is Juanita’s assessment seen 
in (Figure 14).  Juanita’s general assessment was typed below for purposes of clarity.   
Figure 14 
General assessment 1 
1A new after school activity would be doing out door activities.  Like for example learn 
2the things we need to survive when were outdoors like when your in the woods jungle 
3forest or anything.  I think we should do this by taking a trip to the woods (white 
4mountains) and experience a 5 day trip without electricity or running water.  I also 
5think we should do this because some people would have more fun in school.   
Word Count: 76 
 
Juanita began her piece with the following simple sentence, “a new after school activity 
would be doing out door [outdoor] activities”.   Although an interesting idea, this sentence did 
not read like a thesis statement or statement of position.  Instead it should read something like, 
“outdoor activities make excellent after school activities because…” for example.  Due to the 
lack of thesis statement, the audience had to read through the entire piece before understanding 
what Juanita was suggesting.   
Juniata described the activity as one where a student would: 
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learn the things we need to survive when were outdoors like when your in the woods  
jungle forest or anything.  I think we should do this by taking a trip to the woods (white  
mountains) and experience a 5 day trip without electricity or running water (lines 2-5). 
 
 Juanita assumed the audience was more familiar with her topic, when she wrote “things” and did 
not provide an explanation.  She used the low modality, “I think” and medium modality “should” 
to explain how the students could learn survival skills.  Her use of the low and medium modality 
indicated awareness of the status difference between the test audience and herself but her use the 
first person singular, “I” which was too personal for the test audience.   
Juanita provided a reason to have outdoor activities such as “some people would have 
more fun in school” but assumed the audience was familiar with the topic as she did not 
elaborate as to why people would have more fun and support the reason with evidence.  This 
reason was also placed at the end of the piece instead of the beginning indicating Juanita had 
some sense of the structure but was not entirely clear.    
Juanita did include some adverbials such as the phrase “in the woods, jungle, forest”, and 
“to the woods”.  These phrases answered the question, “where”.  
Lina   
 
Lina, an emerging writer, understood the basic question asked of her in the assessment.  
In one paragraph, three lines, Lina suggested that her school create a dance group activity.  
Lina’s first general assessment is seen below in (Figure 15). 
Figure 15 
General assessment 1 
1I will suggestions a Dance group activities because I know that alot of girls love to 
2dance.  and they will love to be in a Dance group.  Some girls have fun when they 
3dance. 
 
Lina included a brief statement of position, “I will suggestions a Dance group activities because I 
know a lot if girls love to dance” (line 1-2) indicating she had some sense of the structure 
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expected.   Her statement of position, however, was too brief, used the question in the response, 
“I will suggestions” (line 1) and was too personal as illustrated by her use of the personal 
pronoun, “I”.   The evidence that Lina provided, “Some girls have fun when they dance” (lines 3-
4) was not sufficient to support the argument for a dance activity.   
Lina assumed the audience was familiar with the “girls” (line 1) and “some girls” (line 2) 
as she did not provide any additional information as to who they were.  Additionally, Lina did 
not provide any information concerning what kind of dance the students were interested in doing, 
who would teach the dance classes, where the school could host the classes or how many 
students for example would be interested in participating.  She used a medium modality verb 
“will” but the future tense was inappropriate.  Overall Lina’s first general assessment did not 
indicate awareness of the structure, language and impersonal tenor expected when writing for a 
distant, test audience.   
Elaine 
Below in (Figure 16) is Elaine’s first general assessment.   
 
Figure 16 
General assessment 1 
1There are many activities out there that many kids like to do.  An activity that we can 
2do is Acting because every girl can express their feelings.  I think most girls would like 
3that because you get to be a new character, have new feelings for that role.  Also 
4because we can feel what others feel.  Acting is very fun.  It would be good to have 
5acting as an activity. 
 6I love to act. 
Word Count: 74 
 
Elaine suggested “acting” as a new school activity.  She clearly understood the question 
asked of her in the prompt.  She created an appropriate objective and formal voice in the first line 
by using the general participants, “activities” and “kids” and third person singular.   Elaine did 
not exhibit a strong sense of how to create an appropriate structure, however.  Her piece 
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presented a statement that did not read like a thesis statement or statement of position.  Instead of 
stating, “an activity that we can do is Acting because every girl can express their feelings” (lines 
1-2), an effective thesis statement could read for example, “A desirable activity for girls is acting 
because they can express their feelings”.   Her statement with the use of “we” was also too 
personal for the distant test audience.   
Elaine provided the following arguments, “because every girl can express their feelings” 
(line 2), “…you get to be a new character, have new feelings for that role.  And because we can 
feel what other feel.  Acting is very fun” (lines 2-4), but their meanings were not clear and she 
not include any evidence.  Elaine did not illustrate awareness of audience as indicated by the lack 
of information she provided about what the activity would entail and why the students would 
enjoy participating.  She used very basic and simple sentences and adjectives such as “new”, 
“good” and “fun” and the adjectival phrase, “for that role”.   
Elaine included a conclusion, “it would be good to have acting as an activity”, but it was 
too basic and did not reinforce her arguments for having dance as an activity.  Elaine also 
included the very personal, “I love to act” as her final sentence indicating she did not have a 
clear sense of the impersonal tenor expected when writing for the distant, formal test audience.     
 Elaine exhibited a tentative role as the writer with her use of low modality, “I think most 
girls would like that because you get to be a new character, have new feelings for that role” (line 
2).  This sentence did not exude confidence and persuade the audience.    
General assessment two  
               In the second assessment (Figure 17) all of the students made improvements when 
compared to the first assessment.  The students overall did a better job creating a statement of 
position, providing an appropriate structure, including more information to support the 
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audience’s background knowledge, incorporating more adjectivals and adverbials as well as a 
greater variety of vocabulary, and producing text that was cleared and more coherent.  Below I 
present the focal students’ second general assessment to illustrate the general development made 
from the beginning of the year.    
Figure 17 
General assessment 2 
Think about what a perfect day would be for you.  What would you do?  Where would 
you be?  Who would be with you?  In a well-developed composition, describe your 
perfect day and explain why it would be perfect for you.  (Adapted from MCAS 2007 
Writing Prompt http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/testitems.html). 
 
Lina  
 Below in (Figure 18) is Lina’s second general assessment. 
  
Figure 18 
General assessment 2 
1A perfect day for me it will be when is nice and sunny outside.  Also when the 
2temputer [temperature] is hot.  I will go to the pool or the lake with my family and 
3friends.  We will eat hotdog and chips and drink soda or Juice.  We will have fun.  I 
4will bring game so when we dont [don’t] want to swim anymore we could play some 
5fun game so like we dont [don’t] have to be bored.  Then after when we live from the 
6pool or lake we will go get some icecream [ice cream] yummy.  After that I would go 
7to a party and dance and eat the yummy good food.  
 
Lina’s second general assessment indicated some knowledge of structure as Lina began 
by clearly addressing the question and stating her position as, “a perfect day for me it will be 
when is nice and sunny outside”(line 1).   Her use of the low modal “will” was inappropriate, 
however.  
Lina did not preview reasons why her perfect day is “when is nice and sunny outside” 
(line 1) followed by paragraphs and examples.  Instead she used basic, simple sentences to tell 
the audience what she would do, “I will go to the pool or the lake with my family and friends.  
We will eat hotdog and chips and drink soda or Juice.  We will have fun” (lines 2-3).    
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Although Lina still used basic, simple sentences such as, “I will have fun”, she did 
include more information by adding adverbial phrases.  Examples are when she stated, “I will go 
to the pool or the lake with my family and friends.”   
Lina did not include many noun describers and specific information to support the 
background knowledge of the test audience.   
Elaine 
 Below in Figure 19 is Elaine’s second general assessment.   
 
Figure 19 
General assessment 2 
1The perfect day for me would have to be at the beach where it’s warm ad [and] the 
2beautiful foamy waves cover your body.  I wouldn’t do much but just lay there on my 
3towel and the hotness of the sand going through.  The hot-steamy red sun would change 
4my skin color in minutes.  I love going to beaches because it makes me feel if I was in a 
5Tropical place where the coconuts fall from them.  (but truly that does happen, ha ha)  I 
6would love to be with my friends chilling and talking as if we haven’t seen each other in 
7a long time.  We can go swimming and go out to eat to a seafood place. Yummm! 
Word Count: 119 
 
Elaine answered the question and provided the following thesis sentence, “the perfect day 
for me would have to be at the beach where it’s warm ad [and] the beautiful foamy waves cover 
your body” (lines 1-2).  Here she used the medium modality “would have to” but which was 
appropriate for the audience, but did not answer the second part of question concerning why 
going to the beach would be a perfect day for her. 
Elaine used descriptive and opinion adjectivals to show the audience that the beach 
would be warm and where “beautiful foamy waves cover your body” (line 2).  She did not 
provide a location of this beach but did a better job in this assessment of using a greater a variety 
of the types of adjectives, including evaluative choices such as “warm” (opinion) (line 1), 
“beautiful” (opinion) (line 2), “foamy” (opinion) (line 2), “hotness” (opinion) (line 3), “hot-
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steamy” (opinion) (line 3), “red” (factual) (line 3), “Tropical” (factual) (line 4), “seafood” 
(factual) (line 7) to describe the beach and provide the audience with information.   
 Additionally, Elaine used complex sentences such as, “The hot-steamy red sun would 
change my skin color in minutes” (lines 3-4).  She included opinion and factual adjectives, “hot-
steamy red” (line 3) to describe the sun and the modal verb “would change” (line 4) to indicate 
possibility.   
 Elaine also included the following adjectival and adverbial phrases to increase the 
complexity of her piece and answer the questions where and when: “at the beach” (line 1), “on 
my towel” (line 3), “of the sand” (line 3), “in minutes” (line 4), “to beaches” (line 4), “in a 
Tropical place” (line 5), “where the coconuts fall from them…” (line 5), “in a long time” (line 7), 
and “to a seafood place” (line 8).  Adding these components made her sentence much more 
interesting and informative.  This illustrated a definite improvement. 
Additionally, Elaine improved the complexity of her piece by providing a reason for 
choosing the beach, “I love going to beaches because it makes me feel if I was in a Tropical 
place where the coconuts fall from them.  (but truly that does happen, ha ha)” (lines 4-5).  She 
also included the complex adjectival clause “where the coconuts fall from them” to describe the 
tropical place.   
Elaine did add a bit of humor in the bracket piece of text (but truly that does happen, ha 
ha) (line 5).  Unfortunately the language used in the brackets and also the use of the verb 
“chillin” (line 6) were not appropriate and too informal for the test audience.   
Elaine did, however, use modal verbs appropriately to indicate possibility.  Examples 
where when she said, “The perfect day for me would have to be at the beach,” (line 1) or “I 
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wouldn’t do much but just lay there on my towel and the hotness of the sand going through” 
(lines 2-3) or “The hot-steamy red sun would change my skin color in minutes” (lines 3-4).   
Juanita 
 Below in (Figure 20) is Juanita’s second general assessment.  
 
Figure 20 
General assessment 2  
1The Bright yellowy orangey burning hot sun is out.  the sky is blue and the blue jay 
2birds are churping[chirping] and singing on a tree branch outside my window, your 
3amigas are with you on a beautiful day what possibly more could you want.  On such 
4beautiful days like this I would go to the lake/beach.  I would lay down on a chair and 
5get a tan.  I would listen to music all day long.  Wich [Which] is way better than sitting 
6at home all day long.  I would waste all my money on limbes (grape-cherry) ONLY!  I 
7would not go to school. 
    8By: 
    9Juanita  
 
Juanita described her perfect day as a beautiful day at the beach.  Juanita drew the 
audience in immediately by describing a beautiful day as one where the “bright yellowy oragey 
[orangey] burning hot sun is out” (line 1).  She used multiple opinion and factual adjectives to 
describe the sun such as: “Bright” (line 1), “yellowy” (line 1), “orangey” (line 1), “burning” (line 
1), and “hot” (line 1).  Although the adjectives “yellowy” and “orangey” were not formal and 
appropriate for the test audience, Juanita created a rich description and provided information for 
the audience.  Her piece, however, read more like a description than the other students which 
were more persuasive in nature as she did not include a thesis like statement.  Additionally 
Juanita missed the second part of the prompt which asked her to “explain why it would be 
perfect for you”.  
Juanita went on to describe the beautiful day at the beach as one where, “the sky is blue 
and the blue jay birds are churping [chirping] singing on a tree branch outside my window” 
(lines 1-2).  Although she used the simple factual adjective “blue” to describe both the sky and 
the type of bird it still provided information for the audience.  Additionally, she did not just say 
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there were blue jay birds but she added the action verb “churping” [chirping] (line 2) and 
“singing” (line 2) to describe their action and the adverbial clause, “on a tree branch outside my 
window” (line 2) to indicate location.  
Her sentences in this general assessment overall were more complex, included greater 
description, adjectivals and modal verbs.  Additionally, Juanita expressed her cultural identity by 
including Spanish in the line, “your amigas are with you on a beautiful day what possibly more 
could you want” (line 3).   
Juanita stated she would go the beach on a day like this, get a tan and listen to music.  
Although she did not indicate what beach or lake in particular she would visit, she did express 
her identity again by stating she would spend all of her money on the Spanish “limbes” (line 7).   
  Juanita’s piece still needed greater explanation, depth and a conclusion in order to 
provide the audience with enough information to support their background knowledge.  Juanita’s 
second assessment, however, showed improvement.  
General assessment three  
 
             Below in Figure (21) is the third general assessment students were provided.   
 
Figure 21 
General assessment 3 
What advice would you give to (fifth/sixth/seventh) grade-students to help them become 
successful (sixth/seventh/eighth) graders and explain how the advice will help them to have a 
good experience in (sixth/seventh/eighth) grade? Adapted from MCAS 2007 Writing Prompt 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/testitems.html 
 
Lina  
 Below in Figure 22 is Lina’s third general assessment.  
 
Figure 22 
General assessment 3 
1The advice I will give them is to do good at school.  DO all there work and homework.  
2To be good don’t be bad kids.  To ask for help when did need it.  Like don’t be shy ask 
3any question they what. Don’t let nobody put your down.  For example if you have a 
4question and you shy to ask it because people are going to make fun of you who cares 
5ask the quision [question].  Work really 6hard so like that you could go to a good High 
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6school and a good college.  If you work hard in school and do your best you could 
7have anything you what in life.  School is very important in life.  You see People 
8working in a job that they don’t like but they have to do it because of there [their] 
9family and kids.  Maybe there family they not have money to send them to school.  
10So you should work hard so you could have the job you want and you love.  My 
11Advice is to do very good at school and work so hard.  Like me I am trying to work 
12really hard. school is very impoant [important].   
 
Lina understood and addressed the question in her first line when she stated, “the advice I 
will give them is to do good at school” (line 1).  Her ability to address the question directly 
showed an improvement.   
Lina provided more information to support the background knowledge of the audience in 
this piece indicating Lina’s awareness of the test audience.  Lina provided a lot of advice for the 
seventh graders in this piece.  She stated that they [seventh graders] should “DO all there [their] 
work and homework.  To be good, don’t be bad kids” (lines 1-2).  Additionally, she suggested 
students ask for help, not be shy, not let anyone put them down, ask questions and “working hard 
so you can be accepted to a good high school and college” (lines 5-6).  Furthermore she stated 
that if you [student] do work hard can have anything you want in life.   
Elaine 
 Below in (Figure 23) is Elaine’s third general assessment.  
 
Figure 23 
General Assessment 3 
1First of all the eight graders each and every one of them is to try their hardest in everything 
2they do.  Eight grade is how you make it, if you want to have a negative attitude than the year 
3is going to go bad.  If you have a positive attitude then your year will go as good as it can be.  
4Eight grade is one of the most important years because that is the year that you get chosen to 
5any school you most want to go to.  People think that eight grade is the hardest grade in middle 
6school but that’s not true.  If you work hard it will come easy especially that [Middle school in 
7study] helps you in any way you need it.  In eight grade you have to show that you can be a 
8leader in everything there is to be asked to do. 
9         In conclusion, eight grade is how you make it.  Whether its bad or good.  Its the grade 
10you need to be attentive and so very anxious because you get to be chosen to the school you 
11been wanting to get in.  Eight grade is an awesome grade in middle school.  You will enjoy 
12every minute of it as the year passes. 
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Elaine provided advice for the upcoming 8th graders in her final general assessment.  
Unfortunately, the first line of Elaine’s piece was quite confusing.  Elaine told the test audience 
she was writing for eight grade students and for them to try their hardest, “first of all the eight 
[eighth] graders each and every one of them is to try their hardest in everything they do” (lines 1-
2).  Elaine in this aforementioned line used the relational verb “is” which indicates that what 
follows must connect with what proceeds.  This connection did not exist here.   
What Elaine did not do was inform the audience that she was providing advice to eight 
graders about being successful and having a good experience in eighth grade.  Elaine did not 
give the audience enough information to understand the piece, resulting in the audience having to 
read on to put the pieces together.   
Elaine exhibited a strong, unwavering voice when she told the future eighth graders to 
have a positive attitude, work hard and be a leader.  She wrote, “people think that eight[eighth] 
grade is the hardest grade in middle school but that’s not true” (line 5).  In this sentence Elaine 
used the third person from the start making her voice more formal and academic.  She then 
moved to using the second person, however, in the next sentence, “if you work hard it will come 
easy especially that [Middle school in study] helps you in any way you need it” (lines 5-8) 
making it more informal as she tried to connect directly with the audience.  Although her use of 
the second person singular “you” made her piece more informal, she tried to connect directly 
with the audience as she spoke with conviction and the belief that her opinions and advice were 
valid and should be headed.  She did not use any tentative language or low modality such as, “I 
think…” but rather told the younger students straight out “if you work hard it will come easy…” 
(line 6).  This is appropriate if the audience was in fact the seventh graders and not the more 
formal test audience.   
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 Elaine included two paragraphs in her final assessment. The first paragraph contained a 
thesis statement as noted in the aforementioned paragraph followed by six sentences of 
thoughtful advice for the next eighth grade class. The last paragraph consisted of a strong 
conclusion where she stated the need for eighth graders to be attentive and anxious … “because 
you get to be chosen to the school you been wanting to get in” (line 11).  Additionally, Elaine 
stated that eighth grade is awesome and they will enjoy every minute.   
Elaine’s sentence structure showed improvement in this piece as well.  Her sentences 
were longer and more complex.  An example is when she stated, “Eight [eighth] grade is one of 
the most important years because that is the year that you get chosen to any school you most 
want to go to” (lines 4-5).  Here she did not simply state that eight grade was one of the most 
important years but explained that it was the year students were selected for high schools. 
  She provided more information to support her audience’s background knowledge by 
including longer, more complex sentences.  She used a variety of adjectives such as: negative, 
bad, positive, good, important, hard, attentive, anxious and awesome.  Additionally, she used the 
adverb “every” (line 1) to indicate how many, “easy” (line 7) to indicate degree, “especially” 
(line 7) and the phrase, “In conclusion” to signal that the piece was coming to an end. 
Juanita 
 
Below in (Figure 24) is Juanita’s third general assessment. 
Figure 24  
Juanita general assessment 3 
1My advice for some seven graders to become suceesful [successful]is that they should be very 
2descriptive when they are writing and describe things very well.  Also I would write as many 
3strong vocab [vocabulary] you can think of and also when you say 4something with little details 
4and more nad [and] more verbs adjectives nouns (etc) so they can like it.  Also when you write 
5a piece don’t make it so basic write about something no one ever write about like me, I wrote a 
6fiction/nonfiction story about vampires falling in love and what they been through.  More 
7advice I would give to seven graders is that when writing a piece do not just write to write, 
8write because you want to and be very engaged in it and make it more engaging for your 
9readers.   
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Juanita interpreted the question differently but also came up with a piece that fit the 
demand of the prompt.  Instead of providing advice on how to be successful and enjoy seventh 
grade, Juanita wrote specifically about how to be a successful writer in seventh grade in order to 
have a better experience.  Her specificity illustrated improvement, for she went beyond the 
surface and answered the question with depth.  In examining Juanita’s piece, I found that she had 
a thesis statement that partially answered the question.  She provided advice for seventh graders 
on how to be successful.  Juanita used only one paragraph in this piece and did not provide a 
conclusion.  She did provide the audience with many examples of how to become successful [in 
writing] such as “be descriptive…and describe things very well” (line 2).  Additionally, she 
added that students should use strong vocabulary and “add more verbs adjectives nouns (etc)…” 
(lines 4-5).   Furthermore, she suggested not writing a piece that is basic but about “something no 
one ever write about” (line 6).  She provided her own fictional narrative as an example when she 
stated, “…like me, I wrote a fiction/nonfiction story about vampires falling in love and what they 
been through” (lines 6-8).  
Juanita ended her piece by stating, “more advice I would give to seven graders is that 
when writing a piece do not just write to write, write because you want to and be very engaged in 
it and make it more engaging for your readers” (lines 8-10).  Here she provided one last piece of 
advice as opposed to reinstating to the audience the different elements she already mentioned.  
Although the structure of Juanita’s piece needed improvement, the language and voice 
were appropriate for the test audience.   
Beginning to End 
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In summation, when I examined the students’ assessments from the perspective of a 
general rubric I noted improvements over the course of the year.  Most students showed 
improvement in their ability to address the question and create a thesis-like statement.   
In the second assessment, students illustrated awareness of the difference in shared 
knowledge between themselves and the audience.  This was indicated by the inclusion of more 
information to support the audience’s background knowledge.  The most notable differences 
between the assessments were the increased amount of text.  The students also included more 
adjectivals, adverbials, and used a greater variety of vocabulary and modality to illustrate a more 
authoritative voice.  All of the students met the standard in terms of usage and mechanics.   
In the last assessment students continued to show improvements.  Juanita illustrated 
progress by writing with greater specificity, for example. Although many students did not 
understand that the piece appeared to be addressed to one audience (secondary audience) but the 
evaluators of the test were the real audience, improvements were still noted.   
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Progress with tenor over the year  
 
 
This section examines the rubric scores the students received as well as further analysis 
on their writing across the two genres, fictional narrative and persuasive writing in terms of 
tenor.  Although the two genres are very different, they were assessed in a similar manner.  
Tenor, or the relationship between the writer and audience, is realized in the interpersonal 
function of language.  Over the course of the year, students wrote a fictional narrative piece for 
three different audiences: a friend, literary magazine and a fourth grade student in that order.  
During the persuasive genre unit students also wrote a piece for three different audiences: the 
principal of their school, the President of the United States and a parent, family member or 
guardian in that order.  In summation, the students wrote for six audiences over the course of the 
year.  
Students showed improvement in their ability to use the interpersonal function (tenor) to 
entertain an audience (fictional narrative) and take a position and persuade someone (exposition).  
In both genres, overall students used different elements of the impersonal function to meet the 
needs of the first two audiences; a friend, literary agent, principal and The President.  In both 
genres, students made fewer choices from the interpersonal function to meet the needs of the less 
sophisticated third audiences, fourth grader and guardian.  
 When looking across both genres there were elements of tenor where the students made 
improvements such as including information to support the background knowledge of the 
audience.  Whereas in the fictional narrative unit all students were able to write in the first or 
third person appropriately, many more students exhibited difficulty in this area in the persuasive 
unit.  Many students included the first person “I” and second person “you” within their pieces.   
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Below in (Table 19) I provide the focal students’ rubric scores indicating their 
performance in relation to audience, an element of tenor, for the six different pieces over the 
course of the year.  Examples from the students’ texts are included in order to illustrate students’ 
performances.  Following this will be the students’ scores in relation to identity/voice.  Due to 
the fact that the students made very few changes to their third pieces for both fictional narrative 
and persuasive writing my analysis will focus primarily on the first two audiences.  
Table 19 
Audience  
Awareness of 
audience student 
provides enough 
information to 
entertain and 
support 
background 
knowledge of 
audience 
 
Awareness of 
status between 
audience and 
writer as 
indicated by 
language 
choices  
Friend  
FN 
Literary 
Agent  
Fn 
Fourth Grader 
FN 
Principal 
PW 
President 
PW 
Guardian 
PW 
Lina Background 
info:1 
Status: 2 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative  X 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Background 
info:1 
Status: 1 
Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative X 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
Background 
info:1 
Status: 1 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative X 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
Background 
info: 2.5 
Status:2.5 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Background 
info: 2 
Status:2 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √1 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
Background 
info:1 
Status:2 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Juanita Background 
info: 2 
Status: 3 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Background 
info: 3 
Status: 2.5 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Background 
info:2 
Status: 2 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Background 
info: 3.5 
Status:3 
Mood: 
Declarative: √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory 
X 
 
Background 
info: 3 
Status: 3.5 
Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative 
√ 
Exclamatory  
X 
Background 
info:2 
Status:2.5 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory 
X 
 
Elaine Background 
info:2 
Status: 2.5 
Background 
info:3.5 
Status:3.5 
Background 
info:2 
Status:2 
Background 
info: 3 
Status: 3 
Background 
info:3 
Status:3 
Background 
info:2 
Status:2.5 
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Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Mood: 
Declarative √ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative √ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative√ 
Interrogative 
√ 
Exclamatory 
X 
Mood: 
Declarative√ 
Imperative√ 
Interrogative√ 
Exclamatory√ 
 
 
Audience             
                  When examining the three focal students’ writing composed for the fictional narrative 
friend audience, I found that Elaine and Juanita picked topics, “vampires in love” and “teenagers 
at a party” and created characters that were engaging for the friend audience.  Lina’s topic was 
less clear since her piece was more representative of a recount of a discussion between friends 
than a fictional narrative.  Lina and Elaine did not provide an adequate amount of information to 
support that background knowledge of the audience, however, indicating they were not aware of 
the amount of shared knowledge that existed between themselves and their audience.  This was 
indicated by the partial descriptions and too few noun describers they provided.    
               Elaine included little information about Chanel, her main character, also the “guys” 
who captured here and why she was captured for example.  Elaine also did not include a title in 
her first piece.  Lina assumed the audience knew the participants, friends “Ana and Nana”, and 
events that took place in her piece as she did not provide much information about them at all.  
Lina did provide a title, “the girl that got killed by her best friend” (line 1) but then did not 
explain these participants or events in her piece for the friend audience.  Juanita provided 
adequate amount of information for a friend in her orientation (lines 1-9) but not in the events 
that followed.  This lack of information made their pieces confusing even for a friend audience 
who may be expected to know the participants and events.   
             Lina, Juanita and Elaine indicated awareness of the status that existed between 
themselves and the friend audience as indicated by their casual language.  Juanita’s use of “like” 
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for example in “…and text Audrey even though she was like right next to me” (lines 34-35) was 
informal.   Lina’s phrase “in a few” (line 2) was informal and indicated her teen identity.  The 
focal students all wrote in the declarative mood except in dialogue where they wrote in the 
interrogative.  Elaine and Juanita also wrote in the imperative and exclamatory moods in 
dialogue, which was appropriate for the audience.   
            When students wrote for the literary agent, Elaine and Juanita indicated awareness of the 
distant, formal audience by including more descriptions about the participants and events to 
support the audience’s background knowledge.  These students included many more adjectivals, 
including phrases and clauses making their pieces more informative and formal and engaging for 
the audience.  Lina doubled the amount of adjectivals she included from nine in the first piece to 
eighteen in her second piece but still did not provide enough information for the literary agent to 
understand the piece.   
            Juanita and Elaine incorporated more formal and academic language for the second 
audience and graded some evaluative vocabulary higher to be more intense.  Juanita also 
included “Prologue” and “Chapter 1…” to make her piece more formal.  Lina graded some of 
her words higher to be more intense such as “to scream” and some lower such as “to whisper”.  
This also was an indication of the students’ awareness of the status difference that existed 
between themselves and the literary agent.  
          The students took the literary audience piece and altered it to meet the needs of another 
audience, a fourth grade student.  When the students wrote for the less distant audience, the 
fourth grader, the majority of the students resisted changing their pieces.  Students showed 
frustration and made comments such as, “oh this is fine for the fourth grade,” or “they aren’t 
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going to understand anyways” (Observation, 2010).  Many of the students were very pleased 
with the writing they completed for the literary agent and did not want to change their pieces.   
          In terms of audience, Elaine translated Spanish words such as “arroz con pollo” “rice with 
chicken” in her third piece believing that the younger students would not understand the Spanish.  
She also explained that Jorge was her dad and that a dictator is, “like a president but meaner and 
tells you what to do in Puerto Rico but Cuba does (Audience 3, lines 13-14).  Although a small 
change this was an indication that Elaine was aware that the degree of shared knowledge 
between herself and a fourth grader was less than a literary agent for example.  Translating the 
Spanish words was interesting for Elaine assumed that the younger audience would not have 
knowledge of Spanish but the literary agent would.  She did not provide more information to 
make the characters or events more interesting and appropriate for a younger audience.   
          Juanita did not provide more information to support the background knowledge of the 
fourth grade student but instead removed sections of her piece she felt were inappropriate for a 
younger audience and replaced the word, “kiss” with “hug”.  These changes although small were 
an indication that she was aware of the difference in status that existed between herself and the 
fourth grade audience.  Juanita did not change her piece to make the characters or events more 
engaging and appropriate or accessible for the younger audience.   
           Lina made no changes to her third piece indicating she was not aware of the difference in 
background knowledge or status of the fourth grade student.               
   Persuasive writing  
              In the persuasive unit, the students first wrote for the principal of their school.  The 
principal audience was not very distant in that the students interacted with her every day and the 
principal was aware of the events taking place in many of the students’ lives at school and home. 
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That being said there was still a distinction in status that existed between the students and the 
principal.  The focal students showed improvement in providing adequate amount of information 
for the first audience in the persuasive unit in comparison to the fictional narrative. Juanita, 
Elaine and Lina’s first pieces scored higher in terms of providing information to support the 
audience’s background knowledge.    
              In Juanita’s persuasive piece for the principal audience, for example, she received a 3 in 
the rubric for this category compared to a 2 for the fictional narrative.  An example of the 
information she provided to the principal was when she explained the generalized participant, 
tracking.  She stated, “tracking is when students are into different groups by their learning ability 
level and often their race.  They don’t group because of race at [middle school in study] but it is 
proven in article, “Tracking of students is an unwise policy” that race is a cause in many 
schools” (lines 10-12).  Here she explains what tracking is and cites an article as evidence.  This 
was in contrast to her first fictional narrative piece where some of the participants were unclear. 
             Lina clearly incorporated more information for her persuasive audience than she did for 
the fictional narrative as evidence by the list of food she included “spaghetti, pasta, rice, bean, 
corn and chicken…” (line 28) as examples of healthy food kids should eat at school.  Lina did 
not describe or provide information on the participants in her fictional narrative.  
             Elaine did not do a substantially better job in her first persuasive piece providing 
information to support the background knowledge in comparison to her fictional narrative.  
There were many areas where she assumed the audience had more knowledge than could be 
expected.  An example is when she wrote, “the reason for this is when people are older and 
learning a new language, the brain doesn’t really comprehend what they are learning as well as a 
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younger brain” (lines 6-7).  Here Elaine assumes the audience knows more about language 
acquisition than can be expected or she did not know more information on the subject.   
              In the students’ second persuasive pieces Juanita did not make as many changes or 
additions for the formal and distant President as she did for the fictional narrative, literary agent.  
Juanita did include an explanation of why students benefit from being in classes with people of 
different abilities (See chapter six).  She also provided an explanation of how racism is a 
negative result of tracking (See chapter six) but her explanations were still confusing for the 
President audience.   
             Lina included more information to support the background knowledge of the President 
audience than she did the literary agent in her fictional narrative.  The following quotation is an 
example of the evidence Lina included for the second persuasive audience to indicate the school 
food was terrible, “the food is weird, jail food, despicable, garbage! Elaine said” and “I starve 
half the time” (lines 19-21).  Lina included a lot more information for the second audience in her 
persuasive piece than she did in her fictional narrative indicating a greater awareness of tenor.     
             In the fictional narratives, Juanita and Elaine indicated some awareness of the similar 
status that existed between themselves and the friend audience by their use of casual, informal 
language, choice of topic and characters.  Juanita, Elaine and Lina indicated a greater awareness 
of status, however, in their first persuasive pieces for the principal, than in their fictional 
narrative audiences for the friend audience.  To start, the students’ pieces looked much more like 
writing and less oral language.  The students’ use of academic language in their persuasive 
pieces was also an indicator of their greater awareness of status when writing for the principal 
audience.   All three students for example used academic text connectors such as “secondly”  and 
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“in conclusion”.  Lina for example used the following text connectors: “finally” (line 12), 
“firstly” (line 15), “secondly” (line 24), “thirdly” (line 3), “in conclusion” (line 39).               
 The following quotation is another example of Elaine indicating awareness of the status 
difference between herself and the principal:  
Most people believe that high school is the right place and the correct time students 
should be able to learn a second language.  Research shows, that, this is not true and in 
reality, it’s crucial to learn a second language in elementary school or even 
younger…(lines 3-6).   
Elaine wrote in the declarative mood and used the medium modality “most” indicating expertise 
but while also being objective and respectful to the principal.  She also used objective and 
academic language when she wrote, “research shows”.  Here Elaine used evidence from an 
“outside authority” (Droga & Humphrey, 2003) indicating distance and objectivity which was 
appropriate for the principal audience.   
            At the same time, however, Juanita, Lina and Elaine all wrote in the imperative and 
interrogative mood in their persuasive pieces, which was inappropriate even for the principal 
audience.  An example is when Lina wrote, “Something has to be done?  Can you Please help out 
the school? Need your help” (lines 9-10).   Lina’s use of the interrogative and imperative made 
her piece too personal and about her emotional response to school food as opposed to the topic 
itself.  This was an indication that although students were making progress in their understanding 
of tenor more growth and instruction was needed.  
           When the audience changed and students wrote for the distant and formal President 
audience Lina indicated a greater awareness of the difference in status between herself and the 
President than she did in her fictional narrative between herself and the literary agent.  In her 
piece for the literary agent Lina made very few changes to indicate awareness of status.  This 
differed in her persuasive piece where she more than doubled her evaluative vocabulary for the 
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President audience making her piece more formal.  At the same time, however, Lina continued to 
use the interrogative and imperative mood making her piece too personal for the President.     
            When Elaine and Juanita wrote for the distant literary agent audience, they graded 
vocabulary and incorporated more adjectival phrases making their pieces more formal and 
indicating awareness of the degree of difference in status.  When Juanita changed her persuasive 
piece for the distant President audience, she made fewer changes to indicate awareness of the 
status difference.  She did change her title from the exclamatory mood, “Tracking students in 
schools leads to many destructive consequences!” to the declarative mood which was less 
personal, more objective and appropriate.  Elaine altered vocabulary words in her second 
persuasive piece to be more formal such as: changing “right to “adequate”.   Additionally, 
instead of writing, “the brain doesn’t really capture…” she wrote “the brain doesn’t 
comprehend…” (line 7).  This phrase became more formal and by removing “really” it was also 
less tentative.  Elaine, Juanita and Lina all continued to write in the interrogative and imperative 
mood, however, which was not appropriate for the president audience.   
Identity/Voice  
Below in (Table 20) I provide all of the students’ rubric scores and further analyses of 
how the focal students performed in relation to voice/identity for the six different pieces.  
Examples from the focal students’ texts are included in order to illustrate students’ performance.   
Table 20 
Tenor-Voice/Identity 
 
Modality 
Person  
Evaluative 
Vocabulary 
Grading  
 
Student  
Friend  
FN 
Literary Agent  
Fn 
Fourth Grader 
FN 
Principal 
PW 
President   
PW 
Guardian 
PW 
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Lina Modality 
Verbs 
High: 0 
Medium: 1 
Low: 3 
Person1st/3rd
person 
Mechanical/o
riginal 
Evaluative  
Vocabulary 8 
Grading 7 
Rubric: 1 
 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 2 
Medium: 4 
Low: 4 
Person 1st/3rd 
person  
Mechanical/orig
inal 
Evaluative  
Vocabulary 22 
Grading 16 
Rubric: 1 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 2 
Medium: 4 
Low: 4 
Person 1st/ 
3rdthird  
Mechanical/orig
inal 
Evaluative  
Vocabulary 22 
Grading 16 
Rubric: 1 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 0 
Medium: 5 
Low: 2 
Person 
1sr/3rd 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
21 
Grading 10 
Rubric:2 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 4 
Medium: 8 
Low:7 
Person 
1sr/3rd 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
40 
Grading 24 
Rubric:3 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 4 
Medium : 8 
Low: 7 
Person 
1sr/3rd 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
40 
Grading 24 
Rubric:3 
 
Juanita Modality 
Verbs 
High:0 
Medium:3 
Low: 4 
Person 
1sr/third 
person) 4 
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
55 
Grading  23 
Rubric 2 
Modality 
Verbs 
High:1 
Medium:2 
Low: 6 
Person 1sr/third 
person) 4 
Evaluative 
vocabulary 69 
Grading 33 
Rubric 3 
Modality 
Verbs 
High:1 
Medium: 2 
Low:5 
Person 1sr/third 
person) 4 
Evaluative 
vocabulary 68 
Grading 33 
Rubric 3 
Modality  
Verbs 
High: 1 
Medium: 3 
Low: 7 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
11 
Grading 9 
Rubric 2 
 
Modality 
Verbs: 
High: 3 
Medium: 6 
Low: 8 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
12 
Grading 4 
Rubric 2 
 
Modality 
Verbs 
High:3 
Medium: 6 
Low: 8 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
11 
Grading 4 
Rubric 2 
 
Elaine Modality 
Verbs: 
High:1 
Medium: 2 
Low: 4 
Person 
1sr/third 
person)  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
26 
Grading 10 
Rubric: 2 
Modality 
Verbs: 
High: 4 
Medium: 4 
Low: 4 
Person 1sr/third 
person)  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 43 
Grading 23 
Rubric: 3 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 4 
Medium: 4 
Low: 4 
Person 1sr/third 
person)  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 43 
Grading  23 
Rubric : 3 
Modality 
Verbs 
High: 2 
Medium:5  
Low: 6 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 9 
Grading 3 
Rubric: 2 
Modality 
Verbs: 
High: 6 
Medium:10  
Low: 1 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary 
18 
Grading  13 
Rubric:3 
Modality 
Verbs: 
High: 6 
Medium: 11 
Low: 3 
Person 
1sr/third 
person  
Evaluative 
vocabulary  
Grading 13 
Rubric: 2 
 
Fictional narrative  
 When examining the focal students’ fictional narrative writing for three different 
audiences, all of the students used first or third person appropriately.  
            Lina’s first fictional narrative piece was mechanical. She used very few instances of 
evaluative vocabulary (8) and her cultural background and personality.  Lina did make the 
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audience aware of her teen identity by including, “in a few” which was appropriate for the friend 
audience.  Elaine’s first piece was also sometimes mechanical and copied.   
           Juanita used many examples of evaluative vocabulary and incorporated her cultural 
background in her first fictional narrative piece.  She illustrated a unique voice in her orientation 
(See chapter five) but not in the rest of her piece, however.   
          Elaine, Juanita and Lina’s writing overall expressed themselves as experts relative to the 
audience in the first piece as indicated by few instances of low modalities.  
          When the focal students wrote for the more distant audience, the literary agent, they 
continued to use first or third person appropriately.  Juanita’s second piece had a more unique 
voice throughout the piece.  She included 14 more evaluative words and 10 more words were 
graded higher in this second piece.  Elaine’s second piece also had a more unique voice as she 
incorporated more of her cultural background (See chapter five) and many more instances of 
evaluative vocabulary.  Juanita and Elaine continued to appropriately indicate themselves as 
“experts” in relation to the audience and did not use tentative language.    
Persuasive writing  
Elaine, Juanita and Lina struggled overall with creating an appropriate voice when 
writing their persuasive pieces.  Students used the personal “you” and “I” throughout their three 
pieces.  Interestingly many students began their pieces using the third person singular and 
created an objective tone.  An example is in Juanita’s piece when she wrote, “Tracking students 
affects most students education and feelings” (See chapter six).  It was then later in the pieces 
that the students began to insert themselves into their pieces to interact with the audience. An 
example was when Juanita later wrote near the end of her piece, “If you still want to do a 
tracking system than can you please go back to purpose and yellow” (See chapter 6).  Using the 
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personal “you” and “I” made their pieces too personal and not objective.  At times the students’ 
writing became more about the students’ emotional responses to the topic instead of being about 
the topic.    
Similarly, the focal students’ use of modalities was inconsistent.  Often the students used 
low and medium modalities appropriately in the beginning of their pieces but then later used 
higher modalities which were inappropriate for the principal audience and president audiences.   
An example was near the end of Juanita’s piece when she wrote, “Here you have all the evidence 
so PLEASE stop, and listen to us students” (lines 72-72).  
Summary 
              In summation, one way to see the impact my instruction with a focus on tenor had on 
the students was to see the impact it had on tenor itself.  When examining the focal students’ 
writing over the course of the year a pattern formed.  Lina, Elaine and Juanita indicated some 
awareness of the personal tenor expected when writing for the friend audience in the fictional 
narrative.  When students were then asked to write for the literary agent, Elaine and Juanita made 
their language more sophisticated and included more information in terms of descriptions to 
support the background knowledge of the audience.  This indicated awareness of the impersonal 
tenor expected.   
Lina made very few changes to her second piece other than increasing the length of the 
text indicating she was not aware of the impersonal tenor expected when writing for a formal, 
distant audience.   All of the students then resisted making many substantial changes for the less 
sophisticated audience.  The students felt in some way that writing for an audience of less status, 
would diminish their writing.  This indicated the focal students were not completely aware of 
tenor.  The students did not realize that writing for a younger audience did not mean making their 
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writing casual or using slang, as a book for a fourth grader can be very well written.  Students 
needed more instruction that one way they could alter their piece would be to make the 
characters or events for example more appropriate and engaging for a younger audience.   
When students wrote their persuasive pieces, the focal students all did a better job overall 
providing the first audience with an adequate amount of information than they did in their 
fictional narratives.  Additionally, Lina, Juanita and Elaine’s first persuasive pieces more clearly 
indicated awareness of the status difference that existed by the formal, academic language they 
used.  Where as in the fictional narrative all of the focal students wrote in an appropriate mood 
and used the first and third person appropriately, this was not the case in their persuasive pieces.  
Although some improvements were made when the students wrote for the more sophisticated 
President audience, there were still many instances of the interrogative, exclamatory and 
imperative mood which were inappropriate for the audience.  Additionally, students continued to 
use the first and second person in their persuasive pieces, making their pieces more about their 
emotional response than the topic itself.  
Summary of chapter 
In examining the students’ progress over the course of the year from the perspective of 
the general assessments and rubric scores in terms of tenor, improvements were noted.    
In looking at the general assessments, students showed improvement over the course of 
the year in being able to answer the question, provide more adjectival and increase text length.            
In examining the students’ rubric scores in terms of tenor the focal students indicated a greater 
awareness of tenor when writing for the distant audiences.  When looking across the year, the 
focal students’ persuasive pieces for the principal audience indicated a greater awareness of tenor 
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than the fictional narrative pieces as students used formal and academic language and their 
pieces were more representative of writing than oral language.  
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Chapter Eight 
 
Discussion and Implications 
 
Over the course of seven and ½ months I used an approach to teach writing informed by 
Systemic Functional Linguistics with a focus on tenor to teach both the fictional narrative and 
persuasive genres.  In each genre, students wrote a piece for three different audiences where the 
expected tenor ranged from personal to impersonal to semi personal.  My instruction focused on 
the context, purpose, structure and language features of each genre with a particular focus on 
tenor.  The evidence from this study suggests that writing instruction informed by SFL in 
combination with a socio-cultural model helps English language learners’ writing.   
Over the course of the year the students writing developed as a result of the content and 
context of my teaching.  The content I provided or, my writing instruction informed by SFL and 
the talk students engaged in around language, in conjunction with the context of my teaching 
including small class sizes, volunteer participation and a socio-cultural model, led to this student 
development.  This study was set up to see how the content would impact students and as a result 
of the study, I found that the content had an impact but also the context seemed to play an 
important role. 
In this chapter I first review the impact my SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor 
had on the students’ writing.  Subsequently, I review the impact of the content, the SFL inspired 
instruction, followed by the impact of the context.  Lastly, I include my implications for 
instruction and questions for future research.   
Impact on student writing  
Over the course of the year the focal students’ writing indicated growth from the 
perspective of a general rubric.  All three students’ overall scores on their general assessments 
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improved as the students increased the length of their texts, included more information, 
adjectival, depth and made improvements in creating a statement of position.  Due to the fact that 
the prompts positioned the students to answer in a more personal way than would be expected 
when writing for a test audience, the students did not show great growth in terms of their 
awareness of audience.   
When the focal students were asked to write for the different audiences with scaffolding 
and pedagogical support, students made many changes in both the fictional narrative and 
persuasive writing units resulting in improving the quality of their pieces for the distant 
audiences.  Students were encouraged to use formal, academic language when writing for the 
distant audience.  The quality of their writing improved and students indicated some awareness 
of the purpose and impersonal tenor expected when writing for a distant audience.  
 Students increased the amount of text and adjectivals, made some improvements in terms 
of structure and included text connectors.  They included formal language, descriptions and 
information, increasing the amount of adjectival phrases, grading vocabulary, and in some 
instances altered the mood and modality.  Students also improved the quality of their pieces as 
they looked more like writing and less like oral language.  After students worked hard to make 
their pieces more formal they resisted making changes for the less sophisticated audiences.  The 
students felt writing for an audience of lesser status in some way diminished their writing.  There 
were times when the students wrote in the interrogative or imperative mood which was 
inappropriate for the distant president audience and at times for the principal audience as well.  
These were indicators that while students were developing awareness of tenor, more work and 
instruction was needed. 
.          
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Variation existed between the students’ development.  Lina’s writing did not follow the 
same path as Elaine and Juanita’ as seen in the earlier chapters.  Lina did not make many notable 
changes to her fictional narrative pieces, indicating she did not have a strong awareness of 
purpose or tenor.  She added an adjectival phrase, graded some vocabulary and improved the 
structure slightly when writing for the distant audience.  The most notable difference between 
her pieces, however, was an increase in text.  Additionally, Lina’s writing during the fictional 
narrative unit was still representative of oral language with her consistent use of “so” throughout 
the piece.  
Lina’s writing indicated a greater awareness of tenor and purpose in her persuasive piece 
for The President as she included more information, increased her use of evaluative vocabulary, 
graded higher vocabulary for intensity and included formal language.  Although Lina’s piece for 
the President contained inappropriate examples of high modality and the personal pronoun 
“you”, she showed improvement by creating a piece that was more representative of writing than 
oral language.  
It is not clear whether the students thought they should use oral language when writing 
for a friend because that is how they are used to communicating with this audience.  However, 
the shift from writing oral to written language is challenging but imperative for students to do in 
order to be successful in school.  Halliday (1979/1980) posits that oral and written languages are 
in fact two different languages.  He believes that “writing is not only a different medium of 
expression than oral language but also a means of constructing a semiotic system that adds to the 
everyday language that we already have” (Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2002, p.10).  Elaine and 
Juanita in both the fictional narrative and persuasive writing units and Lina during the persuasive 
writing unit indicated they were able to make this shift from oral to written language and 
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improve the quality of their writing.  This shift occurred when students wrote for a distant 
audience and were provided explicit instruction informed by SFL.   
What is also clear is that students were proud of the work they created for the second 
distant audience and were surprised they were able to create formal, academic writing that 
looked like writing.  Additionally, as the students’ writing improved, the evidence suggests, 
students were more engaged and put forth greater effort towards writing.  Through learning how 
to write for a distant audience, students indicated awareness of the power of academic, formal 
writing and they wanted to continue to write in this way.  This was an indication that students 
were also aware of how in our society often those who have less status receive less sophisticated 
text.   
The concept of students of lesser status receiving less sophisticated text is raised by many 
scholars.  Dudley- Marling and Paugh (2005) discuss how students of lesser status often receive 
scripted curriculum and have less access to sophisticated text.  Enright (2011) illustrate how high 
takes testing is forcing students and especially those students of lesser status who do not have 
access to the academic discourse, into a very narrow way of writing.  This narrow way of writing 
which does not consider all of the diverse and wonderful attributes students have to offer, 
ultimately prevents these students who need more attention and instruction on how language 
functions, from being able to participate in the dominant discourse.  The focal students in my 
study indicated awareness of the power of academic writing and once they realized they could 
write in this way they resisted changing their pieces.  
Although students indicated awareness of tenor when writing for the distant audiences, 
their resistance to change their texts for the less sophisticated audiences also indicated students 
needed further teaching and learning in terms of tenor.  Students were unaware that writing for a 
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fourth grader or guardian audience did not mean their writing had to be poor and full of casual 
language.  The students were not aware that writing for these audiences meant they could make 
the topic, characters and events more interesting and accessible for that particular audience for 
example.  
The students need for further instruction in terms of tenor is not surprising, however, as 
writing is developmental and learning occurs over time.  Additionally, the students did not have 
any experience with writing instruction informed by Systemic Functional Linguistics and tenor.  
Given more time, students may have been able to make greater progress.  
When looking at the students’ writing across the year in terms of tenor, students made 
improvement. Students’ persuasive pieces looked more like writing than oral language.  Students 
indicated more awareness of audience in their persuasive pieces by adding more information to 
support the background knowledge of the audience.  Additionally, students indicated a greater 
awareness of the difference in status that existed between themselves and their audiences during 
the persuasive unit illustrated by their language choices.  Students used more formal, academic 
language in their persuasive pieces than they did in the fictional narrative unit.   
Student writing indicated some growth in terms of their awareness of identity and voice. 
Students used the second person “you” and first person “I” in their persuasive pieces mostly 
appropriately, although there were areas that still needed further improvement.  Students did 
interact with the audience by writing in the interrogative, imperative and exclamatory mood 
making their pieces at times more about their reactions and emotions and less about the topic.   
Juanita and Lina’s most successful pieces in terms of tenor were their persuasive pieces 
for a real audience, the Principal of their school.  The students used formal, academic language, 
provided adequate information to support the principal’s background knowledge and evidence 
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and graded vocabulary for example.  Additionally they used few examples of high modalities 
indicating awareness of the status difference that existed between themselves and the principal 
and leaving some room for debate.  The evidence suggests that the writing for an authentic 
audience which was semi-distant and had a meaningful purpose may have led to these students’ 
writing being the most effective in terms of language choices.   
The students noted that they did not have experience with writing on meaningful topics, 
for authentic audiences and purposes.  Wollman-Bonilla (2004) commented that very often 
students write for imaginary audiences or their teachers.  The evidence of this study suggests that 
when Juanita and Lina’s writing had a meaningful purpose, for a semi or distant audience, such 
as the Principal, they were engaged and invested in their writing and improved the quality of 
their writing in terms of tenor.  The principal audience impacted the students because the 
students wrote on school related topics and for a real audience.  
Wollman-Bonilla (2004) echoed the need for students to write for authentic audiences 
with real purposes for then the expectations are much clearer. The idea that authentic audiences 
are essential is supported by the focal students’ writing when they changed their persuasive 
pieces from the principal audience to the President.  They continued to improve the quality of 
their pieces by including more specific information, formal evidence and language.  Students, 
however, included high modalities and wrote in the interrogative and imperative mood, 
positioning themselves as an authority.  These changes indicated the students had an incomplete 
awareness of tenor.  The evidence indicates writing for a semi distant or distant, authentic 
audience may help students become aware of the impersonal function of language and improving 
their writing.   
 Systemic Functional linguistics provided me with the content to teach my students.  The 
content alone, however, was not enough for the students to understand and improve their writing.  
I needed to do something as a teacher as well.  The context, or my socio
teaching, small class size, and the students’ voluntary participation, for example, also impa
the students.  It is in the combination of both the content and context of my teaching, however, 
that I believe led to the students’ development.  
Figure 25 
 
Impact of Content 
English language learners are struggling in the area of writing.  Many of these students do 
not have access to the academic language used in schools.  “Students whose cultural practices are 
similar to those of the school are able to transfer those practice
students from other backgrounds need to engage in meaningful experiences of authentic social 
practices involving speech, writing, tools, and technologies, and to focus on the ways that 
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different semiotic systems, especially language, contribute to meaning making in those social 
contexts, in order to develop advanced literacy” (Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2002, p.2).  In order 
for all students but in particular ELLs to achieve success and have access to the dominant 
discourse, teachers need to provide instruction that makes this language visible and accessible.     
Students need to be able to participate in literacy in ways that enable them to contribute 
to the evolution of knowledge by shaping what is learned and shared, or by challenging 
current practices and developing new ways of using language in advanced literacy 
contexts.  With full participation by all students, from all backgrounds and experiences, 
the disciplines and institutions of our society can evolve in new ways that take account of 
the diversity of experiences and needs that these students represent.  Without full 
participation by all, the inequities that characterize our society will continue to be 
reproduced (p.1).   
Often times the pedagogy used to teach English language learners does not “focus on form in 
language teaching” (p.13).  The reality is, that “explicit teaching and focus on form is needed for 
the development of advanced levels of language abilities” (p.13).   
Systemic Functional Linguistics allows one to identify the language features and 
structural elements, “that make a particular genre the kind of text it is, so that the relationship of 
linguistic choices to the situational contexts in which the language is used can be explained in 
functional terms” (p.11).  Making visible the grammatical features helps provide students with 
access to the academic language of schools and achieve success.  Brisk and Hodgson-Drysdale’s 
(2011) study using instruction informed by SFL to teach report writing, found that with explicit 
teaching of content informed by SFL, students showed an awareness of audience and voice and 
wrote coherent texts.   
In this study, the content, or writing instruction informed by SFL, provided me with 
explicit information to give to my students concerning the language choices one makes in order 
to write in the academic discourse.  This explicit instruction provided the students with the tools 
to write effectively when addressing a distant audience, an area that students struggle with and 
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need to be able to do to write effectively in schools (Schleppegrell, 2004).  The use of explicit 
instruction is in line with what second-language researchers are arguing for, “as a way of 
increasing students’ capacities to be critical” (Schleppegrell & Colombi, 2002, p.15). 
Systemic Functional Linguistics is a theory of language that focuses on how language 
functions as meaning (Derewianka, 1990, p.3).  SFL provided me with the content to teach 
students the linguistic tools needed to unveil the mystery of academic language and provide 
access to the academic discourse.  Instead of focusing on errors in student writing as many 
teachers do when working with English language learners (Schleppegrell, 2003), SFL provided 
me with a meta-language to talk about language in the classroom and make visible the language 
choices used in academic writing.  Christie (2002) posits that using a meta-language to talk about 
language makes choices visible and removes the “hidden curriculum”.  
 Over the course of the year students were able to use different aspects of the meta-
language such as “adjectivals,” “participants,” and “orientation,” for example to speak more 
specifically about writing in classroom discussions and while reviewing their peers’ work.  
Additionally, I was able to provide the students with explicit feedback using the meta-language 
to help improve their writing.  My classroom was full of language use and using the meta-
language to talk about language led the students to notice language and develop.  If students 
were using this meta-language consistently throughout their school days, students may have used 
even more aspects of the meta-language.   
Most importantly instruction informed by SFL unveiled the mystery of academic writing 
and made students aware they were capable of writing sophisticated texts.  The students’ writing 
suggests that this SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor resulted in students improving 
the quality of their writing when writing for a distant audience.  Additionally the evidence 
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suggests writing for authentic audiences and meaningful purposes can help students make more 
linguistically appropriate choices.  
Impact of Context  
The context in this study was unique.  There were eight students that voluntarily 
participated in my writing class.  The small class size allowed me to provide individual attention, 
instruction and feedback to the students daily.  Additionally, all of my students willingly 
participated in my class indicating they were interested and invested in improving their writing.  
I cannot disregard the fact that most teachers do not have the luxury of class sizes this small and 
that the size may have impacted my students’ development.  Furthermore, the fact that the 
students wanted to participate in my class cannot be overlooked.  Menyuk and Brisk (2005) posit 
that English language learners’ willingness to learn impacts their development in writing in 
English.   
Another aspect of the context of my classroom that affected the students’ development 
was my socio-cultural model of teaching.  Central to socio-cultural theory is the concept that 
learning occurs with the support of a more experienced person.  In this study I was the more 
experienced person who acted as a coach for my students and used particular instructional 
strategies to provide specific content informed by SFL on the language features, structural 
elements and tenor used to achieve the particular purposes associated with fictional narrative and 
persuasive writing.  English language learners need the help of a more experience person who 
understands how language can be used to create meaning and can provide students with the tools 
to access the academic discourse.  Students do not innately know how English functions 
(Meynuk & Brisk, 2005) and what linguistic choices are available.  Without the help of a more 
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knowledgeable coach, many students, and especially ELLs may be denied access to the academic 
language desired in schools (Schleppegrell, 2004).   
My classroom was very interactive and language was talked about constantly.  This 
interactive classroom where students’ background and ideas were valued which is in line with 
the theory of SFL, and language was discussed, helped ELLs move forward with their learning.  
Through using the meta-language as a way to talk about language many of the students seemed 
to notice language.  Swain (2000) posits that students need to notice language in order for second 
language acquisition to take place.  While speaking about language during large class 
discussions, small group discussions, and while peer reviewing student work for example, the 
students awareness of tenor seemed to develop.   
Meynuk & Brisk (2005) posit that “interaction with teachers and peers is essential for 
language development, especially for children who mostly use their heritage language outside of 
school.  Often these students remain silent” (p.68).  While speaking about language during large 
class discussions, small group discussions, and while peer reviewing student work for example, 
the students awareness of tenor seemed to develop.  Students provided more specific feedback to 
their peers in terms of tenor and used aspects of the meta-language such as adjectival, adverbials, 
and different types of verbs to talk about language.   
All of the strategies I used were infused with tenor.  They included having an activity for 
students to engage in at the start of class that often reviewed the previous lesson, students 
working with one another and using each other’s knowledge, acting as a means of illustrating 
purpose and tenor, use of model texts, peer revision and feedback with a focus on tenor, teacher 
feedback with a focus on tenor, and use of meta-language to look and discuss how language is 
used to make meaning. Following the iterative process of action research, I constantly analyzed 
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the students’ writing and reactions in class to my instruction and re-taught concepts students did 
not understand or areas they needed more instruction.   
Students chose their own topics for their fictional narrative and persuasive pieces.  
Overall the students’ fictional narrative topics resembled ideas from television shows such as 
vampires.  Although the students researched for information to support their narratives, students 
may have been able to write with greater depth if the topics were attached to a concept or books 
they were already reading in school.  Developing topics in this way may encourage students not 
to simply mimic ideas and narratives found on T.V. 
When students chose school related topics such as school tracking, school food and 
school uniforms, for their persuasive pieces, students were passionate about their writing.  When 
meaningful, school related topics were combined with authentic audiences, such as the principal, 
students were very engaged and improved their writing.  Students saw their writing as praxis, 
and felt they could create change in their schools.  They were invested in creating texts that were 
powerful and successful.  All of the students wanted the principal to read their pieces at the end 
of the unit and Juanita even met personally with the principal to discuss changing school 
tracking.   
Kroll (1978) found that students learn about the interpersonal function of language when 
they have opportunities to share their writing with peers and they experience “the failure or 
success of their words to communicate…” (p.831).  Students in my classroom were engaged in 
peer revision in small and large group frequently.  Students received feedback from their peers, 
and myself and learned to provide more specific feedback with the help of the meta-language 
and myself as a coach.  This was another strategy I used to help students learn about tenor.   
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Midgette, Haria & MacArthur (2008) posit that using specific audience awareness goals 
during revision leads to better quality writing.  Similarly, my feedback focused on tenor, or the 
relationship between the writer and audience and the stance of the writer.  Students indicated that 
my specific feedback helped them know how to improve their writing.   
Martin (2009) discusses that the reason why Australia changed from a process-oriented 
pedagogy was because students need experience writing with a coach to move forward in 
learning and not just remain in the same place.  Systemic Functional Linguistics provides the 
knowledge of how people in a culture use language and provides the content to teach.  The use of 
a socio-cultural model provided me with a way to transmit the information in a way that got kids 
to move into the zone of proximal development and improve their writing.   
The evidence of this study indicates that the combination of the content and explicit 
analysis of SFL in terms of language and the context including my pedagogy inspired by a socio-
cultural model, the language rich environment, small class sizes, authentic audiences and 
meaningful purpose, helped English language learners be engaged in the material and propelled 
forward in learning.  The following are implications for future instruction:  
Implications for instruction 
1. Writing for different audiences with pedagogical support informed by SFL may help 
students write more effectively when writing for a distant audience. 
2. Writing for authentic audiences, specific purposes and on meaningful topics may help 
students’ writing and engagement in writing. 
3. Attaching writing topics to an idea, concept or books student are already doing in school 
may encourage students not to mimic ideas and narratives found on T.V.  
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4. SFL allows for specific feedback and for students to make choices.  Give students 
specific feedback tied to tenor.  Remind students constantly to think about how tenor, the 
relationship between the writer and author impacts the choices they make when writing. 
5. Start lessons with reviewing the previous lesson. 
6. Provide students with opportunities for consistent review and practice. 
7. Students of all different linguistic abilities can benefit from instruction informed by SFL.  
Conclusion 
The call to reform writing instruction is based on the assumption that there are effective 
practices for teaching this complex skill” (Graham & Sandmell, 2011, p.396).   All students 
deserve writing instruction that explicitly tells them how language functions in English in order 
to access the dominant society.  The students that filled my classroom had little access to and 
practice with the academic language used and expected in schools.  All of my students 
voluntarily chose to come to my class at the end of a long school day to write.  This would 
suggest that they were aware on some level of the power being able to write effectively can have 
on one’s experiences in school and one’s future.   
SFL provided me with specific content on the structural elements and language features 
of each genre to teach to the students so they could achieve the purpose and create an appropriate 
tenor.  SFL also provided me and my students with a meta-language to talk about how language 
is used to make meaning in particular contexts for particular purposes and audiences.  This same 
meta-language also helped provide specific feedback to help improve student writing.  Students 
likewise began using this meta-language to provide specific feedback to their peers.  Focusing 
my instruction on tenor helped to unveil the mystery of how to create academic texts.  Students 
became aware that they had the tools to write formal, academic texts and as a result they were 
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proud of their writing.  Moreover, my instructional strategies influenced by socio-cultural theory 
positioned me as a coach to guide and scaffold the students and push them so they could enter in 
the zone of proximal development and progress.   
  The positive findings of this study suggest that SFL inspired writing instruction with a 
focus on tenor combined with pedagogy influenced by a socio-cultural model may help English 
language learners.  The following are areas for future research: 
1. What happens when a SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor and socio-   
cultural model are used to examine other genres? 
2.  What happens when a SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor is paired with a   
 different model that influences pedagogy?   
3. What happens with a SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor addresses 
different audiences in a different order?  What if the audiences were addressed in 
increasing distance?  
4. What happens if the SFL inspired instruction with a focus on tenor was performed in 
a class size of 30 students instead of eight? 
5. What happens if persuasive writing was introduced first instead of fictional narrative?  
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Guide to scoring rubrics 
 
1- Does not approximate the end-of- year expectation at this grade level 
2- Approximates the end-of-year expectations at this grade level 
3- Meets the end-of-year expectations at this grade level 
4- Exceeds the end-of year expectations at this grade level 
5- Far exceeds the end-of year expectations at this grade level 
 
(1997). Arlington County, VA Spanish Partial-Immersion Program Rubrics for Writing and 
Speaking in English and Spanish for Grades 1-5.  
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Appendix N 
 
“The So Called Perfect.” 
Chanel is a girl with big brown eyes and huge curly dirty blond hair that looks as if she 
woked up, its poofy, and its all over the place like a jungle out of control.  She certainly grew up 
with everything she needed such as medical needs, clothes that Jorge her dad had to spend alot of 
money on such as skirts, tank tops, pants, the brand names were from Zara to Tjmax and 
Marshals most important food such from pancakes to Arroz which is white rice con pollo which 
is chicken and red beans, pastelles is like a tortilla but it tastes so much better to many more 
traditional foods. Books that she enjoys are scary, don’t let her eyes rest, magazines, fashion 
books that teach her how to draw and be on style.  Chanel is half Puerto Rican and half Cuban, 
attends Cindy Academy and is in 8th grade.  She lives in Canada but soon might have to move 
either to Cuba or Puerto Rico because they were going to be deported.  Chanel wouldn’t mind 
because she just loves being under the red, orange steeming hot sun. Chanel wants to move to 
Puerto Rico because she loves Puerto Ricos warm ocean blue water and waves and She just also 
loves it there because of the good tasting food.  She rather live there because she doesn’t have a 
dictator is like a president but meaner and tells you what to do in Puerto Rico but Cuba does.  
Chanel absolutely loves to dance, sing, and loves to have fun when she goes swimming, 
skating, to the movies, to the park just like a regular teenager. When she grows up she wants 
attend designer school or be a professional Cosmomotoligist is when you like do my makeup, 
hairstyles, and designing different nail styles.   She dances all the time all around her huge 
beautiful room, all around the house, that has 8 rooms, a living room, dining room, 2 Bath rooms 
and 4 rooms plus an outside porch decorated as if you were in Cuba-crowded beautiful colors, 
forest green and deep orange, a Cuban flag that they look at every day also as if you where in  
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puertorico with a PuertoRican flag, a beautiful kitchen you can smell the delicious, tasty arroz 
con pollo, yummy looking pastel that has a bunch of mouth watering fruit kiwi, mango, pina in 
Spanish but pineapple in English y fresas but strabberies  She even dances when she’s cooking 
some yummy food or doing any kind of activities that she enjoys.  Chanel is an excellent dancer 
because She has been learning many different types of dances such as salsa, tango, hip-hop and 
many more Spanish dances many more tradditional musica that we lations enjoy. Dancing is her 
passion.  Chanel thinks that her life is so perfect until something horrible happeneds.  Her life 
turns completely around. Nobody could have ever guessed, what was coming next. 
On New Year’s eve in 2008 Chanel was invited to her so called “best friends” masqura 
party.  Chanel desires to go to the party because she hasn’t been to a party in a long time and she 
finally gets to go out of her house, nothing was stopping her now.  She hasn’t been able to go out 
because she doesn’t get good grades, and she doesn’t get invited anywhere not even her friends 
would invite her. So she knew she must change that. She wanted to look cute because she wanted 
to find someone that respects her and she wants people to notice her.  She wanted to wear 
something that nobody else has though of because she wanted to be different. She decided to 
wear a pretty puffy beautiful dress that has many plain colors and some nice leggings and 
jewelry that just got her dress to be absolutely beatiful. Her hair was curled like a nice brown 
curled ribbon that goes on a balloon. Chanel happily bought a pair of beautiful black high heels 
that cost $150.00.  The most important part of her dress was her mask; her mask was gray with 
silver rhinestone and it had beautiful designs that looked like swirly things floating in the air all 
over the place that was the biggest thing that popped out even though her outfit looked fabulous.  
She didn’t put on any makeup because there was no point her mask would cover it.  
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Chanel finally got to her friends party.  She was having a blast like hello its’ been along time 
since she has been out.  Chanel was dancing and she had found a cute guy that had a black suit 
on and had short hair that was watching her, she thought to her self, “Wow! he looks really 
cute.” So after she was done dancing he went up to her and told her that she was an exellante 
dancer excellente is in Spanish, which means excellant Of course she had gotten red and said 
“Gracias, which means Thank You! it runs in me.” He had invited he to have some drinks and 
she said, “Of course it’s New Years Eve.”  Why not He started to laugh.  After All Chanel has 
been drinking way too much.  He took advantage of because he knew that she had a lot of money 
that her family could give him. He and his friend had made a plan to take Chanel far away 
because of the plan her so called best friend she didn’t know what was going on.  These guys 
were mean, she haven’t even done anything to anybody.  This was all her so called “Best 
Friend.”  The next day Chanel had woken up with a headache and she had questioned herself. 
Chanel was captured that night when she had drinked a bit.  The guys were about 5’6 and 
they were both were dressed alike so they could not tell the difference or tell who they were. 
They had black pants, a black shirt and a mask. Her so called “Best Friend” had hired those two 
guys because Chanel was perfected and everyone like her since she had entered Degrassi. 
(moved this paragraph up) 
“How did I get her?” 
“Why am I here?” 
“What had happened to me?” 
“Whoa, why do I have this huge headache?” 
“Who are you guys?”  The guys were just like “Whoa, girl.” 
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Later on…. 
Chanel was gone for about 2 days and she wasn’t able to call her parents, they were so 
worried. They had felt as each minute passed by as if years went by.  Maria Teresa the mother 
said shakingly “I cant stand this, I feel like I’m Dying.” Jorge the father said as if he was sure 
“come on woman, she’s problaly find don’t worry too much, said Jorge as if he was sure which 
he was not.  Mujer tranquilate! Which is women calm down.   
 Maria and Jorge kept dazing off to the clock so that made them felt as if it were going 
slower.  
The two guys who captured Chanel had told her to call her parents Jorge and Maria 
Teresa and tell them they had heard Chanel’s phone ring and they told her to pick it up and she 
had to say “Mom, dad please save me are you able to pay 6,000 for me to be rescued.  Her 
parents said of course they went to the bank but then found out that they didn’t have any money 
left. Maria Teresa had started to cry she didn’t even know how that could have happened.  Her 
parents didn’t have enough time to get $ 6,000 in one hour that was impossible. They called the 
boys and told them if they can have at least one more day.  The two guys said fine. Chanel was 
so petrified she didn’t know what to do.  It took her a while to see where she was after what 
happened to her.  The room she entered was a scary darkroom, second by second she felt the 
walls closing in on her.  
 But as each day passed there had tourchered Chanel even more.  Chanel had a chance to 
escape but she didn’t even know where she was.  She was adjacent to the woods which she 
thought it was good idea to run towards it, as she was getting closer she was getting hurt by sharp  
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objects that cut her and when she was bleeding it was a river coming down likes sweat.  She felt 
so sticky and weak because she haven’t eaten for 3 days.  Chanel was slidering against the  
ground.  As chanel gets deeper in the woods she see’s a hellocopter in the sky and she starts to 
wave and the helicopter see her so they went down to rescue her.   
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Audience 3 
 
Help out the school with there meal. 
Dear (Parent),  
 Did you hear that teenagers these days at school receive horrible lunch from their school 
like your school? Teenagers these days at school recieve horrible lunch from their schools.  The 
school must change the food that they give to the kids so that it could be nutrisrouse, and taste 
fresh.  Quality and the way food is made will bring your child to a better eduction and to stay 
healthy.  Kids get sick of eating gross food and should receive a juicy well prepared dishes that 
gives them energy. School should be check more often because people are finding rats in the 
kitchen of school kids could get sick of eating old food that are found in the kitchen with the rats.  
Something has to be done?  Can you Please help out The School? Need your help. Food that 
nourishes the body leads to more concertration and have a concentrated academic day. Kids 
focus better at school when they eat a delicious meal which provide nutrient. Finally teaching 
students how to eat good by showing them which good have fat in it and which doesn’t and 
which are bad and delicious food, it is going to help them for their futures.  
 Firstly, Kids get sick of eating the same type of food everyday like cooked vetagbles like 
the food you get from your food.  They are eating pancakes and even waffles for dinner when 
they should eat those kinds of food for breakfast.  Also students should receive a delicous and a 
great tastingfoods like spatti, soup and more fruits because when they get a lot of junk food like 
–fries, pizza, nuggets they could get fat and not stay healthy. One of my classmates named 
Martha say, “The food is weird, jail food, despicable, garbage!” Elaine said, “The food is nasty,”  
“The Food is not really healthy.”  “I starve half the time.”  Well people think this is all bad  
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because people should not starve half the time cuz I like that they can’t be there self and they 
cant concentrate. Some kids from our class say “The food is nasty.”  “The Food is not healthy.”   
Secondly, better food leads to improved concentration and stronger academics. When you 
eat a delicous healthy mealyou could concentrate a lot more.  One of my classmates says that, 
“she could concentrate better when she eats fresh foods that are homemade. That doesn’t 
contains hormones, antibiotics, good oil and that nasty stuff that’s in many foods .” Spaghetti, 
pasta, rice, bean, corn, and chicken are very healthy for a young persons life.  What many people 
call “ nutturious food” is really not good for them.  People should be educated on food.  Also 
when kids focus better at school when they eat tasty healthy well prepared.  Kids could do their 
work better in a more quality way.  
 Thirdly, teaching students how to eat healthy is wonderful because its going to help them 
for their futures.  Kids need to know how to eat well by them learning this they will help tehch 
other. Like if they want to eat healthy foods like an explmple chicken, rice, pasta, bean, salda, 
vegtbles.  One other explme of junk food are pizza, fried chiken, humbers, nugges, chips, candys 
and even more Also like food that have fat in it.  Some kid when they get good healthy food they 
don’t eat it.  Many of them just want bad unhealthy juck food .  Fruits are very good for you.  
Schools should have a class on nutrition on how to eat healthy. Exmple if you have a kid you 
could tetch them how to eat healthy.  
 In conclusion, schools need to give good healthy food witch provide nutrient.  School 
should be giving to the students snack during the day so like that you could do better in class. 
Student concentration better when they eat good ritch good.  Middle school should give better  
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food because the students at Middle school are here from 7:30 am till 6:30 pm.  Some of the 
girl’s complaine about the food that the school gives.  Do you complaine?  
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Audience 3 
 
Tracking students in schools lead to many destructive consequences! 
 Dear Madre, 
Tracking students is the best system for improving academic learning?  It is the least of 
what students at Middle School want and other schools. All Schools should stop from tracking in 
schools. Tracking students affects most students education and feelings.  When students are 
tracked by learning level they loose self confidence, and people make fun of each other.  Some 
students actually change their behavior in a awful negative way.  It is proven that tracking 
students leads to the discrimination of different races and academic ability. Does tracking 
students lead to temptation of doing something poorly?  Well yes it actually does.  It leads to 
many things like bullying.   
 Tracking is when students are split up into different groups by their learning ability level 
and often their race. They don’t group because of race at Middle School but it is proven in article 
“Tracking of students is an unwise policy” that race is a cause in many schools.  Tracking 
because of race, it leads to many consequences like segregration, and racism. Racism starts when 
groups that are divided by the place they are born in and the heritage they come from .  Schools 
split peole up into groups like Hispanics with African Americans and Asians with whites.  Are 
these culturesso contagious that they need to be seperate from each other?  Madre, do you really 
think people want this to keep happening? Please make a change in schools so kids can be eager 
to learn and have fun and not actually having ideas of dropping out.  Students thought that Dr. 
King saved the world by racism and segregation so why can it just stop?  
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Tracking at Middle School consists of A B C groups.   A is the lowest and cant learn fast 
at everything, B is the middle, C is the highest group.  This is despicable because why let this 
trageic splitting happen because of how your brain functions. The A groups learns the slowest, 
the B group learns quick and slow at the same time so in a middle pace and the C group learns 
realy really quick. In that case students are placed in certain groups by using test scores and 
teachers evaluations.  It is proven that slower students achievement suffers significantly in all 
academic learnings because of the class they are in an article exclaimed from the internet. Kids 
who learn slowly are the ones who mostly stay behind and provide and produce a lack of work to 
teachers.  Also in schools students are mostly white in the honors class said a teacher from an 
article “tracking students is a unwise policy” article from the internet.  Students instead of 
teachers, are the people who are ultimately affected by tracking the most. Yet many times 
students are not listened too.  Students have little choice or control about the tracks they are place 
in which needs to stop 
 Secondly, tracking students in Middle School leaves many students to make fun of others 
and test each other to see what subjects they understand and  to see if they are smart enough to 
understand the correct answer.  Making fun of students is not what students want to experience.  
When students make fun of each other because they are tracked by their learning ability then you 
clearly know it is not right for the school or the students. To get back to the point, tracking 
students is not what students at Middle School want, so why can’t it stop?   
“Lets see if they are smart enough to get what we are learning about in math class,” said 
7 graders from the c group for example, Some girls were testing other girls too see if they were 
smart enough to answer the math problem they had for homework. I was one of the girls being  
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tested. This made me feel stupid like if im the only one getting bullied-attacked by other people 
because I was being tested in front of my whole homeroom class.  That same night I told my 
mom and cried to her because I didn’t feel like myself, I felt out of place, in other words I 
wanted to leave Middle School.   
 Tracking students can lead to a loss of confidence and students putting themselves down 
when they are grouped by the speed of their learning ability. Students think they are “dumb” 
when placed in a lower group but in reality they are smart but since they are in a lower group 
they think ant succeed or push themselves. and other students believe other students/groups are 
smart and dumb because of the way they learn. Some students also say they want to be 
challenged in their lower group, group a but they can’t because the teachers say they are not on 
that subject yet or not ready. “I asked my teacher if I can move on but she said no we need to 
stay at the same pace.” said a girl from the c (highest) group.   
 Students learn more and benefit alot when put in class with people with different abilities.  
Students actually work harder and push them selves further because they know who they are 
competing with.  Also because probably some of them push themselves because they would be 
embarrassed or made fun of.  
 “I am not fitted good for the c group [advanced].  I think our principal should hear from 
us and see how we feel”  said Crystal. Is this what you want students to say?  
 “I would be best for Bgroup [just right] because I will be in a perfect pace.  I think 
tracking is based on how people think and their learning pace” said Crystal. Students are telling 
others  
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   students because they are to scare to tell you what they think about this tracking system 
because they have a strong feeling you wont listen to them.    
 As you can see some students at Esperanza do not like the idea of tracking they want to 
make a change and stop it.  
 “I asked a teacher to slow down and she said no just figure it out on your own.” Said 
Lina. Its just sad writing this down as evidence.  
 “Tracking affected my self confidence because if I do get a question wrong I feel bad 
about my self because im in a advanced group.” Students should not feel bad or embarrassed  
             because they made a mistake, but instead saying oh I see I can fix that.  
 “Tracking students has affected my learning because I don’t always get the problems or 
questions they put me in to a much higher group.”   
 “Yes I been tested by C groupers and Bgroupers”.  Look at these quotes and see how 
students at Middle School feel.  I would totally go back and change the system to yellow and     
             purple. 
 “We want yellow and purple back” said several of students.  Here you have all the 
evidence so PLEASE stop, and listen to us students.   
 In conclusion students do not like the grouping.  If you still want to do a tracking system 
then can you lease go back to purple and yellow.  Tracking in the form of A,B and C lead to 
many negative and destructive consequences lost of confidence feelings and behaviors.  Give 
yellow and purple another chance is all we are asking. Is yellow and purple so bad or didnt work 
for you to change it.  Students totally disagree. Purple and yellow was a grouping system they 
did last year and students were split into 2 groups but all mixed with different students that learn  
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differently. All of the C groupers have told us they were all going to a certain camp this summer.  
But you do not hear the A or B groupers that they are going somewhere this summer.  Students 
do not want just C groupers to get special treatments because they are “smarter than us”.   
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The more language, the better! 
Students should learn a diverse language while still young. I know for a fact that it’s helpful in 
elementary school. 
Dear Mami, 
 Mami most people accept that high school is the adequate place and the correct time for 
students to learn a second language.  Research shows, however, this is not true and in reality it’s 
crucial to endorse a second language in elementary school or even younger.  The reason for this 
is when people are older and learning a new language, the brain doesn’t really comprehend what 
they are learning as well as a younger brain.  Students at Middle School in town. should have a 
wide selection of what language they want to learn and at the same time varities available to 
enjoy.  Learning how to speak another language helps you in many ways such as students who 
are able to speak many different languages can be hired for enjoyingable job, become fluent in 
the a diverse language and enjoy the language they are being taught.  If students don’t learn 
another language while still young it can be very harmful to their education and their future.     
 At this point speaking more than one language is important because you have a greater 
opportunity for more money from your job and most important you do what you most love.  
Imagine this- you see another person that you can speak a language you want to learn and you do 
to.  You are going to feel ashamed if you don’t learn that language at least a little but you will be 
very disappointed. It doesn’t mean that you have to learn every language there is, but it will be 
very helpful.  When your working in a job and inorder to work there it means you have to be able 
to learn a more diverse language. Learning a more diverse language when you start school at 
Middle School it helps you when older in many ways because finding a job that is International  
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and have the opportunity to explore many different places. Especially that Middle School is 
private, they should not only have Spanish as a language but offer more varieties of languages to 
learn such as French, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Arabic, and as many more languages that they 
are able to teach.  
However becoming fluent in speaking a new language can be very easy if you push 
yourself to learn it.  You really don’t know how much you can enjoy it unless you try it. When 
you have time; does it hurt to learn some new words in a different language? Therefore how 
many people do you think are fluent in more than one language? It’s incredible, there’s only 47 
million of people learning a second language. We should be able to increase the learning of a 
language in seconds, which are younger kids let alone, the students that start learning a different 
language when are younger.  As Middle School increases they’ll be able to teach girls new 
languages each term as the school year passes.  Since Middle School opened four years ago, 
people understand that it is very difficult to increase languages in just a year. Students at any 
school should experience a new language no matter where the school is located.  When learning 
a language you are more able to become some what fluent speaking. “I would of loved the 
opportunity to learn a more diverse language when I was in Elementary school and in Middle 
School not just Spanish, but this year I have learned a bit of latin and French.” Said an 8th grader. 
 As my 8th grade year at Middle School I had the chance to learn a bit of French. 
Everytime class starts I enjoy every minute because of the differents activities the language has 
for you to enjoy.  I want to explore Europe and learn their languages.  I could imagine myself 
doing a very well job and enjoy every minute speaking. I wish I would have the opportunity to  
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Appendix Q (cont) 
learn French since I was born.  People should first try speaking a new language inorder to enjoy, 
and not criticize their language.  
 It’s incredibly awesome learning a language because you get to visit the beautiful culture, 
eat the international food, speak their wonderful language, get respect in what they do.  Other 
wise people don’t really know this but language can be very harmful to their learning 
opportunity.  If a student doesn’t know another language it does all not only harm their education 
and future, but get you a better job, become fluent speaking a language, and enjoy what you are 
being taught.  Learning a language when in Elementary School helps everyone in many ways 
 You see mami I bet that if we can go back in time when I was in Elementry School you 
would try to find a language that I can learn and keep speaking while I was growing up. 
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